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Transmit; the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date ; 1/8/59

Type in plain' text or code

Priority or jMethod of' Mailing

DIRECTOR, EBI (65-62041)

FROM; SAC, NEW YORK (65-l644l)

SUBJECT; SASH
ESP - R

Re JIY airtel dated 1/6/59 entitled "Solo - IS-C";
NY airtel dated 12/23/58 entitled "CPUSA t- Funds - IS-t-C" .

reflecting TIM BUGK ^s request that the CPUSA identify |

NY airtel dated 12/18/58 entitled "Sash -

9- Bureau (65-620^pJ_(EJVLi
,

(1- 100-429408) 1 I

(1- 100-22325) (TH0P4AS LATVRENCE MAHAN)
(1- 100-3-81 ) (CPUSA - International Relations)
(1- 100- 1 (World Federation of Democratic Yovith)
(l- 100- ) (The VJorld Federation of Youth and Students,

Vienna, Austria, 1959)
(1- 100-21341) (TIM BUCK)

2- gMcago (65-3888) (SASH) (Rid)

£^34-46) (CQ 5824)
1- New York (134-91) (Inves,) (4l5)
1- New York (100-95176) (THOMAS LAVJRENCE MAHAN)

,

1- New York (100-135736) I

I

1- New York (100-52959) (CHARLES LOMAN) (422)
1- Nevj York (100-86624) (cpuSA - International Relations) (415)
1- New York (l00-80644) (CPUSA - Youth Matters) (415)
1- New York (100-51259) (World Federation of Democratic Youth)

(411)
1- Neff York (100-134505) (The V/orld Federation of Youth and

Students, Vienna^ Austria, 1959) (411) ///
COPIES CONT’D NEXT PAGE
1- New York (65*^16441) *

ACB:gms iam
j

(25) ^

Approved Sent M ' Per
Special Agent in Charge
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AIRTEL

NY 65-16441

Esp-R", reflecting ROBERT THOI/E>SON*-s identification of
a youth delei^Pite tn conferences in Columbo, Ceylon and
Budapest as l__^ NY letter dated 12/12/58 with regard
to the afqresa.lfi vmrhh (^<^1 PP-af-Pj and Bufile 100-429408
entitled '] f- SM-C". (NY file 100-135736)

On 1/7/59 NY 694-S advised SA A.C. BURLINSON
that in addition to matters reported in refei’enced NY air*tel
dated 1/6/59 entitled "Solo - IS-C", TIM BUCK told him the
following

:

Referring to the CPUSA youth delegate to Columbo,
Ceylon and Budapest meetings of the World Youth Pederatlouj
BUCK said he had received a second urgent request from the
Soviets for information concerning tha said vogth delegate,
whom BUCK at this time identified as|

f

spelling
the name for the informant. BUCK said the Soviets "don
knovj vrho he is", that, according to the Soviet Hhad
attended the conference in Ceylon and had left for Budapest
on the week-end of January 3, 1959.

BUCK stated that the Soviets desired to be advised
immediately regarding [background; where he was
born; who his parents are, and their place of birth and CP
status; bnw Innv said parents have been members of the CP;
how long! [has been a CP member; and who in the CPUSA
sponsored him, BUCK stated that it liras imperative that this
information be furnished to him no later than January 7, 1959.

Inasmuch as CG 5824-S was in NYC on 1/6/59 for
consultations with CP leaders, NY 694-S requested the
Chicago informant to' discuss this matter with CP leaders.
Before leaving NYC in the early morning of January 7th for

COPIES C0NT‘‘D
1- Nevj- York (100-15140) (TIM BUCK) (33)
1- New York (IOO-7456O) (CPUSA - Funds) (415)
1- New York (100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)
1- New York (100-27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (415)

2-



AIRTEL

NY 65-16441

Chicago, CG 5824-S advised NY 694-S he had brought this
matter to the attention of EUGENE DENNIS and other CP
functionaries at the CPUS a wa t.innai office, none of whom
professed to lmow| (ROBERT THOIC^SON vxas not
available for discussxon regarding this matter),

CG 5824-S contacted BILL ALBERTSON, organizational
secretary of the NY Stats CP. who advised that the individual
to x^hom CG 5824-S referred is I I ALBERTSON said
that all he knew aboutF Iras that the latter was active
in ’student work”^ and had become a CP member only a week
before he went to Columbo . Cevlon. ALBERTSON said he would
make inquiries concerning I I

In a coded message to BUCK on January 7th, NY 694-S
furnished the latter x^itii the above information. With respect
to the confusion of names in this matter, NY 694-S expressed
the opinion that the Snv1 ets—in Ottawa, in decoding a message
from abroad regarding I

|
divided' the name into two

parts;
]

' and ’
, nY 694-S anticipates that before

CG 5824-a leaves Niu on January 11th or 12th, in connection
with the case entitled "Solo - IS-C"

,

he will have obtained
further information regarding

| | for transmittal through
BUCK to the Soviets,

^

NY 694-^S further advised that on Sunday, January
4th, vrhile in Toronto, he attended a birthday party for BUCK
at the letters home. The following Canadian CP functionaries
attended: LESLIE MORRIS, BILL KASHTON, SAM V/ALSH, NELSON
CLARK, ANN BULLER, NORMAN FREED, MISCHA COHEN, and OSCAR
KOGAN. Conversation at the said party was purely social in
nature

.

BUCK Informed NY 694-S that information furnished
him previously by the CPUSA through NY 694-S for tpansralttal
to the Soviets tp the effect that CHARLES LOMAN had gone to
Moscow witxhout CPUSA authority and that he was not an official
representative of the CPUSA had been cabled to the Soviets.

- 3 -



AIRTEL

NY 65-16441

The following lnform9.tion, reported in NY
airtel dated 1/6/59 entitled ’’Solo - IS-C", is being included
herein for the information of the Sash - Esp-R case..

According to TIM BUCK^ there is currently "no
more money from abroad intended for the CPTJSA" at the
Soviet Embassy in Ottav^a, BUCK stated that he planned to
leave Canada on January 20th to attend, as a delegate, the
21st Congress in Moscow, the other Canadian CP delegates
to the said Congress being NIGEL MORGAN, of Vancouver, B.C.
and WILLIAM RUSS, of Winnipeg.

In BUCK’S absence, LESLIE MORRIS xvill be acting
head of the Canadian CP. BUCK enjoined NY 694-S not to
discuss with "MORRIS or anybody else in the Canadian CP"
the matter of "money from abroad" during BUCK’S absence. BUCK
stated he would prefer to stay abroad not more phan 6 weejcs.

He said he must be in Toronto at the latest by the first
week in March, 1959 ^ x*7hich a Canadian CP pleniim is
sched\\led.

POSTER





fy^^^ARD form ^O. 64

Ce iS/iemOfCMdum • united states government

DATE: January 9j 1959TO : SAC, Chicago (134-46)

/^OM : Director, FBI (61-7665)

SUBJECT: CG 5824-S

There is attached Federal Income Tax form
received from Internal Bevenue Service for this
informant imder his cover name and cover address,

. Form should be completed and rettirned
direct to the Internal Revenue Office in
Baltimore, Maryland.

Enclosure^;'^

SEARCHED

SERIAUI^EO. ^

ymtf^ .

i \ / \



EXCLUDE - COPY OF PAGE 12

SAC, CMcago 03k-k6) January 9^959

dractor, fBl (6l«7665)

CS
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ittached Federal Income Taa form
?nal Revenue Service for/this
3 cover name and cover /dddrese*
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FBI
Date; 1/12/59

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
^

'(priority of iviethoa'of' Mailing)

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-47736)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-I6785 )

SUBJECT; JAMES JACKSON
IS - C

NY $94~S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON on 1/11/59
that on 1/9/59 he conferred with JAMES JACKSON, CPUSA Secretary
in Charge of Negro and Southern Work, JACKSON stated that he
would leave for Moscow at 9:00 aim, on 1/10/59; via American
Airlines from Idlewild Airport; NYC, JACKSON* s family and
CP functionary LOUIS BURNHAM would accompany him to the airport^
JACKSON stated.

JACKSON said that on 1/9/59 he conferred with WILIIAM
Z , POSTER and that FOSTER told him that neither JACKSON nor
anyone else should attemp4 to prevent CHARLES LOMAN from talking
to the Soviets, FOSTER said "they" (the CP) must listen to what
he says in this regard, JACKSON indicated that he had no

11- Buraau

Chicago

1 - NY 134^91
1 - NY 100-8$624
1 -t NY 100-80640
1 - NY 100^87211
1 - NY 100-52959
1 - NY 100-9365
1 - NY 100-8057
1 - NY 100-27452
1 - NY 100-91330
1 - NY lOOr-23825
1 - NY 100-16785
ACB:msb (415)

jV"

100-3-
IOO-3I8I) (CPUSA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
100-330932 ) (CHARIES LOmN)
61^.330 ) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER)

100-
)
(EUGENE DENNIS)

100-52444) (ROBERT THOMPSON)
100- )( HUNTER PITTS ODELL)
100-3-88) (CPUSA ^ FACTIONALISM)
100-3-75 ) { CPUSA - NEGRO QUESTION)

) (MORRIS CHILDS) (RM)
-r 134-46) (CG 5824-s)

INV)(415)
CPUSA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (4l5)
CPUSA - NEGRO QUESTION) (415)
CPUSA - FACTIONALISM) (415)
CHARLES L0I/IAN)(415)

'

WILLIAM Z, POSTER) (415)
EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
ROBERT THOMPSON) (415)
HUNTER PITTS 0DELL->(4l5)
BEN DAVIS) (415)
’415)

0

SEARCHED

,

SERIALIZED

JAN r4 1959

// /?FBI vCHICAGO _y



NY 100-16785

Intention of following FOSTER'S instructionsi

JACKSON said that on 1/8/59 he had a long, confidential
discussion with EUGENE DENNIS and ROBERT THOMPSON wherein they
analyzed and n-r^luated the strength of the NEC, They concluded
that the NEC is sufficiently strong "to handle any factional
dispute that might show itself;" • JACKSON Indicated they were
thinking in terms of a dispute with FOSTER regarding CHARLES
LOMAN.

Subsequently JACKSON had a private conference with
THOMPSON^ the latter assuring JACKSON that he definitely is in
the "DENNIS-JACKSON camp" and has no intention of taking opposite
sides in any factional dispute,

JACKSON also talked with BEN DAVIS, who assured JACKSON
he woul(l not cause any trouble for JACKSON during the latter's
trip abroad, and thal? he woul<i not object to HUNTER PITTS ODELL'

s

performing JACKSON'S function during JACKSON' s absence. JACKSON
said he could not trust DAVIS, "who blows hot and cold."

JACKSON state<i that t^he OP credentials of MORRIS CHILDS,
who will attend bhe 21st Congress in Moscow, will reflect,
according to EUGENE DENNIS, that CHILDS is a member of the CPUSA
National Committee,

According to NY 694-S, it was agreed between JACKSON
and the informant that HUNTER PITTS ODELL, who will assvune
JACKSON^ s duties in Negro and Southern work in JACKSON'

s

absence, will keep NI 694-S advised of all pertinent
activities in the Negro work field. If need be, NY 694-S will
advise JACKSON through sources abroad of any matter that the
informant considers of importance, JACKSON stated that ODEIL
could be contacted telephonically at MO 6-2327, which, he said,
was ODELL'S home phone number,

JACKSON will meet MORHIS CHILDS on January 13th on l4th
at the Claridge Hotel in Paris, or will contact CHILDS through
the American Express in Paris,

FOSTER
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DATE; 1/9/59 !;,l A'-J.'

Transmit the following in r:-Ar cc
" (type in plain te:ct' or code:):.!

Via AIRTEL
1.

1 r -

!

REGISTERED .

Priority or Method of Mailing) 1/ C
U C-”A

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

PROM : SAG, MEW YORK (l00-8064l)

SUBJECT: CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

Re my airtels 1/7/59^ wherein information is
set forth that ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN said that there
must be a sto««l pigeon in "our group" who gives information
to SCHWARTZ (believed referring to a writer for "The
New York Times".)

6 - Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)
(1 - Bufile 100-3'-104) (CPUSA - Counter Intelligence Program)
(1 - Bufile 100- (CHARLES LOMN)
(1 - Bufile 100- (BILL LAWRENCE)

(2 ~ Chicago (info.) (RM)
,/(l - CG 134-46)

1 - New York (100-52959) (CHARLES LOIiAN) (422)
1 - New York (100-467) (BILL LAWRENCE)
X - New York (100-129802) (CPUSA - Counter Intelligence Program)
1 - New York (l00-8064l)

JACiKCM
(13)

Approved; Sent
i) Special Agent in Charge

['•'X r

M Per

SEARCHso lIKDEXED;*..

,1AM 1 *> 19sV



NY 100-80641

, ,
Attention Is directed to an article whichappeared in "The New York Times" of 1/9/59, on paae 1column 3, ^der the byline of PETER KIHSS ?jherein^

concerning the suspension of
noted that among other things,the artlc.-e makes reference to the sum of ^250,000 in

group which was under theleadership ox LOMN, In connection with this amount,
on 12/26/58, NY 1857-S* reported that

CP -Treasurer, was
Siiwflpn

L0MN‘s trip. MNKENCE told
ADES that he had brought charges against LOMAN

consisting of CARL WINTER, CLAUDE
™0ffi»S0N, and others, last February.

IffiENGE claimed that he cited the location of cash,
deeds, contracts, etc. amou-iting to aquaxterof a million to the committee and challenged

S? location of

and ™ Accoraing to LAWRENCE, BOB THOr^PSON

challenge"^^^
bovered it up and did not accept his

exists ths?TSmwMnS £o^®golng, the possibilitye^isrs that LAWRENCE is the source of part or all ofthe story appearing in "The New York Times",

FOSTER

- 2 -



STANDARD FORM NO.
64

^jjjjf

Office TS/iemarandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC (134-46) DATE: 1/16/59

FROM : SA JOHN E. KEATING

SUBJECT: CG 5824-S*

Inasmuch as CG 5824-S* will not be available for con-
tact for a period of several weeks and this fact is known to
the Bureau, it is requested that this case be placed in a
Pending Inactive status until further notice.





DIEECTOil, FBI (61-7605) 1/19/59

SAC, CHICACfO (134-46)

C6 5324-S-3=

Eo Chicago lottor dated September 12, 195S,

I. msSlDMCE AND EMPLOYMENT

No change. It is noted that CG 5324-3* is currently
on the second trip in the *'S0L0'* operation and that this second
trip started on January 12, 1959,

II. 1!E!.!BERSHIP IN OHGAITIZATIONS

(1) Ex-oificio member of the National Committee of the
Communist Party - USA, is considered as a member of the National
Committee, and can attend all meetings of the National Committee.

(2) One of the two official delegates from the Com-
munist Party - USA to the 21st Congress of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union (CPSU),

(3) Official representative of the Communist Party -
USA to the CPSU, to the Communist Party of China, and to the Labor
Progressive Party (the Communist Party of Canada)

.

(4) Secretary of the National Appeals Committee of the
Communist Party - USA.

(5) Secretary of the Foreign Affairs Committee or
International Commission of the Communist Party - USA.

(6) Member of the National Auditing Committee of the
Communist Party - USA.

(7) Representative of the National Office of the Com-
munist Party — USA fox* the States of Missouri, Iowa, and Nebraska.

(3) Member of the Administrative Staff of the Communist
Party of Illinois,

2„- Bureau
Chicago

r
JEK/kw
(3) t

(REGISTERED)

/



CG 134-43

(9) Ulomber-at-largo of tho Stato Cosaaitteo of tho Com-
munist Party of Illinois.

(10) nember of a club in the Soutb Side Section of tho
Communist Party of Illinois.

III. mmmr op iNPoumTioiT poehished during
THE PERIOD PROII 9/15/53 THROUGH 1/15/59

Dtirini^ the past four months, CG GS24^S*>‘ has furnished
information in such quantity and quality that it can be said that
there is hardly a secret in tho top leadership of the Communist
Party - DSA vhich has not come to his attention. He has furnished
details of several Resident National Executive Committee and
National Executive Committee meetings, and a meeting of the
National Committee. This information, and additional information
received in private discussions with members of the leadership of
the Communist Party — USA, ranges fromi the status of the entire
Party organization, membership figures, strategy in the auto and
steel industries, political activities, factionalism, peace
activities, Negro matters, youth matters, to international rela-
tions. He has furnished full details of the reserve fund opera-
tion of the Communist Party — USA and the financial statements
for the National Office of the Communist Party - USA. Of particu-
lar significance was information rofleeting the connection of tho
Communist Party - USA to the international Communist movement,
including transmittal of funds from the CPSU to the Communist
Party - USA, invitation from tho CPSU to send delegates to the
21st Congress of the C5PSU, identities of delegates from the Com-
munist Party - USA to the 21st Congress of tho CPSU, the fact
that tho CPSU and the Communist Party of China sent greetings to
the Communist Party - USA on its 39th Anniversary, and that the
CPSU sends information and Instructions to tho Communist Party -
USA through ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG in Now Tori; City.

IV. AfJOUNTS PAID FOR SERVICES JHfl) EXPENSES

Soptember, 1958

$450.00 for so3?vicos rendered and normal expenses in-
curred during the period from September 15 to SO, 1953..

$58.60 as reimbursement for expenses incurred on a trip
to Wains and New Yorh City during tho period botv/oea August 15
and 22, 1958,



4
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CG 134-40

Octo»?sgt 135S

OCOO.OO for sertficos s?oM©3?ed and nojwaal axponsoa In-
curred*

$230*00 for espouses for a trip to ITsw Yorfe City froa
October 9 thxougb 14, 195S,

november, 1958

$000.00 for services roadored and normal espouses in-
curred*

$250,00 for a trip to iTow York City for oao week, start-
ing on iTovember 13, 1953.

Docember, 1958

$900,00 for services rendered and normal ospenscs in-
curred.

$200.00 for a trip to Ifew York City for three days,
starting on December G, 1958*

$200.00 for a trip to iTow York City, starting on Decem-
ber 20, 1953, for three days.

January, 1959

$450,00 for services rendered and normal ospenses in-
curred from January 1 ttoough 15, 1959.

In addition to the above, the sum of $100.00 \?as

deposited each month in a special banking account in the name of
the Special Agent in Charge of the Chicago Office for the infor-
mant for the months of September through December, 1953. As of
December 30, 1958, the total amount in this account at the Chicago
National Bank ms $3,725.32.

In addition, CO SGDd-S'!' ^sras furnished with sums of money
in connection with the current »»S0I»0*' operation. A separate
accounting will bo made of the e:i3»onses and receipts at the con-
clusion of the current phase of this operation.

Based on the annual Income tajs return of CG 0324-3-*=, it
is estimated that $400.00 of the sum of $900,00 received by the

S -



CG 134-40

Infoijmnt each month is os^poadod la no3?mal oiqpoases. Since
CG 5S24-S* is engaged lull time for the Bureau, his ospenses are
estimated instead of itemized, and an estimated brealsdown of these
expenses appears in Chicago letter dated October 15, 1957

«

V, MEETINGS ATTENDED ANO OTHSR ACTIVITy

0110 following activity is in addition to almost dally
contacts with leadws of the Communist Party - USA and the communist
Party of Illinois;

9/14/53 : Three separate meetings of the National Auditing
Committee of the Comunist Party - USA in Uew
Torfc City during the weeJc starting September 13,
195S.

9/19-21/58 : Meeting of the National Executive Committee of
the Communist Party - USA in New York City.

10/4/58 : Midwest Communist Party Eegloaal Conference in
Chicago.

10/5/53 ; Banquet in Chicago sponsored by the Chicago Families
of Smith Act Yictims.

10/8/5S : Meeting with EUGENE DENNIS, RICEARD CRILEY, and
BEIT GREEN in Chicago.

10/10/SS and
10/13/53 j Meetings with WILhlAM Z. FOSTER in New York City.

10/11/58 ; National Appeals Committee of the communist Party -
USA in Newark, New Jersey*

10/12/56 I Meeting of the National Auditing Committee of the
Communist Party — USA in New York City.

10/16/58 : Meeting with TIM BUCK, Head of the Labor Pregresslvo
Party, in Toronto, Canada*

10/18/53 j Social function in Chicago to raise funds for "The
Worker".

10/23/53 : Meeting of the Pacesetters Club in the South side
Section of the Communist Party of Illinois.

4



CG 1G4-40

X0/27/5S :

11/10/S9 :

11/1S/C3 :

11/18-20/50 :

11/21/50 :

11/23/50 t

12/7/SS :

12/7/5S :

12/11/S8 :

12/12/53 {

12/14/53

12/20-21/50 ;

1/6/50 :

1/11/50 j

VI.

ITcgro CoixaissloB of the Cosusimist Partv of Illinois.

iTogro Coaaiosioa of tho Oocnualst Party of Illinois.

Kaetln^ of tlio Pacesetters Club in the South Side
Section of the Comunist Party of Illinois.

Meeting of the national Executive conmittee of the
CoBtmunist Party - trSA In Eew YorJs City.

Heoting with HTGEiffi DBIJITIS in How York City.

Ileeting of the State Cosnittoo of the ComEsunist
Party of Illinois.

Heoting of the national CoJaiaittoe of the Coanunist
Party - USA in How York City.

Meeting of the national Appeals Coiaaittoo of the
Comunist I^rty - USA in Hew York City.

Educational class in the Professional Section of
the Cossjsunist Party of Illinois,

Meeting in Chicago with PEED EhAin> of the Coamonist
Party of Wisconsin.

Negro COGB».issioa of the Comunist Party of Illinois.

Meeting of the liesidont National Executive CoimaitteG
of the Communist Party - USA in New York City.

Meeting of the Eesident National Executive Comaitteo
of the Communist Party - USA in New York City.

Individual meetings in Hew York City with WlhhIAM 2,
POSTER, EUGENE DSIAJIS, IRVIHG POTASS, BEN DAVIS, and
ROBERT THOMPSON.

SUBMITTED

(1) By Dictaphone memo belts - 2 (consisting of 7 belts)
(2) Oral (reduced to writing)- Approximately 102,
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CG 134-46

YII» EgOmiAglOIf CTRITISHSD OF PHtlStTAI. mPB
(1) Advised in Goptoffliljor, 195S, tJmt V,J, JEE05H3 would

spend one year In Ens^land, Poland, and the TT.S.S.R.

(2) Leaarned that the reserve fund op<^ation of the
Comunist Party - U3A would be controlled by a cottmlttce of
mrtBlS, ISADOSE WOPSY, and JACIC CHILDS.

(3) Advised in Geptontber, 1958, that ALHHAHDEIt
TMCKPIEBEIIC, GEORGE MORRIS, PATO, H07ICK, JAMBS JACKSOH, and
ELI2ABD2H <KIRLSY MiYM planned to go to Russia in the near future.

(4) Learned that lEVIWG POTASH suggested that JOM AST
go to Europe to attempt to arrange business ventures between Com-
munist Parties in Eastern European countries and businesses to be
run by the Communist Party in tho Gnited States.

(5) Burnished, in September, 1953, a breakdown of
receipts and ciMpendituros for the reserve fund of the Communist
Party - GSA for the first eight months of 1953, This information
Included the identities of donors and sums contributed by them,

(7) Made available the identities of persons present
and the full details of a meeting of the Rational ETcecutive Com^
mitteo of the Communist Party - G3A, held from September 19 to 81,
1953, and this included information on Communist Party - USA
strategy in tho auto industry and factional groupings within the
Communist Party - USA.

(3) Learned from EUGBCTE DEMIS in September, 1953, that
the Communist Party - USA had received letters from the CPSU and
tho Communist Party of China on the occasion of the 30th Anniver-
sary of the Communist Party - USA.

(9)

Burnished information in Soptember, 1958, received
from IRYIITG POTASH regarding POTASH*s activities while ia Europe
and Asia.

(10) Made available in September, 1953, a breakdown
of (Quotas for all Communist Party Districts for a throe-month
fund drive for ”lhe Worker” and the Rational office of the Com-
munist Party - USA.

(11) Made available la September# 1953, contents of a

- 6 -
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CG134-4G

lottor from tho Comunist Party o£ Mexico to t&o Commmist
Party - USA.

(12) PuraiGhod, in October, 1958, plans to establish
a Midwest Provisional Couuaission of the Coammaist Party — USA.

(13) Learned iron EUGEHS DENNIS on October 8, 1958,

that SID STEIN had formally resigned from the c<»nnmnist Party - USA,

(14) Furnished throe locations in Toronto, Canada,
whore funds from the CPSU for the Communist Party - USA would be
transferred from a representative of the Labor Progressive Party
to a representative of the Conaaunlst Party « USA.

(15) Learned in October, 1953, that AL BLUMBES6,
MARTSA STONE and GEORGE WATT, all members of the National Com-
mittee of the Comaunlst Party - USA, had formally resigned from
the Conmamist Party.

(IG) Advised In October, 1958, that EDGBNE DENNIS
stated that he is suspicious of the Missouri District leadership,
particularly HEBSCHEL WALKER and HANK HOLLAND.

(17) Learned from EUGEIU3 DENNIS in October, 1958, that
the National Ersecutive Committee of the Communist Party USA
will discuss preparations to send a delegation from the United
States to the 7th World Youth Festival, to be held in Vienna,
Austria, during the summer of 1959.

(13) Learned from EUGEIGS DENIES and JACK KLIHG on
October 9, 1958, that SAM KUSHNEB had killed a Negro in an auto-
mobile accident while KUSHEUm was in the tinderground,

(19) Furnished, in October, 1958. the budget for the
Southern Regional Committee of the Communist Party - USA for the
period from October 1, 1958, to Ocstober 1, 1959,

(20) Learned in October, 1953, that ALIKANDER
TBACOTElfBSRG had applied for a passport and planned to travel to
Russia*

(21) Furnished, in October, 1958, details for the dis-
tribution of the ’’World Blarxist Review” in the United States,

(22) Furnished, in October, 1958, a confidential mail-
ing address in Toronto, Canada, for communications between the

7
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»*

Conaamist Paafty » GSA aad the Iialbor Progrossivo Party,

(23) Learned In October, 1958, froia ifXU JACKSON that
HUNTER PITTS 0*DELL had boon added to the Southern Koglonal Com-
mittee, Learned from JACKSON that there are serious disagree-
ments between JACKSON and BEN DAVIS.

(24) Advised in October, 1958, that the Communist Party
of Chile would hold its 11th Congress from November 18 through 22,
1958.

(25)

Learned in October, 1958, that WILLIAM L,
PATTERSON had applied for a passport and planned to mahe a trip
to Russia.

(20) Furnished, in October, 1958, details of a meeting
of the National Appeals Committee in regard to the Tubman Section
of the New Jersey Communist Party District.

(27) In October, 1953, furnished details of the Com-
munist Party of Illinois strategy in regard to the Chicago Branch
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

(28) Learned in November, 1958, from CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
that the National office of the Communist Party — USA advised
that it was the policy of the Communist Party - USA to send Com-
munist Party meaibers to the Independent Socialist Conference to be
held in Cleveland, Ohio, from November 28 through SO, 1958,

(29) Advised in November, 1958,.^t CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
stated ho learned from EUGENE DENNIS that DAVIS and JOE ROBERTS
wanted to resign from the District Committee of the Eastern Penn-
sylvania Ccnmuunist Party District.

(SO) Advised on November 20, 1958, that the National
Executive Committee of the Communist Party - USA dacided to recom-
mend to the National Committee that the 17th National Convention
of the Communist Party - USA be held no earlier than September, 1959,

(31) Reported on November 20, 1958, that IRVING POTASH
had been secretly elected to the National Executive Committee of
the Coxamunist E^arty — USA, and was appointed Labor Secretary of
the Communist Party - USA,

(32) Learned in November, 1958, that the Communist
party - USA would advise the CPSU that PAUL NOVICK, who was

o
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travolliiiS to Russia, is a mciaBor of tiio Conmunist Pa3?ty - GSA,
but tliat tbo soviets should be casjoful la dealiag: t/ith ITOVICK

because of his views oa the Jewish <}uestioa la Russia.

(33) Advised la Novembesf, 1958, that EOGENE DSGTIS
stated that the CSPSir seat a cable to the ComauBist Party « USA
lavitiag the Coaaauaist Party -* USA to sead a delogatioa to tho
21st Coagress of the CPSU, to be held la Jaauary, 1959. Advised
that JIM JACKGOU, EhlZABEfU GOELEy HiyNU, aad MOBRIS CHILDS were
belag coasidored lor this delegatioa.

(34) Made avallahlo ia HovembKP, 1958, a letter from
WILLIAM Z. POSTER to the ITatioaal Executive Committee of the Com-
muaist Party « USA, advocatiag aad detailiag how the Coamuaist
Party - USA should coaceatrate its political worh withia the Demo-
cratic aad Republicaa Parties.

(35) Oa November 18, 1958, learaed from TOM NABRIED
that he is the aew CShalrmaa of the Eastera Peaasylvaaia District,
that VINCE PIERI is the actiag Orgaaizatioa Secretary, and that
there are only 95 members ia the Eastera Peaasylvaaia Communist
Party District. Learned that DAVE DAVIS resigned from the National
Committee of the Commuaist Party — USA and the District Committee
of the Eastera Pennsylvania District.

(36) Advised ia November, 1958, that two groups were
emerging in the national leadership of the Communist Party - USAj
one hoaded by EUGENE DENEJIS and the other headed by BEN DAVIS.

(37) Learned from ISADORE WOPSY in November, 1958, that
the current balance in the reserve fund of the Communist Party —
USA was $34,261,00.

(38) Purnished in November, 1958, a two-page letter
concerning Communist Party - USA tasks in preparation lor the open-
ing of the S6th Congress in January, 1959.

(39) Purnished in November, 1958, contents of a letter
Witten by JOIRT WILLIAMSON in England.

(40) Learned from MARGARET COWL KRUMBEIH the breakdown
of distribution for the ’’World Marxist Review” in the United States.

(41) Purnished the National Office financial statomonts
for October and November, 1958,

9
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(42) Advised In Bacembor, 195S, t&at GEOEGE rsOEEIS

IphXanncd. to leave ITew YotIz Ciljy lor London and Eussia on Beccfflboy

10, looa.

(43) Eornished on Decenfljer 9, 1958, information from
GLiAtJDS LIGUI3?00T concerning t&e Socialist Conference held in
Cleveland, Oblo, from November 2S tbrougb 30, 1953.

(44) Pornlslied details of a meeting of the National
Committee of the Communist Party <« USA held in December, 1958,
and -whldbi dealt with the Negro question, the date for the 17th
National Convention of the Communist Party - USA, the status of
the Party orgaiiization, and an article by WILLIAM Z. FOSTER deal-
ing with political worh in the Democratic and Eopublican Parties.

(45) Advised that the 17th National Convention of the
Communist Party - USA would be hold in November, 1959.

(40) Learned from HIED BLAIR in December, 1953, details
concerning the current status of tho Communist Party of Wisconsin.

(47) Advised in December, 1958, that JIM JACKSON and
MORRIS CHILDS were selected as delegates from the Communist Party -
USA to the 21st Congress of the CP3U by the national Executive
Committee of the C<»amuaist Party - USA.

(43) Learned from EUGEIU3 DHRIIS on December 22, 1953,
that CHARLES LOMAN went to Russia in violation of Party orders,
that LOHAIT had been removed from all Party posts and will ’’face

charges'* on his return to the United states.

(49) Advised on December SO, 1958, that a conference
of all Communist Parties in the Western hemisphere would be held
in Russia during the period of the 21st Congress of the CPSU. Also,
that a meeting of all Communist Parties in Anglo-American countries
would be held at the same time in lloscow.

(50) Hiraished in December, 1053, details of the
strategy of the communist Party of Illinois in regard to the Inde-
pendent Negro Voters League.

(51) Made available in December, 1950, tho Spring,
1959, sdbedule of classes and instructors for the faculty of
Social science, SO East 11th Street, Now Yorh City.

— 10 —
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(52) Furnisltecl on Jantiary 7, 1953, dotails of a meet-
ing of the Resi4eat llational Executive Coiamlttee of the comuaist
Party - USA, which dealt with CHAKLES LOMIT, the American Com-
mittee for l?rotection of Foreign Born, and the situation in Cuba.

(53) Advised in January, 1959, that EOBEET THOIIPSOJ?,

Executive Secretary of the Cotmaunist Party - BSA, stated that the
ctirrent national membership figure for tho Coimunist Party - USA
is less than 7,000,

(54) Made available in January, 1959, a letter from
the Communist Party of Mexico to the Communist Party - USA.

(55) Furnished invaluable information on January 12,

1959, whidi is contained in Bufile 100-42S091.

VIII. APPEOXKIATB NOMBEl OF PEES02TS 02T

UHOM lOTOHMAM? FURHISUED C07EEAGE
AMP THEIR BIPORTAKCS

Puring the past four months, CG 5S24-S^ has furnished
Information on approximately 336 members of the Ccwnmunist Party -
USA, including members of the National Executive Committee, the
iTational Committee, and most leading memb^s of the Communist
Party throughout the United States. He also furnished information
on leading members of the Labor Progressive Party (the Communist
Party of Canada) , and on melous Individuals in all parts of the
world who were at one time or another members of the Communist
Party - USA.

IK, IHFORmiiT*S POTEHTIAL FOR APVAUCSaUBTT

A review of Section II of this letter will reflect that
CG 5S24-2>5s has penetrated not only the innermost circles of tho
Communist Party - uaA, but also of the international Communist
movement* It is believed that tho current ’’SOLO*' operation will
provide CG 5S24-S* with the potential for establishing permanent
contacts with leading members of the Communist Parties in all parts
of the world.

Z. STABILI^ AIIP RELlAPILITg

In the opinion of tho contacting Agent, CG 5324-S^ has
no personal wealmesses, domestic difficulties, or indications of
untrustworthiness or unreliability which might become a source
of embarrassment to the Bureau,

11 -
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XI, iimtymiimiox ahui^qt DJscLosmiE

23^ej?y opportunity Itas feoon taken to properly indoctrinate
CG SS24-'3'-‘ against mkiag any discXosuro of Ms rolationsMp 'Witk
the Bureau tMousk any media*

XII. imcsss&m agpion takex oh iiwonmnoK
HIBHISHEB

Information furniskod by CG 5324-S-5' is promptly dis-
seminated and, T/koa necessary, appropriate action is recomondod,

XIII. HISCELIAHEOBS

Hone.

Xiy. HECOffilEHPATIOH

tlioreforo, rccoiamoad that authority be granted to
continue payments to CG up to $000,00 per montk for ser-
vices rendered and normal osipensea incurred for a period of four
adntlis, effective February 1, 1059.



FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI,

0JJY Chicago » Illinois

DATE January 28, 1959

Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty
dollars, and cents.

450.00
^

, • t u j u January 30, 1959
(S 1 ), which money is to be paid by me on z. i

CG 5824-S*

loi l„fcn.«tion concerning the cos. enllUed
Communist Party, PSA (100-2398)

and related cases.

Signed . V ^ C- m /I^V^ -

7 Specigl Agent 7

Cg let 9/12/58, approved ^ureau 9/17/58, adtliorizing

Authority (date) up to $900.00 per month, effective 10/1/58 for fou^j^nths

Period Covered by Payment ^/^g/59__through l/31/59_ """r

Approved:

Date of Actual Payment

JEKtjek
(2 )

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared .

,
/v'.

Informant's File

By Whom JANVG1353
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: VOn il/2ij./SOy' CG 582l|-S-;5- fldvlseS that ih his o’^'inldn it :

would bo imriossihle/to keen^sccret^ PG’I" anpolhtrnoht'' as
' ' ^

habpr Secretary, lie surmised that within two weeks of.ithat
time,: dosOns of Pahty members woulB know about his ahqoiattBe
fherefore,'. there, anpears-: to be -no reason why informant . woLld
be comnromlsed,,

•.;rnles3 advised ,to;the,/'contraryi .!-'ew Yorle will, incl^u^^^^ the
'information in its rGncrt. . f .
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The enclos ed is for your information . If used in a future

report I i conceal all sources, { Iparaphrase contents.

Enclosed are corrected pages from report of

SA dated

For information.

For appropriate action.

Remarks:

Enclosure(s)
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES OOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE: 2/lti/59

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CP ^USA ORGANIZATION
IS - C

NY 694-S advised SA A, C, BURLINSON on 1/30/59 that
on the said date, Detroit CP functionary HELEN V/INTER, as a

member of a CP subcommittee investigating the feasibility of
moving the CP national office to Chicago, conferred with
ISADORE WOFSY and JACK CHILDS, members of the CP National
Finance (Reserve) committee*

WINTER requested the opinion of WOFSY and CHILDS
with respect to the advisability Qf moving the National Office
to Chicago i CHILDS, as spokesman for the Finance Committee
(LEM HARRIS, third member of the Finance Committee was not
present), informed WINTER that it was not the function of the

Finance Committee to express an opinion in this matter,
V/OFSY agreed;

3 - Bureau

Chicago

3 - Detroit

1 - NY 134^91
1 - NY 100-74560
1 - NY 100-128861
1 - NY 100-64061
1 - NY 100-19679
1 - NY 100-8057
1 - NY 100--27452
1 - NY 100-18065
1 ^ NY 100-23825
1 - NY 97-169
1 - NY 100-80638
1 - NY 100-8064l

ACB;msb

(
20 )

IOOt-3-69) (RM)
1-100-3'=63) (cp,usa-funds)
po-33741 ) (info) (RM)
^134-46) (& 5824-s)

, ,

100- ) (CP,USA-0RGANIZATI0N) (iNFO) (RM)

1-100-68212 )
(HELEN WINTER)

1-100-13420) (CARL WINTER)
INV)(^45)
CP,USA-FUNDS)(415) ,, ^

CP,USA-fFUNDS (RESERVE FUNDS) (415)
JACK CHILDS) (415)
ISADORE V/0FSY)(415)
EUGENE DENNIS)

(

415 )

(ROBERT THOMPSON) (415)
(JACK STACIffiL)(4l5)
BENJAMIN J. DAVIS ) (415) _ , / ,

PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS) (4l5) /^ ^ (r>

CP,USA-MEmRSHIP)(4l5)
'4l5)

ptARCHED.
' * SERIA'.!7ED./^
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CHILDS then stated that If a decision to move be
made^ the Finance Committee would strongly recommend that a
subcommittee of the NEC, consisting of one person who must
be "an authoritative and respected CP functionary," remain
in New York City to act as liaison with the CP National
Finance Committee, with the NY State CP, and vjrith various
"committees" (fronts) remaining in NYC, Unless such liaison
should be established with the Finance Committee, CHILDS said,
the value of the said committee to the CP would be lost,
WOFSY agreed with CHILDS.

WINTER stated sbe also agreed with the aforesaid
proposal and stated she would recommend it in her report to
the CP.

CHILDS inquired what the results of VJINTER^ s survey
to date had been. She indicated that so far she had only a
few "unofficial oplnipns" of CP functionaries regarding the
proposed move to Chicago. She herself, she said, has- hot
come to a decision as yet; Her husband. CARL-JiiaNTER-r- she
said, is "adamant"; he is in favor of the move; JACK STACHEL
and EUCENE DENNIS are opposed to the move^ STACHEL said that
in the investigation to determine the advisability of moving
"The Worker" to Chicago, he learned that printing costs in
Chicago would be $25,000 less than in New York, but that
distribution problems, particularly in NYC, v/ould be "terrif;ici"

BEN DAVIS, JR,, she said, to date Is opposed to the
move. WINTER expressed the opinion that DAVIS is opposed
because he fears such a move would affect him politically
in New York City,

WINTER said that she was "'in a void regarding the
entii’e matter," and did not know how she could submit a
satisfactory report by February 3rd, when she was scheduled to
return to Detroit,

^

WINTER expressed the opinion that EUGENE DENNIS and
BOB THOMPSON should maintain closer contact with the National
Office Finance Committee, especially for the purpose cf keeping

- 2 r.
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the Committee informed regarding the finances of the National
Office i WINTER said that since the Finance Committee, for the

past two years, has been regularly pouring money into the
National Office, the Finance Committee should be furnished
with information concerning the income of the National offices

CHILDS inquired whether WINTER knew what the dues
payments to the National Office v;ere<, She replied that her
examination of National Office books during the ^ past few days

reflected that "dues payments averaged 4000 during the past
six months;" WINTER said sherw^s not certain how accurate
their figures were and that she might not have interpreted
them correctly; In reply to a question from CHILDS regarding
"the district breakdown on dues^" she said she had not checked
that matter as yet.

Referring again to the National Office books, WINTER
said she noticed many discrepancies—particularly that payments
to the National Office from the National Finance Committee had
not been entered on the books; She noted specifically that
$10,000 given by WOPSY to the National Office in December,

1958, did not appear on the books « VJINTER stated that she
would insist that hereafter all payments by the Finance committee
to the National Office appear on the National Office books.

- 3 -
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CITY Chicago, Illinois

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI,

February 11, 1959

Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty
dollars. cents,

($ — —), which money is to be paid by me on February 13, 1959

CG 5824-S*

for information concerning the case entitled CoBHaunist Party , U^ (100"^2398) and

related cases.

Signed:
Special Agent/

Cg let 1/19/59 approved by Jrhe Bureau l/28/d9 authorizing

Authority (date)
to $900.00 per month for four months effective 2/1/59

Period Covered by Payment 2/1/59 through 2/14/58

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received
f

Voucher Prepared .

Approved'

Date of Actual Payment

JEK:jek
(2 )

Informant's File No.

By Whom

f:"'
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NY

Sales gTOa&fclon oon&*d ;

July let, 115 #ri3 ? IT14' eemses' display cards
easels- with. heavy sl4ai .

:m. ngle wing maels
Xltl^ 1000 sales letteilii^ds
freight to CSiicago,' saXeS' folders# cards
Frei^t to Chicago, eaveiopes ahd' letters,

.

-
- laallli'ig,

’ sales letteie 9M foldest ^
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OSiflCE MEMORANDUM UNITED. STATES GOT?ERNMENT

DIRECTOR, PBI ( 100~3-69)- .DATE;^t.

2/9/59

SAC, NEW YORK (100-8064l)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

Care must be utilized in handling and reporting
tNe following infbrmatl'o^^^^^ very nature of ttas
Information 'teh'd's" t;b' iaeni^lt'y a a'ensltlve and highly
placed Informant,.

^
^

L-.^-— ‘ "*rf

On 1/13/59 , NY 2359-S* advised that on above date a

meeting of leading. CP functionaries was. held in the third
floor board room at CP Headquarters, 23 West 26th Street,
NYO, Those in attendance were EUGENE DENNIS, ROBERT THOMPSON,
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, JACK STACHEL, BEN DAVIS, JH.,HY
LUMER, ARNOLD JOHNSON, end ainaiYidna|,&'.- believed to be
IRVING POTASH .end HUNTER PITTS 0‘DELL.

The following are the most important statements,
made' at the meeting as reported by NY 2359-S*:

2 ~ Bureau (100-3~69)(RM)
4 - Chicago (RM.)

(1-100- )(CDAUDE LIGHTFQOT)
vte^CG 134-46)
(1-»100- )(CP .USA-Factionalism)

1 - Newark (infoKRM]
1 f Philadelphia (lnfo)(RM)
1 - Pit'bsburgh (Info)(RM)
1 - New York (100*^3057) (EUGENE DENNIS.) (#415)
1 - New York (100-27452),(ROBERT THOMPSON) (#415)
1 ^ New York (IOO-I696 ) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (#415)
1 - New York (3C'0-33Q$]0'ACK STACHEL) (#415)
1 - New York (100-23825) (BEN DAVIS4JR.)(^f4l5)
1 - New York .(100-105078 )(HY LUMER) (#415)

. , ,
1 - New York ,(

100-16021 ) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (#415 )i ^ .i tSL-Mi
1 - New York 100-8o64l ' M100-80641
COPIES CONTINUED

H00C;jn
(23)

SCA^CHlD .WDJXhD

SERir.'jr..D cr. ..

f/A . ri/- c:i!G”<?0
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NY 100t80641

COPIES CONTINUED
T^Hew' York” fr00-48033) (lRVING,POTASN) (#415

)

1 - New York (100-91330) (HUNTER PITTS O'DELL) (#415)
1 - New York (100-8721l)(cP,USA-Pactionalism)
1 - New York (97~l69)( Publishers New Press)
1 - New York ( 100-80540 )( CP ^USA-Negro Question)
1 - New York ( 100-80644 )( CP ,USA-Youth Matters)

-la-
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Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

Well if* there’s no disagreement, I’d like to propose

on this question Of moving to Chicago that we terminate

the discussion at 2:30

Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON

Everybody knows that between the last nacional^

convention. . .made a survey of the problems. It is my opinion

that this has directed us to a (peaceful?) approach to these

problems..,. It depends in a large part upon our approach.

The central question is whether we consider the entire move

politically from the point of view of the Party to make it.

Now the ijeasohowhy we have to approach this question

is that the circumstances have substantial*? .chshSbd

the period when we were initially considering this question

after the February National Committee meeting. I think tne

fIrSt^substantialchange is that the question is no longer. ..

factional'. The second substantial change that has taken place

is the improvement in the general political

(health?)' of the Party. In February we had a situation where

the role of the Party was not yet , . . (final? ) , Together - -

with that you had to examine the various forces and

in the whole Chicago area... and had a difficult

in some areas., . The very big thing on ®

part helped in the struggle... You have a healthy situation

relatively in the district now.

The third important thing is the systew that

(LUMER^ had with respect to what areas will

It is my feeling that the areas in which the Party is going

to make progress are the big industrial areasi whether Chicag

or in Ohio, This is not for any subjective reasons of

internal party consideration, but basically because this is

where the main area in which there is a
f.

^

development. When I say that, I do not mean that the Party

in NY is not going to grow and gain in the sense of its

actions. Influence, and role.

I
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Informant advised that at this point THOMPSON
commented that there was still another factor. He then
utilized the added security of the blackhoardvand then
commented that this is also, a factor that we ignore in the
Party.,. , I thinlc we will all have to realize thab until
we resolve that question it will he Impossible- to approach
the finahcial and other problems involved in this on a very
sensible basis. I know that I do not have all the answerss
yet to all the aspects of moving..

Remarks of ELIZABETH GURLEY PLYNN
' '

I want to say that I. agree with BOB. In February
I did my very best to present all the reasons that I felt
at that time which was not possible for us to undertake
such a move. At the same time I realized that we had a
directive from the convention..., but we were really discussing
the fact of whether or not we coulql do it at that time.

'

BOB was so right in that it was so involved in the factional
way... 1 think in view of traveling around the country as

I, have, ' bob is also correct in saying that the sentiment
for it (the move) even, among those who voted against it at

the convention in Pebruany (now veer towards,?) making the
move , Basfi'vfeaCLlylthe leaders around the country feel that
Chicago is a better place for the headquarters of the
Communist Party than NYC. They feel it is a center of

heavy industry, more centrally located, that the comrades
inthe national center would be much closer to the class
struggle and the working class than here in NY.

I also agree with BOB that the problems can be
either presented in such a way that they are almost insurrniount-

able or else you agree that the thing is necessary, that we

should do it, then the problems can be faced in a different

way. Now the greatest problems is not the financial problems
because I think that the party membership around the country
could set a special fund for this purpose. The greatest
problem is the personnel.,..

I do think that once we change our attitude and make

up our minds that we can do it, then we will open up a
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discussion. .. .which may help to solve some of these
basic problems, especially the two problems, namely
personnel and finance. Since I have returned I have a
feeling that NYC is not the right place for Party
headquarters. This city is no longer an •in'du&tfeial city,
li? never was predominantly industrial. Ne had certain
Industries, such as the needle trades,.,but Manhattan
is getting to be the office building of the coiontry.
White collar workers and clerical workers, but not basically
Industrial workers.

Now there is basic industry in NJ and Queens,,
but somehov; or other our connection, with them seems remote.
I think the atmosphere like a city like Chicago where you
have a "periphery of industrial cities," where you are just
a few hours from Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Pittsburgh
Detroit, and the principal cities of Indiana (is better).
The atmosphex*e of the Party’s potential is much better
in Chicago than in NY.

Now when you talk about reaching the Negro and
Puerto Rican workers that is a long range question here
in NY and it does not necessitate that the national office
be here in order to do it. It’s the job of the NY Party
primarily and it will have to be so. So if BOB was making
in the form of a motion, I for one will second the motion.
Certainly comrades, let us not go ipto another convention
without being able to show that the greatest argumentation
that we have made the effort.,., X feel and believe that
if we do make the effort in this next period then we will
do it.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS
L
' . M l , .,-—

I hesitate to take issue with such (comrades and
views?) X don't share the opinion of some comrades here
about moving our headquarters to Chicago as the basis for
solution of i!^iQ!»^..'Of the problefflstthat (confront?) the
Party..,,
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I think we have to consider a very important
question and amongst these first of all are the paper and
the puhlications, I feel the circumstances under which
they are handled prohibits moving the paper... to Chicago.
Beyond that, one has to consider the size of the Party...
approximately 50 pei’ cent of the membership is in the
East.... It does not have to be decisive, but this is an
element in the picture. I would say in regard to the
Mid-West (while?) it is important ... center has taken- certain
steps the last six or eight months to strengthen at least
some aspects of our work and our political attention,

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

The Party has beep in NY now for (34?) years. The
fact of the matter is that whatever (strength?) the Party
had was able to mount on the basis of these years... I know
when I was trade organizer I spent ^0 per cent of my time
outside of (Chicago?) ... (When?) Chicago had five or six
thousand members . We have a peculiar situation where NY is
not the capital although it is the main city. Don't forgett
that most of the (labor parties?) are located in NY...

As Par as I am concerned, if the Party decides on
Chicago, I* d gO' tomorrow. If the Party decides on NY and not
(relocate?) the leadership, I will do my best wherever I
am.

What bothers me is,.,, the forces out in Chicago
are not so sure that- there will be no- difficulty, that we- will
not sail into some very serious difficulties even before
we get there. There are certain forces who will instigate
it.

When it comes to the paper you have a number Of
reasons,,. In my opinion it would be a misstake, NY still
has heavy circulation. The total circulation in the Mid-West
including Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin, -Minnesota,
taken all together, is. less than 3000. At least the main
basis for the paper is still in NY, You have'h^ the
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guarantee that you are going to get the $75^000*00 needed to
move the paper to Chicago. The fact of the matter is that
despite all the setbacks, the bulkoof the money still comes
from NY in one form or another; NY t|,as to account for
two-thirds to three-^fourths of the money to finance the
paper; ioso that is the economic questipn, I would say
it would be favorable to remain in NY.;; Here in NY
you can still circulate 4000 papers a week, you can put
3000 papers on newsstands;

Remarks of BEN MVIS

Informant a<lvlsed that BEN DAVIS spoke of the
great influx of Negroes and Puerto Ricans to the NY area
and the need to concentrate on these groups;

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

JOHNSON opened his remarks by commenting that the
Party in Chicago is very strong. He said that in his
opinion if we move to Chicago, we will have an Isolated national
office adding that we did have an isolated national office
not too long ago (in NY);

Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON

THOMPSON opened his remarks by stating that the Party
should decide on :4ts main objectives adding that they should
determine and concentrate on three or four issues oh which
to center its activities; He indicated, that they should
concentrate on the item presented in the memo from ARNOLD
(lOHNSON) and GENE (DENNIS);

With regard to our Negro work I hope we will
change our relationships with the main Negro organizations.;.
On this I would like to propose that CHARLIE (believed referring
to HUNTER PITTS O’DEL) and BEN (DAVIS) take essential
responsibility... With regard to the educational work,
THOMPSON called for a resumption of systematic education
activities; Informant advised that THOMPSON also commented
that there should be twor or three |feces of literature issued
on youth; He statec^ that the Party must try to resolve,what the
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Party wants to see come out of these youth conferences that

is a Marxist-Leninist Youth Organization or one of a

different character » Together with this I think we should

set certain objectives such as the development of a Party

youth program. I think that we should try within the next

three months period to have organizational conferences mainly

on a regional basis.

Informant advised that ThOfCPSON closed M.s comments

by referrlns inadequacy of Party leadership in certain

areas, specifically mentioning Pennsylvania.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS
I 1.1 H I —

BOB (THOIVIPSON) outlined a very comprehensive

program. Whatever we project we should project it
, .

publicly,.. Whatever it is, one thing I’m swe of, pujljsh

it in the press. Informant advised that DENNIS also stated

that in 1959 the Party will participate in all ®''^^^Sgies

mentioning specifically unemployment insurance, ^aft-Hartley,

nuclear tests, and the recognition of China, He said that
,

on the question of the press^ in connection with the 40th

AnnlYBrsary^ tho objBctiiVB should bB to build th^ Party by

a mi ni mnm of ten per cent and the press to be increased

by about 20 per cent.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

Well first of all I want to say why I agree with

the general approach... We have the campaign for press

buildings May Day picnics, things like that; Now I think

the most important thing to consider in connection with the

proposals BOB made... two things the Party has to take in

account^ one, the leadership participating in accivxties, ,

,

We have a perspective for the year 1959 to come to the Conventlc

with 10,000 members. We pannot perform certain tasks unless

we have forces.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS

VJe have to- keep our minds qpon what

we have declared as the main motivation of the Party... It
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is the issue of a more powerful labor movement... It is the
issue which gives us certainties., on the question of
independent political action. On the question of peace,
it is the issue which serves as a sort of check mate
to the role of Merican imperialism in the world..

Remarks of HY LliyiER
'

We have to develop an overall plan of work. I
think particular attention needs to be given to the question
of Party organizsation.

Remarks of an Unknown Kale
Possibly IRVING POTASH

I.

I think that our Partly should single out the
issue of developing solidarity, in the strike movement.
One of the vfeaknesses. , .of the Party, , .inadequate solidarity
on the part of the labor movement in support of (various)
strikes. I think our Party should come forward with the
issue of 1?hls kind. ..and do everything in its power to
develop a labor movement which (calls?) for a nation-wide
solidarity. .

.

Another issue is Negro rights. It seems 1?o me
that we have got an issue here that will move masses of
people,,.and organize the Party, I would like to suggest
in .addition to devoting ourselves to educating the members
that we also devote ourselves to educating the leaders of
the Party. I think we have to work out a method of the
leaders of the Party to help the Party in all channels.

. Also I think that we have to devote ourselves
in this period to the overall popularization of Socialism, .

I think that has to be in our plan. We shoxild have in the
plan how to bring the national state and local Issues to the
masses. Also have mass p9pulari 2;ation'. of the party and what
it stands for... finally I think the plan should indicate
how. to utilize the special abilities of every member in the
Party.
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Remarks of an Individual
Believed to "be HUNTER
PITTS 0»DEL

Of ttetasks, number one, I would say, that we
single out the popularization of tjie Marxist (system?),that
is the number one ideological task. The number one organizational
task is the consolidation of the Party organization and the
grouping of left progressive forces around this ideological
(position?) *!Ihe mass movement has to be the number one,,,
kfefep us in the main stream whej?e the masses live,,. That is
what we must try to reach,,, A method of work and a style
of work that keeps our “eye" on the ball.

Remarks of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
1.1,I.,.. I

I am not so sure that I agree with CHARLES (O’DELL?)
that the center focal issue is the struggle for the rights
of the Negro people... Not that I do not apprepiate the
importance of the struggle. If I were answering the question,
I would say a struggle against American imperialism,in all
its aspects (apparently the main issue), I would say one,
the struggle for the rights of the Negro people; two, the
struggle for peace; three, the struggle for the trade union
movement, that is the working class struggle; four, the
problems confronting youth, I would say those would be our
four main issues along the lines which we are struggling in
the year 1959.

Now there are otJaer issues, of pourse, but I would
say these are the main issues, the immediate demands. Then
we have the ultimate role of Socialism... We cannot ^ust
focus on one issue. Here you have me, BOB (THOMPSON), HY
(LUIffiR), JACK (STACHEL), IRVING(PQTASH), all of whom have been
in Jail and yet somehow or other we all forget about it.

How can we talk about a program and farty activity for 1959
and not say-'-Bomettiids 'about amnesty for tRe guys who are in
Jail; I aw sorry that this happened, but nevertheless it
gives me the opportunity to say something that I wanted to
say for a long time. I cannot question how people who were
themselves,political prisoners/ can be so oblivious on the
fate of our comrades still in prison, I ara hot on this subject

You can say I am sentimental if you want to,;,

-9
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Another point, and that is how we are going to
ahow people how to join the Party, Now in England they
have a Party drive on at the present time. They put
membership applications out at publip meetings,;. In
addition they print the Party aidress in the paper and other
publications, I have other ideas, but I do not know if
I should bring them up at this time. Everywhere I go people
ask, aren’t you ever goiiig to have a women’s commission,,.,
there are a lot of' things. Itvjould bp very good for us to
bring in a few young people,;; and see what they can do. It
cannot do too much harm and it might do a lot o^ good.

Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON

We should develop the approach, formerly withih
the context of the overall class situation in the country . ,

.

I think that any kind of work that we have has to have a
programatic aspect... First we have to single out the
main issues and the main areas that require effort, I
think x^e will have a problem of keeping that within a
certain bound., . We have to have a plan of work made public.,

,

but the actual plan of work has to go beyond' that

;

On the question of building the Party,,,I have been
very impressed with certain experiences,,. Take the
expereince in New Jersey,.; They went out to re-establish
the county committees. The same with the campaign in
Harlem. If you have a campaign you have a system of
organization.

Informant advised that in answer 'to, a question from
the floor THOMPSON commented that the emphasis should be
on the revival of the Party club organization;

Continuing, THOMPSON remarked on the style of w>rk
and the method of work we,th the center, do not have
a way of work which puts us in contact with the basic cadre
•f the Party.

10-
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Remarks of JACK STACHEL—— n ; II i I —.M l M i.i —. m i ...

Like any other Party we should have a plan of work.^,
puhlio relations. Informant noted that at this point EUGENE
DENNIS interrupted STACHEL by commenting that the document
on the plan of work would be supplementary... Let us
agree to the suggestion that BOB made in his report. I think
it would be good to have a sub-committee and then to have
another discussion,.. A small sub-committee, DENNIS then
put a time limit saying that possibly within two weeks they
should have a sub-committeei STACHEL then commented BOB
(THOJViPSON) , HY (LU») , and IRVING (POTASH). DENNIS in
answer stated that he was naming too many (apparently
referring to the sub-committee).

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS
,11 .1 I , .1 1

1

We still have one additional question. JACK,
do you want to open (discussion).

Remarks of JAgC STACHEL

I would propose i i imeans devised to have a Spanish
page in the entire national issue ("The Worker" )i We will
make two pages for the NY edition. I wpuld be in favor also
that we work for a monthly.;; I would suggest that we
elect a sub-committee here to organise a meeting; Informant
advised that there was some discussion following STACHEL*

s

comment regarding a Spanish page for "The Worker," it being
resolved that a sub-committee consisting of BEN (DAVIS) meet
with the staff from "The Worker" on this question; STACHEL
then continued saying that if they decide to have a page
in addition to that because the movement is growlng,there is
a need for a Spanish paper even a monthly.

—11—



DIRECTOB, FBI (01-7665) 2/11/59

SAC, CHICAGO (134-40)

CG SS24-S*

I kdvAsed on February 6, 1959, that the son
o£ CG 5824-S’i< ms scheduled to return fr<ni Alaska to Abilene
Air Force Base ou or about February 6, 1959, I \ further
advised that the son of CG 5824-S* is scheduled to cowFlete his
three-year tour of duty in the Air Force on or about March 25,
1959,

2 - Bureau (REGISTBBBB)
1 — ChicaRO

dTEK/kw
(3)



2/13/59DIRECTOR, FBI (100'

SAC, NEW YORK (100-8529)

I«IARY KAUFFIAN
IS - C

In vle^'7 of tho Tact that the Infonaatlon herein,
by ItG nature, tends to Identiry NY b94-S, a valuable
i'nfbrmn'fc, as fche source tiiereol, exbreiae cautxon maoT be
exex’clged. with respecfc to dlgpejalnablon or tiila lnl'omablo^»

On 2/12/59 NY 69V-S adviced SA ALEXANDER C.

DURLINSOI'I that on 2/11/59 ROBERT TtlOMPSOH, and I-IAFtY

KAUE'IIAN conferred at the latter’ c apartment concernino the

advisability of KAUFMAN '0 Goinc to Moscdw in March, 1959. /

It vjas agreed that cince the primary purpoue of

KAUFIIAN ' c r.oine to Moscow was for her to obtain lecal
business from the RacGlanc, her Going in March - x.’ithout a

prOiDor ‘build-up” - micht result in her
around'"’ fi^om the Rusoianc.

recervini a run-

TilOMPSON and NY 694-S guggoo'^o^ '^hat KAUi'IiAN post-

pone her proposed trip until July, \;hen the courts are not

in session, and that in the raeantirae she prepare herself to

give the Russians a series of lectures on the Siiith Act, the

Taft-IIartley lew, and the constitutionality of leeal decisions

affectinr* the Negro movement in the USA.

3- Bureau (100- )(RM)
(1- 100-3.-81 (CP,USA - International Relations))

.If Chlcaso (134-46) (CG 5324-S) (Info)

(

rM)
1- NY 134-91 (Inv)(4l5)

^

1- NY 100-86624 (CP, USA - International Relatioxio) (415)
1- NY 100-27452 (ROBERT THOMPSON) (4l5)
1- NY 100-805T (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
1- NY 100-8529 (424)

ACBtras ,

\(9)

% #
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THOMPSON and the Informant made a point of the
fact that hy so doing, KAUFi'IAl'I would he making a contribution
from the CP, USA to the "international movement", and would
establish herself in the eyes of the Russians as a legal
authority, as a result of vjhich she would have a better
chance of obtaining legal business. THOMPSON stated that he
and EUGENE DENNIS would give her letters to the Russians,
highly recommending her. '

KAUPMN vjas enthusiastic aboub these suggcstiono,
and stated she would do as THOMPSON and the informant
advised.
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BEST COPY AVAIUBLEj^-jj
(100.^129797) 2/17/59

SAC, HE¥ YORIC (XOO-UII8O)

STAINLESS AMD ALLOT
CORPOMTTOn OF AI.EFJCA, aka.
IS-C

Ee PittsbSEgh report of SAA EDWARD P. HOUGHTON
datoG 1/29/59. '

It Is noted in a'oove referenced report wiilch is
disseialnated, that all the subversive inforiaation furnished
re the subject Is attributed to two cooticealed informants.
One of these is flY 694.3* (NY T-1 in report) and the other
CG 5o24.S* (CG T-1 in r*Gport). There is only one other
concealed source in the report (PG T-1).

Information famished by NY 694-S* aiad CG 5824-S*
in referenced report is of a financial character vihich
consequently is Imcfm only to a limited number of CP
functionaries. In many instances, flnaiielal information
re the CP furnished by HY 694.3* is knotm only to one
other person, besides the informant. This is true frequently
in the case of information furnished by CG 5324.3*.

As the Bureau is avare, because of this very
reason; tiiat is the possibility of eoE5)roialsing NT 694.3*
and CG 5824.3* throu^ dissemination of security reports
containing information pinpointing the informants’ location,
the ilYO has been concealirig these infoxiaants under -'IT”

synii)ol numbers. The UYO feels that Bureau consideration
should be given to the feasabllity of advising, all field
offices to maintain Increased vigilance over concealing
those tm particular Informants . The HYO feels that this
concealment would be aided by having all field offices
uhen utilizing these informants in reports, cover them with
their own field office symbol, it is also felt that

2 . Bureau (100-429797) (AM
r>> Chicago (134.46) (info.
I - Pittsburgh (100-13825) (info.) ^tM) ,

1 - Hew York (134-91)
1 - itex-j York {1OO-IIII8O

iiPQjSCH
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conBldei'atlori Bhoulc! also be given to deleting office
•prefi-.es in all security type reports involving strategically
placed informants^

2 -
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Chicago, Illinois

February 24, 1959

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI, Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty no

($ —450 . 00—j ^ which money is to be paid by me on February 27 , 1959

to
CG 5824-S*

for information concerning the case entitled Communist Party
,
PSA (100—2398) and

related cases.

Signed:

Authority (date)

Cg let 1/19/59
to $900 . 00 per

approved tureau 1/28/59 authorizing up
month for four months effective 2/1/59

February 15, 1959 through February 28, 1959.
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Bircctoff, mi (lC0-3Wil) C6i^7^?S5)

m 69Vsm 5S2Va

Keurlot a-XG«5»9*

It i& sotaij that r^fXc-t coataias a fiaal
ac<fouatXas ox tho flaanaiaX opeaatioas For tha cotrer
coapaasr ia %9$4, As ^oa ^icra previously advisca*
pro^ross letters la conaootioa tilth this oporatioa
should ijo suhiilttei every 4-5 <2ays»

Since rcllet cEoes not set iorth any
iniorjeation since tho first of the year* subalt a
progress letter by 3-15--59 ^hich txlXl cover tho period
froa X-1-59 to that date.

d> Chicago mk-kO)
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MC, JT«0 York (lOO^inm) mreh S, X959

Mreekor, (tOQ»4^9?97)

STAmimS AMD Auor
cd^^mifxm or ammica, a*#,
iMfsmi smoitm e

fkiurUi S»17mS9 and But »t ihS0»59,

Tour Itit§r notoo ilutt in manif tnotaneeo financial
information fumtohod hp ST 694»Bo <« j^nom only to one
other poroon booidoo tho informant and thin It true
frequently in the eaee of informtion ,fumiohed by CO
Teu further etate that eoneealOent of theoe inforwanto
muli be aided bp having all field offUeo, t^en utHieing
theoe tnformnto in reporte, cover the» with their om
office opmbol.

Tour attention to ealled to rsz Sandbook,
Pari Is sage 60, t(l). It It noted therein that "Waeh
office (including theoe oubaitting inoerto) io to tmt
it0 abbreviation before all T oyvbole in all eattt|»**»*’
Therefore, an office reporting informtion developed by
ST 694^30 or CO 56M^Sa would report thio informtion
with He om abbreviation before the T eywbol and would
not, if correctly following thio rule, uoe ST T»1 or CO |s»I.

In vUw of the iaportance md oeneitive poeitione
occupied bp CO $6$d^sa and ST 6^—sa, the Bureau would
nft object if Sow fork and Chicago in fumtohing information
dovolopod bp ihoee informnU to otkor divioione would
pie^co the eubetance of the partieular cewmnication
with a preeautienarp phraoo regarding the importance
and eoneitivitp of informnto and with inetructione to
tho roaipiont to utiliee it o om abbreviation in any
oubooguont reporting of the informtion.

Chicago (134^6)
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OFFICE mORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-8064l)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

DATE; 3/4/^

9

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWISTTNF'OHMATION' SINCE TKE VERY NATURF^F"fHlS"‘’‘'*
INFORMATION TENDS TO IDJ^NtIFT A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY
PLACED INFORMAW;

15-Bxireau (100-3
*1-100-3-76)
1-100-3-104)
1-100-3-83'
1-100-3-71
i-100-3-88
1—100—3—63
1-100-3-81
1-100-3-70
1-100-3-91
1-100-3-72
1-100-3-69
1-100-3-89
.1-100-3-75

1-

A3lbany (info

.

2-

Baltimore (rm)

(1-100- )

1-Boston (info)

1-

BiJffalo (info)
4-CM:cago (rm)

(1-100-
M>134-46)
fl-lOO-

2-

Cloveland (RM)
(l—100—

1-New York (100-
(COPIES

HC0:ume

(rm)
USA-Youth Matters)

, USA-Counter Intelligence Program)
USA-Domestic Administration Issues)
USA-Education

)

USA-Factionalism)
USA-Punds)
USA-Interaational Relations)
USA-Legislative Activities)
USA-National Groups)
USA-Political Activities

)

USA-Southern Regional Committee)
USA-Strategy in Industry)
USA-Negro Question)

(GEORGE MEYERS)
(HM)^
(RM)

”69 )

(CP.
(CP
CP,
CP,
CP,
CP,
CP,
CP,
CP,
(CP,
CP,
CP,

) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)

) (SAM KUSHNER)

) (ANTON KROHMAREK)
8064lJ ,
CONTINUED) SliARGHED ..._.._JjS?)EXED,

SER \N‘MXX>7.hJ^\ LED,

lu\?S& 1959

FBI - CHICAGO
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COPIES GOICTINUED

3~Detroit (RM)
(1-100- )

(CARL WINTER)
(1-100-

. ) (HELEN WINTER)
1-Los Angeles (info) (RM)

1-

New Haven (info) (rm)

2-

Nex-fark (RM)
(1-100- ) (pat TOOHEy)

2-Phl-ladelphia (RH)
(1-100- ) (THOMAS NABRIED)

1-

Pltts'b\n?gh (info) (rm)

2-

San Francisco (RM)
(i-loo- ) (mickez lima)

2-Seattia (RM)
(1-100- ) (BERT NELSON)

1-New York (l00-80644) (CP, USA-Youth Matters) (415)
1-New York (100-129802) (CP, USA-Gounterintelligenee Program) (4l5)
1-New York (IOO-8969I} (CP, USA-Domestic Administration issues) (415)
1-New York (100-80633) (GP, USA-Education) (415)
1-New York (IOO-872II) (CP, USA-Factionalism) (4l5)
1-New York (100-74560 )

(CP, USA-Punds) (415)
1-New York (100-86624) (CP, USA-International Relations) (415)
1-New York (IOO-80636) (CP, USA-Legislative Activities) (415)
1-New York (100-54651 )

(CP, USA-National Groups) (415)
1-New York (100-79717) (CP, USA-Political Activities) (415)
1-New York (100-131666) (CP, USA-Southern Regional Committee) (415)
1-New York (100-89590) (CP, USA-Strategy in Industjpy) (415)
1-New York (lOO-8o64o) (cP, USA-Negro Question) (415)
1-New York (100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
1-New York (100-13444) (JOE NORTH) (422)
1-New York (100-16021 ) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
1-New York (1OO-I36272) (YOUTH mRCH ON WASHINGTON) (4ll)
1-New York (100-23825) (BEN DAVIS, JRj (415)
1-New York (100-84275) (WILLIAM L„ PATTERSON) (415)
1-New York (97-169) (PUBLISHER’S NEW PRESS) (415)
1-New York (1OO-I696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
1-New York (1OO-I8065) (JACK STACHEL) (415)

Xq,

I
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COPIES CONTINUED

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-Nev? York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York

100-9365) rWILLIAM Z. POSTER) (p. 6 ) (4l5 )
100-48033 ) (IRVING POTASH) (415 )

100-105078) (HY LUMER) (415 )

100-7629) (COffiNPIL OF NAAOP) (4ll)
100-91330) (hunter PITTS ODELL) (415 )
(100-27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (4:

'

100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
100-32826} (JAMES ALLEN)

(
411 )

100-52959) (CHARLES LOMAN, pp* 58-66) (422 )

100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON, p« 58 ) (415 )

100-25623) (eric BERT, p. 58)
100-85936) (pearl LAV/S, P. 61) (422 )

100-99369) (ALLEN LAWS, p. 61) (422 )

100-6622) (ANDY ONDA, p. 61) (422 )
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Special Agents of the FBI observed the following
individuals entering and/or leaving 23 W* 26th St,, NIC,
on 2/7)Q/59i wherein a meeting of the full National Executive
Committee, OP, USA, was held and the following Individuals
are believed to have attended above meeting*

2/7/59 2/8/59

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON PATTERSON
BERT NELSON NELSON
EUGENE DENNIS DENNIS
CARL WINTER WINTER
MICKEY LIMA LIMA
GEORGE MEYERS
JESUS COLON

MEYERS

HY LUMER LTO4FR
ANl'ON KRCHMAREK KRCIS/IAREK
SAM KUSHNER KQSH.MER
CLAUDE LIGHTEOOT I.IGHTF00T
ROBERT THOMPSON T'HOJfTSON
WILLIAM ALBERTSON ALBI-RTSON
JACK STACHEL STACHEL
JIM ALLEN ALLEN
IRVING POTASH POTASH
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
JOE NORTH

FLYNN

ARNOLD JOHNSON JOPUSON
BEN DAVIS, JR. DA\as
THOMAS NABRIED NABRIED
PAT TOOHEY TOOHEY
HUNTER PITTS ODELL HUNTER PITTS ODELL
Per NY 2359-S*

The following are the highlights and most
Important statements made at the National Executive
Committee, CP, USA meeting as reported by NY 2359-S*
on S/7,8/59.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO :

FROM ;

SUBJECT;

FIRST DAY SESSION, 2/7/59

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

Informant advised that EUGENE DENNIS acted as
chairman of the meeting and gave the agenda as follows:

1. An informational report on the Cuban
situation by JOE NORTH,

2. Legislative report by ARNOLD JOHNSON,

3. A special report on the Youth March
by HY LUMER.

4. Discussion on move to Chicago.

DENNIS stated that a discussion on plan of work
for the Party would take place on Sunday^ 2/8/59.

Before JOE (NORTH) begins, I would Just like
to remark that — the sending of JOE bo Cuba — was an .

extremely important (business?). As v/e know, it was
appreciated by "our brother Party there" ... .JOE was there,
and he participated and attended the first plenum of the
Popular Socialist Party. The first plenum which ha? been
held for a nxanber of years.
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Remarks of JOE NORTH

The informant advised, that NORTH, in his opening
remarks reviewed the Cuban Revolution movement from its

very inception and pointed out the struggles and problems
FIDEL CASTRO encountered up until the final overthrow of
the BATISTA Government. Informant further stated that
NORTH, in his remarks referred several times to articles
that have appeared in "The Worker" and commented that
all of the comrades are familiar with the movement.

Continuing, NORTH stated that they have freedom
of expression and freedom of newspapers in Cuba. He
related a story concerning a Cuban rebel where he (NORTH)
passed as an American and later let it be known that he was
a Commvxnist. NORTH said the rebel accused him, as an
American, as standing by while his country furnished arms
to kill Cubans, while he (the rebel) fought g.nd spilled blood
with Communist comrades. NORTH stated that when he advised
the rebel that he was a Communist, the rebel proclaimed that
he was not an anti-Communist, , .

.

The Constitution of 19^0, which on the whole is a
very progressive document, is still the law of the land.
There are certain portions of it that the Party feels has
to be amended. .. .One of the major things imder discussion
now is the amendment to the Constitution. ... another thing
is on the electorial reforms. The third point of the
Constitution is the vote to be given to eighteen year olds.
The Reviution was formed by kids of eighteen years and early
twenties.

Another important point is the question of the Army.
There was talk in certain circles that at every echelon, they
ought to be reconstituted. .. .Traditionally, the Army was cut
from c-ivil functions anddid not enjoy a vote....The relations
between the Army and the political instead of being separated
should be brought closer together and interwoven. . .

.

CASTRO I believe is the most experienced, the most
capable head, . .

.
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Now they would like to knox7 about anything we
do.... They feel that we can do a great deal to help,
not only by helping stimulate the atmosphere, but
aid such as delegations from labor, delegations from the
campuses, and from intellectuals, .. .This they hope for....
that we will do everything to achieve that to show
people as a whole that they have friends here. . .

.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

Are there any questions? Suppose we get
all the questions at once.

Remarks of Unknown Male

An individual whose Identity was unknown to
Informant, asked what evidence do we have of a counter
revolutionary threat?

Wiat is the precise characterization of CASTRO?

BEN DAVIS asked what the racial composition,
as far as Negroes are concerned.

Remarks of WILLIAM L. PATTERSON

Comrade DENNIS, here is atelegram that just came
this morning from the Cuban party. . .

,

Remarks of JOE NORTH

The Party as you know, is organized. .but does
not have a political structure per se. The Party down
there are all remnants of.... There are organizations in
addition to the trade unions, there are some 40 different
organizations .... I do not know of any other national form
of organization beyond that of the Party' s. .. .The women
themselves sujpjrtied the revolution. They came forward in
such a way that they played a very important role . The 3rc0e 'Of the
•women" was extremely important, there were many volunteers.
I met several lieutenants and many won medals of honor for
valor.

-3-
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On the revolutionary press, .. those that were
owned outright hy such people as MTPRARER (ph) .... those
papers haver been closed down.!. . .

.

The question of leadership of the unions as
far as I can gather is in great flux, is changing from day
to day.

A precise characterization of CASTRO. He is a
man of independent mind. He is no pushover, politically or
Intellectually. The man is a student of Harvard and a
man,..,, of many ideals. He is not a Marxist, he is a national
revolutionary with the arguments of the middle class.... who
is not at all frightened by us and he has experienced these
things.... He has worked with us in the past and the
probability is he will continue to work with us. He is
not a Marxist, not a member of the Party, does not have
the discipline ... .He is not a capita] 1st. .. .He is for full
agrarian reform. He is for giving land to the peasant. . .

.

six acres of land to each peasant ... .Prom what I gather,
he has the free political concept of democracy. ,. .As a matter
of fact, the ch\arch plays a peculiar role there..,. and I
think there is an historical reason for it.

On the question of the chixTch, I think the same
applies to the question that BEN (DAVIS) asked about the
Negro.... A Negro is a man of African origin and the majority
of them are in Oriente Province. People who came from
African nations and were not totally dispersed, thejr settled
down in certain area of Oriente Province. A large section of
the Negro population still have a religion all their own. . .

.

They say some seventy per cent of the population in Oriente
Province are Negro or of dark complexion. .. .They are not
farmers, they work in the factories and the sugar plantations,
but they are not those who work in the fields. The Negro
is the last to be hired and the first to be fired.

They have several GEORGE WASHINGTON'S so to spealc.,

ARMEY (ph) is one of their national heroes. ,. .The very
foremost trade unionlstwas a Negro. I spent my last evening
with a national poet, a national figure dowrx there. He is
a negro.... and when I walked down the street with him. ...non-
Negroes, taxi drivers, all acknowledged him. There was a

>4-
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whole page Interview In one of the conservative papers
of Havana with a picture of his latest hook and so on»
He is like the CARL SANDBERG of Cuba.

Well I thinlc I answered the question on the
standing of the police forde. and the Army, with exception
of a couple of the higher echelon officers who had
secretly played ball with the reactionaries. They did
not retain any officers for training their Army. Those
members of the Army who are not in Jail have returned to

civilian life. The police force, many of the leading
figures, are out. Those against whom charges have been
brought are in Jail and those who remain on the force are
all disarmed.

The new police have come in, they will not have
clubs "He" said I brought in 500 of my most trusted and
most able lieutenants to become the police of Havana.
So that is the nature of the new police force of Havana.

The circulation of their papers cannot be
measured. .. .You have fourteen or fifteen dally newspapers
in Havana and a circulatiop of 25^000 is a big circulation.

NORTH stated that on the cabinet it will be
called principally from the city democrats and the
national police ....

Remarks of CARL WINTER

I think that the excellent reporting that JOE
(NORTH) did gave a tremendous service to our Party. ...but

I question the terminology that he used in reference to

the Popular Socialist Party. . .

.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

Comrades, it has been proposed that we accept
this report as it is. Further that the comrades return
to the districts and reach agreement and develop
explanations and actions of solidarity.

-5
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Remarks of CARL WINTER

I would like to add Just two sentences there.
I agree with the proposal and I think that JOE (NORTH)
did an outstanding Job. I would like to add the following
to the motion. That the NEC extend its congratulations
to JOE NORTH for his enlightening and informative articles
about Cuba which appeared in "The Worker." The motion
was passed by voice vote. DENNIS then asked ELIZABETH
GURLEY FLYNN to read the following statement.

Remarks of -ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN

To "The Worker." Congratulations on your
Pebmary birthday. To the workers and people of Cuba,
you are a true representative of the great American
democratic traditions of the people of the US. Xfe

know you are a faithful friend of our people and all
others who are struggling for their liberation. . . .FLYNN
stated that it is signed National Committee, Popular
Socialist Party of Cuba.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

"The Worker" affair is the 22nd of February.
It is a double header so to speak. It will deal with
the birthday of "The Worker" and the 78th birthday of
Comrade POSTER.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS———T* II. .TV . I
I—

—

.. ....

We will have a short break and then we'll hear
from ARNOLD (JOHNSON).

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

First on Civil Rights, not only because it
came on the agenda first in Washington, but also because
out of that fight I think vre have learned a number of
lessons. As to the next stage of the struggle for civil
rights. As far as the vote is concerned. .. .it was not
only between the Dixiecrats and the LYNDON JOHNSON forces

-6-
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and the Republicans. There was also a coalition between
the Southerners and the Rocky Mountain Democrats, .. .In
the Senate the Rocky ?4ountain (Democrats) voted with
JOHNSON. This raises some sharp questions as to the
ability of other forces to conquer JOHNSON. . .

.

It is true he had the initiative, used all
kinds of trickery, and held up the committee appointments
to keep them in line. It is also true that there were some
weaknesses when it came to the (Senate?) floor to change
the filibuster rule. Labor played a minimum role.... On
the opening days of Congress, there was an ad on the
un-American Committee, but no ad on the filibuster rule.

One of the features of the opening of Congress
was that there was no publication, no mobilization. .. .of
the filibuster fight. "We" should bear a certain kind
of responsibility. Many things could have been done but
they were not done and certainly need to be done in the
next flglit on civil rights.,., A third bill is the
DOUGLAS-JAVITS “Sparks, it is a so called liberal bill
with enforcement powers to really enforce civil rights.
This is a bill that we should support and get support for.

Now another bill is the one introduced by
EISENHOlffiR through DIRKSON and KEATING is also a co-sponsor
of the bill. This bill has a lot of double talk..,.
It establishes a social work group to help the cities....
It is a bill that does not meet any of the basic needs
as far as civil rights is concerned.

Now the important thing here I believe, is to
recognize that the hearings are set for the Senate Sub-
committee starting on March l8th. In other words, the
fight is from now on until March l8th and after. That
gives us a short time in which to really mouht ' a campaign.

Noxf, of course, there a^:*© other bills which
affect civil rights even more. There is an effort by
HERMAN TALMADGE and other Southern Senators, to amend
the US Constitution. There are a number of bills which have
been introduced into the lower house by Congressman. I think

•>•7“
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there has to be some kind of campaign of resolutions,
letters, conferences, delegations, full page ads in
newspapers throughout the country, T.V., and radio....
and the development of mass lobbies.

Mow on this Youth March. That
may coincide with the time the bills may be on the floor.
The hearings start on March l8th, if they are prolonged
this lobby can be a really big lobby. It is also true,
however, that this kind of a movement needs to be developed. . .

.

It should not be restricted to a youth lobby, but a mass
popular lobby.

Now on the anti-labor legislation. The bills
are in three groupings. The KENNEDY-IRWIN '(P^) bill' 'and the
EISENHOWER-GOLDWATER bill are the two around which the
big debate is being made. Slgnificahtly, when GOLDWATER was
here in MY last vjeek he called on MC CLELLAN (Senator)
to introduce another bill when he himself introduced the
E'ISENHOWER bill. In other words, he is saying if you want
to introduce a bill we will support you, and if you do not
introduce a bill, then support us.

. - - Let us be be clesr about one other thing
though, That is in relation to the KENNEDY bill. It is
really surprising that any labor leaders go along with this
bill.... it strengthens the TAFT-HARTLEY and the labor
movement was against the TAFT-HARTLEY bill. It seems
incredible that "they" support the KENNEDY bill...,

I

believe that IRVING (POTASH) is going to elaborate on
this so I shall not go any further.

There are two other bills, two repealers of
TAFT-HARTLEY. One introduced by WEIR (ph) and the
other introduced by LANE (ph)

.

It seems to me that our
whole emphasis should be for the repealers. In the first
place, a campaign to repeal TAFT-HARffiLEY provides the
one basis about which fre can discuss TAFT-HARTLEY. A
campaign around the KENNEDY bill provides no such thing.
Labor would be better off without the KENNEDY bill and
without the GOLDWATER bill Last year the KENNEDY bill

-8 -
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was defeated as much hy the right as by the left.

It seems to ine’ if we try as near as possible...
labor in Michigan to influence MC NAMARA (ph) to introduce
either the IrJEIR (ph) or the LANS bill in the Senate....
Then opan the door for all the anti-TAFT-HARTLEY
forces to move in, the JOHN L. LEWIS’, the HOPPAS, and
others. They can all contribute to a tremendous kind of

a campaign. ¥e can shift the basis of discussion to

something that really does discuss the interference of
government in trade unions.

Utilize the forces that defeated the right
to work laws. There is the possibility of developing a

big mass campaign if it’s centered as far as we are concerned
on the TAPT-HARTI.EY Ac?t.

The third point on the 30 hour week. Yesterday,
CARL (winter) reported on it..,. It is unfortunate- that
MC NAMARA (ph) did not get the support in the early stages...

30 hour week. Then he introduced the 35 hour week in the

House. JIMMY ROOSEVELT Introduced a 35 hour week. Now
it is also true that we did not have, even in the most
progressive unions, complete support of the 30 hour week.

You cannot meet this question of unemployment
on the basis of a 37i hour or a 35 hour xveek. The more
we hammer at this, the better off we are going to be. Merely
arouse the others. .. .popularization of the 30 hour week.

It would be well to note that the labor movement as a _ whole
places bigger emphasis on the minimum wage. Trade unions
throughout the country are malcing a big fight for the

$1.25 an hour minimum. My own position is for a minimum
wage of $1,50 an hour. SHELLY (ph) of Califormla, Introduced

I1.5O hour minimum wage. This makes me wonder if labor in
California could influence SHELLY (ph) to introduce the

30 hour week in the House. It would be more natural in view
of SHELLY'S (ph) more progressive position than ROOSEVELT
These are the key points.

-9 -
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Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON (cont*d)

Now a few comments with relation to peace
in this Congress, Some reference was made today in
an appeal to the 86th Congress signed by some 42
people, .appeared in an ad in the Washington Post
(regarding a seat for China in the United Nations?).

Another document I want to call your attention
to is the document of the report of the scientists.
We need much more popularization and much more use of
this document to influence policies.,., A third document
is the message of the National Council of Churches,
I have the full text of it. The first part is the
theological argc-ument and when you get to some of the
factual arg'uraents, such as how they deal with some
of the political questions, I think you will find some
surprisingly interesting sentences. Bearing in mind
that there is a change in the policy of the group.,,.
Not only in relation to China and the cold vrar but
in relation to the whole policy in regards to war.
They have taken up the issue of desegregation and the
rights of the Negro people.,.. They sent out letters
to 50,000 preachers in the US..», A week ago they
had back 9^000 replies and the replies were running
8 to 1 for a reversal of the policy (on China?),
The issue now is one of public discussion. . . . Today
everyone can take part. , .recognition for China,

Next I included this item on the halt of
conscription. . .and I included an ad for amnesty for
GREEN and WINSTON,

The other day Congress passed by a vote of
381 to 20 for the extension of the draft for the next
4 years. They did that even though this outfit had
many representatives from - labor movement and were
opposed to it. The labor movement took a position for
a 2 year extension, , ,

,
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There were secret hearings so to speak on
atomic energy and atomic weapons hy’jthe Joint committee
of the Armed Forces, In answer to that this past week
HUMPHREYS conducted hearings for disarmament. This...
provides another form of discussion.

There is also a peculiar review going on
in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee as (regards?)
foreign policy. ... It seems to me what we need to do
is place a certain kind of an emphasis. Therefore
it sums up around three main programs:

1. Ending of nuclear tests which is in front
of everybody at the present time.

2. Recognition of China.

3. End the cold war.

In the platform I drafted there is a little bit
of elaboration on that.

The next question I posed... is taxes....
In Washington state BERT (NELSON) was telling me they
had a two year study and the legislative committee came
out with a program which is essentially a big business
program. I read in a Denver paper where Colorado had
a two year study and came out with what may be termed
as a mixed pi-ogram. In NY... taxes proposed by ROCKEFELLER.
New Jersey came out with no new taxes while Massachusetts
is coming out with a 4 per cent sales tax, . .

.

This movement is based on imposing taxes on
part of the people, and the other side of it is mass
resistance to taxes. It is a resistance that reaches
into all kinds of forces and as far as we are concerned
our own people have to lead the fight against taxes.

- 11
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There are many lessons that have to he
drawn in the trade union movement that is out to
defeat these anti-lahor laws.,, and to apply some of
these lessons.,,. Among the Negro people a movement
is developing in Illinois around the independent
Negro voters there. It is something that needs

^
popularization for the country, , .

.

I also called attention to the fact that the
ADA has its National Convention on May 8^ 9 and 10 in
Washington, D . C , . , .

,

In relation to our own program we worked
out a legislative program for Congress- with special
emphasis on 8 points,.,. Hearings are important, so
also are delegations going to the Congressmen, the
Senators and State Assemblymen, , , Now I started to
get some of that business down in Washington, , .not all
doors are open.,,. Surprisingly enough there are a
number of Senators and Congressmen who are willing to
discuss and argue, I think if I can do that in X^Tashington

as a stranger walking through the doors, it can be done
in the respective states,,,, I think it needs practice.
We should do it not Just as a casual thing but in an
organized fashion, , ,

,

Here in New York we are trying to make
arrangements for BUN DAVIS to make regular broadcasts
on i*adio,,,. For many years these avenues were px'etty
much barred to us or to ®ur particular point of view. , ,

.

Added to all these points, there is a point that always
adds up to spark, the struggle for legality of our
party. That needs emphasis* I think the DAVIS campaign
contributed a great deal to, ,, legality of our party,
JOHNSON closed his comments by commenting that they
should make the party's election policy known to the
masses of people.

12
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Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

Now a report on the Youth March.

Remarks of HY LUMER

0?he projected march^ as you know, is the
outcome and success of the previous one.... This first
march produced results considerably beyond the
modest expectations intended. As a result of the first
march this developed on a far bigger and broader basis.
What I want to do here primarily is to present a picture
of what is projected,,,.

First on the plan for the march and related
plans. There are two simultaneous Joint issues in this
(projection). One is the march with the objective
of doubling the attendance of the last march. The
second is the circulation of a petition for one million
signatures during this period, ¥e are projecting a
very intensive campaign. ... I have a copy of the
petition Ideve, The list of national sponsors is as
follows;

DAISY BATES
HARRY BELAPONTE
Mrs, RALPH J. BUNCHE
Rev. EDWARD J, GOLTNER (ph)
HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK
Rev. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Father JOHN LA PARGE, SJ
GEORGE MEANEY
JOHN MURRAY (ph)
CLARENCE PICKETT (ph)
Rabbi PJVLPH PRINCE (ph)
A. PHILIP RANDOLPH
WALTER REUTHER
JACKIE ROBINSON
NORMAN THOMAS
HOY WILKINS (ph)

13 “
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I think you will agree that this is quite
an impressive list... the participation of GEORGE
MEANEY and WALTER REUTHER. . . . And in addition the
fact that unlike the previous march the NAACP is
taking an official stand of approval ^ officially
supporting the march^ has cohtributed its new director,
TRUMAN WRIGHT (ph) as one of the national coordinators
of the march. So that this establishes a sponsorship
of a broad character as the basis for guaranteeing
a million signatures and mobilisation of the march.

Labor's support goes beyond what is indicated
here, (informant noted that LUMER at this juncture
then wrote on the blackboard. J LUIVIER thei continued
stating this group agreed to set up a labor march
committee to plan a campaign of mobilization.

Now the general orientation is apparently
one of a very broad and flexible approach.,.. Such
march committees are already in the process of
formation, some by local NAACP coimr.ittees, some that
are handling mobilization such as settlement houses,
YMCA's, and YWCA's,...

Now a noteworthy feature is that the march
is being approached completely in an open fashion
and as a matter of policy. ... On this basis there
are... the beginnings of a nation-wide mobilization....
Many national organizations have agreed to get out
their own distrxbution. . , , The petition and the call
are being handled together and as I say thei'*e are no
restrictions of any kind involved, , . , This apparently
is to be followed up by a report by field organizers....

The march is regarded by those who are involved
and those who are sponsors. As not only a tremendous
mass (work?) but as the basis for cooperation and
activity. . , So I think that generally we have to regard
this as a development of major importance. . .

.
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Informant noted that at this point a question
was asked from the floor apparently as to the date of
the march, LUMER wrote on the blackboard and commented
as of the latest information this is it. He said there
are still many questions, possible further changes, but
if there are they will let you know.

Continuing, LUMER stated we have proposed,
therefore, to undertake this as a major campaign, to
work hard at the petitions and mobilisation,,,. There
are some developments in a number of areas already,
I know for example in Philadelphia there is a march
committee that has organized a luncheon.

So this in rather brief form is the picture
of the march, the plans and the basis for participation
of the various groups. The aim on the petition is to
get a million new signatures.

Remarks of an Individual
Believed to be BEN DAVIS

I feel that we are going to get a million
signatures. We want a million signatures even if we
have to get them from grandchildren, grandfathers or
anybody else they can get them from. This is a change
from the original purpose which was to get a million
new signatures. The second thing is it is hoped that
the youth itself will get the signatures.

Informant advised that in answer to a question
from the floor LUMER commented that there are general
indications that this will continue after the march
but there are no specific forms cr plans,,,.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS

First of all one of the things that's new here,,,.
The participation of MEANEY and KEDTHER together with

- 15 -
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the kind of organizing being done by the labor movement

here in New York. This is of vast significance and

opens the door to really strengthening to a much higher

level,,.the alliance between the labor movement and

the Negro movement. Another thing is the fact thac

the NAACP with its national petitions is contributing....

This is new compared to the pilgrimage and compared to

the last march. Then top there is certain other

possibilities that opens up such as how to connect the

march on a national scale with the question of desegregation, . .

.

Here in New York this should not be difficult because

New York Is one of the most advanced on the

question of desegregation. • P

Another factor is that in the last march

they had planned on a thousand or three thousand but

they got six thousand. This time we -have to double that

figure if at all possille. In my Judgment it is going

to require Herculean efforts. It seems to me that

part of our role is to do something to see just what

can. be done and carried through on the basis of other

forces..,. Whatever we do we should do it with a

responsibility as if this whole thing were ours.

Remarks of JACK STACHEIi

Now I think the point brought *ut in the

report ... .applies definitely to the last elections.

The forces that brought the Democratic Party to power

were the working class and the progressive forces of

course ^ aided it ...

,

Another point in connection with this united
front, I think the emphasis made in the report... on the

one hand bases itself on maximum mobilization.,.. Yon
have the same thing in connection with developing the

labor movement..,. This morning I heard on the radio

that REUTHER announced that he is going to organize

^ l6 ~
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a march to Washington of all the unemployed. . .

.

I think the action here in connection with
the Youth March is one of those issues where people
imaginatively move forward. ... It is from this point
of view that we should present this to our own forces.
This is' one of those links in the chain and we can
move forward.

And finally with regard to the Party program.
In ray opinion we have to learn some lessons from the
past, I have seen in my lifetime in the Party where
we have conducted hig- struggles of tremendous importance-.
In this movement we do not havemany forces that we direct
directly. We do have forces that can play an influence.

Remarks of HUNTER PITTS 0‘DELL

Comradesj on the Youth March I want to
highlight one oi* two things which from the standpoint
of organization is of exceeding importance. First
it has been suggested in terms of getting signatures
that the schools, settlement houses and housing projects
are the main areas to be developed. The outlook is
that structurally the youth committee would be divided
among the schools, high schools and colleges with a
committee functioning in each area, ... I think that
this organizational direction is keyed in terms of
what amounts to a massive Job.

With respect to the labor committee, I think
we should think in terms of going to work on the whole
family, have the whole family sign it (petition). As
was pointed out we are now looking for a million
signatures, regardless of age. There should also be
direction 'towards getting state legislatures to declare
Youth March days as a means of stimulating public interest.
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(Informant noted that at this juncture
O’DELL then apparently used the hlackboard to emphasize
a certain point. This information was not available
to the informant )

,

In other words I think we have to utilize
this pairbicular request to make a break through because
we know over the last two or three years when such
demonstrations have taken place at various times this
has been one of the biggest wealmesses, , , , For* a long
time there has been a need for this kind of movement
in Negro rights, ,and it seems to me that this offers
the opportunity to lay the basis for something that
can last far beyond a particular demonstration, , ,

,

It seems to me it is in this fact the real
significance of the march,,, a united front approach.

Remarks of MICKEY LIMA

I woqld like to talk on one angle, I raised
it with ARNOLD (JOHNSON) the other day. That is what
happened here in national leadership of the Democratic
Party which made it possible for LYNDON JOHNSON to carry
on his '‘shenanigans'*.,,. It creates certain problems
in states where these new people have been elected.
The initial reaction is to make the new people the
main culprit... The fact is that the national leadership
of the Democratic Party carried out their regular
policy of combining the right wing in the Democratic
Party with the Dixiecrat, , .and the forces of LYNDON
JOHNSON, ... I believe that unless we view it in
this way there is going to be a great deal of confusion.

Vi’hen we dealt v/ith this in the "People’s Worlds"
the editorial singled out the national leadership of the
Democratic Party as being responsible for what took
place there,.. The same thing is taking place in

- 18 ^
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California with respect to BROWN. He won on the process
of a big upsurge. He has held this position on one
issue,that is PER. He presented PEP as the number one
legislative proposal to the state legislature and from
all indications he is determined that the state of
California adopt an PEP bill. But once he gets beyond
that everything else he is doing is a consolidation
of the position of the right wing of the Democratic
Party in the state of California... Now on the
legislative program. We discussed the legislative
program in a number of issues that were probably
comparable to the New York program which ARNOLD (JOHNSON)
presented to the national office. Beyond that, however,
we felt it necessary to think in terms of certain key
questions that we would concentrate on. That would be
the key issue : around vjhich we would have the most
impact on the left progressive, movement in California,
We singled out PEP which has clearly emerged as the
number one issue. Then we singled out labor legislation
because BROVJN has taken the KENNEDY Bill... He is
proposing a whole line of bills right along the line of
KNOWLANDS* program.

Another issqe we decided to concentrate on
was the fight for citizenship for the agricultural
workers in the state of California,

So we felt these were the issues we should
concentrate on with regard to the state legislative
program. In regard to Negro rights the State APL-CIO
Workers Convention adopted a Civil Rights program. .

,

There is no question that the program they adopted
is by far the most advanced, at least as far as California,
is concerned.

Now since then Alameda (ph) Central Labor
Council has or is sponsoring a Negro candidate for the
City Council... AH of which is pretty unprecedented.-
as far as new peace developments have been concerned.

- 19 r.
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Now what is involved here is a conscious
effort on the part of some key figures in the labor
movement to move in the direction of a labor party,
A labor party that would also have a Negro,.,. Now
it has a lot of weaknesses but in the framework it
(added?) a lot of complications and a lot of politics,
A lot of white trade unionists would like to act now
in such a way that they can use a Negro community
for their own political ends,,..

Remarks of SAM KUSHNER

Now I think that those of us outside the East
should contemplate additional (trends?) that are not
being projected here,,,. Obviously in areas like Chicago
it v/ill not be of the same type as in New York or
Philadelphia,

I know that on the pilgrimage there was some
discussion in our city. ,, that on the day that the
Washington meeting takes place^in the city of Chicago
there should be a school morltorium program initiated
on the same program. There should be a uniform program
issued. , , , So that it should provide an opportunity
for the broadest discussion in addition to those going
to Washington. And the further we are from the East,
the more Important the — reforms become without in any
way detracting from the Importance of the Washington section.

Now one of the points JACK tSTACIiEL) raised
about the involvement of our clubs. I am much impressed
by it.

One of the things we were thinking of in Illinois...
on the day of the march_jhave a half dozen people go down
and one of their main is to get individual subscriptions,
(Believed KUSHNER is referring to subscription to
’The Worker"),
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Continuing, KUSHNER remarked that there will
be an all day trade union conference on the peace
question for next Saturday, They expect a minimum of
100 trade unionists.,.. It is ray guess that they have
underestimated the number of people they will get,
¥e were told in Chicago that this is the forerunner
and if it is successful in Chicago, it will be the
first of a series that they hope to hold in every
major city in the nation.

Remarks of GEORGE MEYERS

Comrades, I did not know exactly how the
agenda was going to work out previously. I think it is
a good thing for us to come together like this because
the issues are very much joined, I believe the point
that JACK (STACHEL?) made is very well taken concerning
the possibility of the Party playing a forceful role.
How we should (parley?) these into our legislative
program and the struggle for Negro rights into a
much stronger labor-Negro people’s support.

On this question of legislation, a number
of unions held a conference in Washington a couple of
weeks ago, I have seen some of the resolutions that
were passed there. I will tell you Comrades that if
we could find some way to help give life and meaning
to those resolutions within the labor movement, we
would really have our hands full as far as legislation
is concerned.

In Baltimore, city elections are coming up.
...the issue has been pretty much neglected by the
Negro leaders in Baltimore. On the question of the
March to Washington it remains to be seen what happens
this time. There are city elections in a number of
districts and there are Negro candidates for city
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councilman. . . There Is a Negro candidate that is
independent so that the struggle for Negro representation
is broadening out quite a bit. In the mayoi-alty" election.
Mayor DE ALESANDRO (ph) is being opposed by a man who
I think: used to be a former FBI Agent, He has the
strong support of the big business element in the
city.

So quite a campaign has begun to develop
there and it is quite possible for the Party to participate
in one way or another.,,. We are going to have a meeting
on it this week. We feel that DE ALESANDRO (ph)
(should be?) given support in the primaries, . .that
remains to be seen because MC SHELDON (ph) has a
pretty good record. Right now v^e believe DE ALESANDRO
should be supported against these other two,

I would also like to bring to your attention
that some of these Senators like MORSE and KEAPAUVER, ,

,

think of themselves as national figures which they
are. We have encouraged people to -write to them when
they take positions and invariably they answer such
letters,' They think of themselves in terms of being
national figures and have national ambitions, I think
this is a factor to keep in mind to help keep things
along, . ,

,

On the Youth March I think Comrade CHARLES*
(believed referring to HUNTER PITTS 0‘DELL) reference
to a special (message?) being sent to Washington is
very well taken.

There are a lot of things I wish to discuss
within this area, . , , There is all kinds of opportunities
for a couple of candidates for city council supporting
this march, I am thinking in terms of white as well
as Negro candidates so I think the role of the Party is
to parley things into a stronger labor-Negro alliance,,,.
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Remarks of TOM NABRIED

I think. ,, all these people try to ride on
the narrow bandwagon around the Negro question, , .

.

Some people get themselves elected around a particular
question, . .and are more interested in feathering their
nests than they are about the issues that elected them*
I think this is one of the things that we have to take
into consideration. We must struggle the year round
and sharpen up the issues that the people want,,,so that
there can be none of this love making once they get
down to Congress without finding out that they will rub
against the wrath of the

•

people ’ back home.

Our legislative program is not a year round
proposition. It is a kind of electorial proposition
which gets to a pretty high level dux'ing the election
year.

Now just a few words on the Youth March,
After the first pilgrimage we tried to take a longer
look and a closer look at what happened there. We
found that after the first pilgrimage when they came
back it just fizzled out after that, I am not talking
about the Youth March but the pilgrimage.

Informant noted that a persaa from the floor
asked if he were talking about the (church?) pilgrimage,
NABRIED replied yes, it just kind of fizzled out after it
got back. But in the Youth March — we had some
discussion and made the recommendation that some how
we would try to establish a support committee. , .set
up a temporary provisional committee to continue work
for the next march. In the first Youth March we had
seme trade unionists in support. They ran two buses,.,
and said that they were in favor of Negro and white
going in the same bus. This committee is again working
with enough groups that it can be further strengthened
as the march unfolds,,,.

- 23 -
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I think we can make great headway hut we
do have the obstacle of getting some of our own people
out of comfortable beds to move among these people.

Remarks of FAT TOOHEY

In the last march we had a very good state
committee meeting, , .where the preparation for this
march was fruitful. Now in preparing this march, some
of the Comrades look upon it not just to mobilize a bunch
of kids and take them to Washington. But around this
march. , .the problem to open up their minds on the
questions lhat exist in New Jersey today. Often times
we think of segregation as something of a Southern
problem. That the question of education and school
desegregation is far away but we find that desegregation
is necessary right here in our own states, ¥e
have schools in Eastern Pennsylvania and it is said
that less than 300 are desegregated, , . « I believe
out of these (institutions?) no more than 50 or 60
districts have Negro teachers.,,. One of our Comrades
going into a Southern New Jersey town last week found
a (school?) club that has been functioning unknown to
us for the past two years. Meeting regulax'ly, paying
their dues and engaging in desegregation struggle....
This club on its ovm occupied itself with this question. , ,

,

Now the same Comrade who made this (field?)
trip reported back that a whole string of counties in
the southern area of New Jersey. . .that desegregation
is very much the same type of problem as it is almost
everywhere in this country. So around this kind of a
question the march can be organized, with local questions
on housing, discrimination and desegregation.

We think that we can do a little better but
there remains this constant difficulty, that is the
problem of material and things like that. In the last
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campaign, the last march, it was like palling teeth
to get an address, to get a petition, to get a document,
to get the least bit of information which would be
helpful.... Very much of the success of organizing
this march will depend upon material in the sense
that petitions (can be?) obtained.,,.

Remarks of CARL WINTER

I found that address upon my diligence and
searching about 6 weeks ago in an article in "Jewish
Life. " I did not find it any place else. I did not
know who it was or what it was, but my daughter took
the address and wrote a letter asking for material and
information,^ She got a number of mimeographed brochures..,.
What I mean to indicate by this is the fact that wee
sometimes "hamstring" ourselves by waiting for all kinds
of official conferences.

Now I think that evei-’ythlng that is said
_

about
the need for seeking out other organizations, wor’king
through unions, and all of this are certainly very valid.
But I think that we tend to treat that to excess because
of some bad experience these past years. The truth
is that has not been our trouble in the recent past.
Such things were trouble way back when. We didn’t
work with mass organizations or with unions and the Party
went out on its own name and did everything and so on.

Our trouble has been that our membership is not using
the Party organization, the Party clubs. The truth is
that those Party members who are active are active in an
(unknown?) way. The PTA and all kinds of mass
organizations.,.. They are pretty adept at using
those channels. We should not substitute, we should
add to what has been said, namely that every single Party
member can take a hand in this situation. We do not have
to await for the official establishment of committees,
individuals can Just write and say I am Interested.
Teenagers can write and say I am in high school or college.
I belong to a club, I want to know, send me what you have
got....
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Now we should not Imagine that just because
REUTHER lends his name to tbds that the UAW is going
to throw its (organs?) behind this mobilization. What
they will do undoubtedly will be to send their full

time paid officials, who do not do anything anyhow.

They will collect their expense money to Washington. . .

.

Now there ' s nothing wrong with that . It is something
that they all do. But that is not producing mass
participation as we are trying to do.

All I am trying to emphasize is that on top
of all these official channels, we will have to be
the factors and influence on rank and file mobilization
and mass participation. Even in the petition campaign
because the petition acts like a oredential. Anybody
that has e, petition in his hand is the representative
of the organization for this Youth March. Anybody
he talks to with a petition or credential in his hand
is a notential candidate for forming a committee....
I think this is an ideal opportunity for our Party
to launch a campaign. . «to use these petitions as

credentials to move people who want to go. And let

us remember that these are youngsters and we are going
to have to be concerned with something in the nature
of adult supervision. And here again we have a role
to play. There is a bus going with youngsters and we
have got to have a couple of adults on that bus. I think
that we canmake some provision about that.... This
also contributes toward the condition of the work when
they come back.

If you have the right kind of adult adviser
going along with the march, they will have some song
books with them. They will have somebody with a guitar
go along. They will see that the youngsters entertain
themselves in some constructive way on the trip. And
they will see to it that the composition of the bus load
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is mixed, white and Negro, to lay the basis for the
continuation of the work.

It seems to me that there is a certain
tendency for a mass Negro turnout, but not a big
turnout. I think we have got a Job to make sure

that there will be a large white participation. That
is not going to happen by itself. We are going to

encourage it.
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Remarks of CARL WINTER (cont*d)

"I" remember the pilgrimage, several locals
sending — Negro delegations. Now this is different
from the pilgrimage which was a national movement with a

decidingly Negro character. ... ¥e have got the Job of

(emphasizing?) to whites... as well as the responsibility
in the North of the white masses to stand oat in front

of this fight... for integration and to demand adequate
white participation.

The last thing I want to comment on is the_

Congressional elections. I think JACK (STACHEL?) pointed
out several but he forgot to emphasize the importance
of grass roots mobilization. Any reliance on the election
victory in and of itself fails to see that the election
victory was the product of the movement, ., Satisfaction
of the Negro people not victory for the Negroes. After
the great victory in the state elections Governor WILLMS
still has to run the state of Michigan on a capitalist
basis aiad to come forward with a taxation program which
some of our people are in a great hurry to denounce as

betrayal and what not. It is not any kind of betrayal
at all. He (WILLIAMS?) proposes a state income tax graduated

with certain substantial exemptions for the lower levels

and proposes new state corporation profit tax of 5 cent.

He (opposes?) an increase in the sales tax which the business
people are fighting for. So that even on the face of it

there is nothing reactionary. . .but it has certain definite
harmful features as the people are not (mobilizing
continuously?) They are going to be disillusioned and
thrown into the arms of reactionaries for the next
election. So it seems to me we need to stress very much
the grass roots organization of the political action
machinery.

We have got to lay stress on the creation of

Independent (voter?) ; organizations. .. . Voters movements
and other such (forms?) have got to be popularized^ as
the only guarantee that the people by being in motri on
can champion their (basic?) needs. They dan check the work of
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the reactionary candidate. . .and ultimately will come to
realize that they have got the power to hi-ing about some
new organizations politically. "I" think that has to
be added to the very fine report we had. . .

.

Remarks of WILLIM L. PATTERSON

It seems to me that the proper way to work with
the (communities?) on the Youth March is this. We ought
to see that willing delegations (make?) contact v;ith the
schools, raising the question with the principal around
the announcing of the march, calling for support of
the march by the students. Also have an hour set aside
for the petition. Now this question of raising a
million petitions is not going to be an easy Job. It
calls for at the present time some 13,000 a day and by
the time they get started about 20,000 a day If they are going
to complete it. If this petition starts officially by
going to the schools, the problem of getting a million
is notso' great. We can also have the school boards raise
the question of the march. Where there are Negroes on
the school board raise the question of (desegregation?)
to the school board and getting the endorsement of the
school board. Labor delegations should be gotten to go
to the schools and influence the schools to take an active
part in it. We have several political (factors?) which
must be taken advantage of.

We have here the possibility the utilization
of youth, women, the PTA's.,,, Here is the point I want
to raise in reference to the schools. Comrades, Some
Comrades here asked the question whether or not there was
some follow-up action predicated, already formulated, and
the answer was that there was not. Well it seems to me
there is a very logical follow-up.,,. The NAAGP in
endorsing a mass militant action has taken a precedent.
Now this mass action — advocated by the NAACP should be
taken back to the NAACP branches. If the National NAACP
Office does not do it it is for "our Comrades" who are in
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the NAACP, in local communities, to raise these same
questions. . .

.

Therefore, letters should go into the local
NAACPs, the directives that come out from the National
Office, It seems to me th^t this follow-up, particularly
after the Washington March, will be a very logical thing.
An action that can be taken which would have to gain
the support of the national and local (NAACP?).

One other point Comrades, I was very much
impressed with the various compliments given to JOE NORTH
on his report,,,. The other papers covered the revolution
but did not present a follow-up,,,. Now Comrades, we did
a better job than anybody else, any other paper in the
country. ...

We have insofar as the paper is concerned
terrific possibilities of (strengthen3.ng?) the paper
through the manner in which we fii;l the gap to the march
in relation to the function, role and responsiblity
we take.

Remarks of ANTON KRCHMAREK

Comrades, the quality of excellence we had...
developed, . .with the results of the elections in Ohio,
The Right to Work Law was defeated, , . .Tbe election for
the first time, in a long time, of a democratic
legislature. There began to develop in our own ranks
a inove. (farmers?) are projecting the third party and
so on. Dissension remains quite sharp to the extent that a
number of the Comrades asked for a board discussion on
this question in order to clarify our work in the Democratic
(Party?)

.

Informant advised that KRCHMAREK then discussed
dissension expressed by the voters concerning Individuals
elected to Congress who they felt were not carrying on
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the business for which they were elected. KECHMAREK
commented that people are becoming ^qulte cynical of
the elected officials.

"I" think it is good that the problem of
Congressioml legislative action is being discussed
and this kind of attention given to it. It is somewhat
different, however, on a state level because in Ohio vjhat

CARL (winter) mentioned about this grass root movement
being the substance that determines the way things go^

is very much true. Now in this particular instance in
Ohio, following the coalitions and united actions that
resulted — around The Right to Work Law such as the
relationship between the Negro peoples movement and the
labor movement.,.,. We were very concerned as to how this
movement could continue, a mass movement and united
action.... The fight for FEP raged through the (entire?)
session of the state legislature — and (passed?) an
PEP (ordlnance?)o . . . There have been separate committees
to wage this question. A conference was called in
Columbus (Ohio) and despite the most terrible kind of
;\reather, 5^0 people turned out for that conference and
one third of these people were trade unionists. At this
conference, the majority leaders of the Senate and the
Rouse of the legislature came to speak. The same thing
happened the following day when the APL-CIO trade union
legislative conference vras held... and they endorsed PEP,
and the minimum wage law. The leaders of the Democrats
in the Senate came and felt the (spectre?) of the people.
The result is that without doubt these records will pass.
The PEP will be adopted, and the SUB ((State Unemployment
Benefits?) will be adopted.

The government has also been moved to move in
line with this whole development. Ten and one half million
dollars has been appropriated. . . • There is a pressure,
a movement, a challenge. Not because the Democratic
Party was (the sponsor?) because there is a contradiction
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between what happened in Washington and what happened on
the state level. The pressure on Washington did not
develop to the extent it did in the local level and
certainly not nationally.

When pressure was once developed it was not
of such a nature that LYNDON JOHNSON and the Democratic
(faction?) was foi’ced to bend over. They were able to
trick and to carry through their program.

One of the questions that has come up in our
state is public utilities and what they have been doing
with prices, •

.
the telephone company, the gas company,

electric company, and others. , .with the result that an
average family of 4 in this year will be paying $2l4
more on these things than in the year before. A tremendous
resentment has been developing. These are real monopolies
and they are gouging the pepple. The permission to
gouge is given by these legislative bodies, by the
state bodies, city bodies, and so on. They work fast
so that no movement actually develops to forestall
them. We are trying to forestall that .and the resentment
is growing. I think one of the things we have to try
is the possibility of some of these anti-monopoly movements
on these very concrete questions. Some of our Comrades
have worked out a — program on this. They became
entangled. , .and began to see the possibility of real grass
root struggle around movements of this nature. Not just
in general terms of struggle against monopoly but a
struggle versus a monopoly on a vex’y down to earth (concrete?)
question.

On the pilgrimage I do net have any more to add than
what has been said. We have the possibility of getting
petitions. We must move on it and give some attention to
it. There are better possibilities now than on the last
march. The — organized 106 children to go to Washington,
it will be possible to do better on that, not only on.
Negro children but on whites, churches and schools.,,.
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Remarks of IRVING POTASH

We should be aware of the fact that a heck of a
lot of pressure has been brought to bear on the part of the
unemployed for benefits.,.. ¥e should welcome it and use
it to the fullest extent,.,.

On the question of the bills before Congress.
There are now four anti-labor bills and four pro-labor
bills. We do not hear anything about the pro-labor bills....
One is to repeal the provision exempting labor organizations
from antitrust laws....

These laws have to be analyzed. I think we will
have to do it now and send them out to the sections in a
report..,. As I said v;e are not analyzing now. Every-
thing about these two bills, namely. ,, the KENNEDY bill and
the GOLDWATER bill,,,. What these two bills provided
is a <— new change and they are a step furfaher than the
Taft-Hartley Act in goverrmiental control of unions. They
break the unions... and by God they can do almost anything
to the unions as a result of the provisions of these bills*
Yet the AFL-CIO is endorsing the KENNEDY bill without any
reservation, without any hesitation. . . , They have some
reservations tut they keep them to themselves. Why do
they endorse this bill? Is it because they do not
understand the meaning of the provisions of the bill, I
believe they do,.., HOFFA has come out against these
bills,,.. They have developed a lesser of the two evils
theory. They are for the KENNEDY bill because it is a
lesser evil than the GOLDWATER bill not Just because the
AFL-CIO has endorsed the KENNEDY bill,,,som.e sort of
obligation to go along with them and think the same. I
believe that would be a very serious mistake. We car*nnot
do that. We nave to tell the workers about these bills and
to do everything we possibly can to mobilize the trade
unions, to fight them. We do not have to consider the
lesser evil because with our group that is an unimportant
factor.
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First of all that is not the only alternative
to the situation. Now that a real movement has developed
in the trade unions there does not have to he an alternative,.
Secondly, if you think there is a choice, only a req,!

sucker would think that these bills can produce a situation
where you might have a lesser evil. ¥e must recognize
the public sentiment, the sentiment of the rank and file...
and the feeling of helplessness on the part of the rank
and file. They are dependent to an extent on the law
that might wipe the racketeers out of the union. In this
regard I believe that we have to explain it to the others.

First of all I believe it is our duty to tell
the workers that corrupt politicians are not going to
give them clean unions. They are not going to get honest
unions on a silver platter from a — Congress, They can
get honest unions only if they insist on them. It is our
duty to get the unions to say that..,. There is much
unemployment and much dissension, there is insecurity,
there is a fear for Jobs. The workers have become very
much concerned vjith the kind of union leaders they have.,,.

Now this is the time for us to speak up on such
subjects. ,, the left forces come forward in the trade
union movement and report great gains. This is the soul (ph)
of our fight and I believe we have tp pick up now and
do that, to take this to the rank and file, to form a
united front with all levels of trade union people against
these bills. Try to shift the emphasis from these anti-
labor bills to the pro-labor bills and develop a movement
for the passage of those bills.

Remarks of WILLIAM AIJBERTSON

...the representative of the American Jewish
Committee (ph) at a recent meeting, , .insisted that every-
thing and everybody be screened to eliminate "reds" from
the debate, and — in Albany that anti-Communist remark —
about "reds"...when this fellow RANDOLPH (ph) (believed
referring to A, PHILIP RANDOLPH) said nothing doing and
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explained why. , . . Now I can imagine that RANDOLPH (ph)
on May 2nd in Washington will make a similar speech. . .

,

Whatever the reason is there is tremendous opportunity
for everybody’s participation in this (development?).

Next I do not think the action planned in New
York by the Baptist Ministers supported by the Protestant
Council for this march on City Hall. Actually the school
board gives the general impression that they want a one-
day student strike on that same day. . .

»

Another thing the president of the New York
Chapter of the NAACP has all the possibilities of "rigging”

his re-election as president of the NAACP. . ,

.

The last point is on the question of the
party’s participation. We did not have full participation
of the Party to the extent that some of us wanted, ...
But we did have relatively speaking a high degree of
participation, . .

.

It should be knom that the Socialist Party
had a special meeting and they are still active in this
movement.... This is not a bold line of the old NORMAN
THOMAS Socialists but these are the AL SCHACHTMAN (ph)
group that joined the Socialist Party last summer and
sort of revitalised..,. They are playing an important
role there,. 9 , I am in general agreement with SAM’s
(KUSHNER?) general approach, I think one has to be
extremely careful as to how many of these things are done.
For Instance I could always ask space for sale and distribution
of "The Worker" almost any place, but this is one place
that I would not ask. « ,

.

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
'w ! r iiiw I

Comrades, the air is cleaner in Chicago. We
ought to say a little bit here about the national political
picture. I gather the impression that the discussion
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here has been a little on the heavy side, I think that we
have to rest (ph), My opinion is that the assessment of
the Comrades in California is an incorrect one,,*.

The national Democratic Party is a homogenous
movement, I want to speak of the advantages of the national
Democratic Party, so that you can spell it out when you
talk to someone.,,. There is reflected even this morning
,,,in the National AdvisoryCouncil, The latest thing
isn’t leadership, council leadership but one in conflict
with that advisory committee. An advisory committee that
is more or less being led by the more progressive elements
of the Democratic Party. I think the position 'S^re" took
prior to the opening of Congress on a whole series of
questions related to the Dlxiecrats, Rule 22 and other
matters,,,, I think that in the face of the present
situation that it would be xvrong only to take the
legislative ^natters before Congress , . . , I heard no mention
here of the housing program. There is legislation before
the House and the Senate on a three million dollar housing
program. That is much greater than that proposed by
(Administration Bill?), The indication is that the
bill will be larger than it has in recent years. There
are proposals coming for more taxes now. One need only
to look at (mayor) WAGNER’S proposal here in New York,
on Mayor DALY (ph) from Chicago,,, who is calling for a
three year program. They are going to beat the 7 year
plan.,,. We want them to give us something new today.
We do not have the situation following the last election,,,.
I do not think for a mere repetition of the past, that
the betrayal vrlll be made and thaj; will be it. My opinion
is that both are accumulating all things creating objective
possibilities for mobilization of this -effort ,,, , I think
this is what comes from LEHMAN and ROOSEVELT, I do not
think this is purely a phenomena to New York, I think this
is a forerunner of (changes?) taking place within the
Democratic Party. It has started readjusting to a type of
program in which these people feel that they can succeed.
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So Comrades, I think that we have to hi-’ing these

things up. ¥e do not have Just a negative election and

the election results systematically cancelled out,,..

On the march I am convinced that the NAACP is

now in this marchi precisely because of what happened
in the first march and without the first march there
would not he a second march, I am convinced that the

Party has a heck of a lot to do in New York and the
Eastern Seaboard for the success of the march.
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Remarks of HY LUMER

On the question of the Marche there are a
couple of things that cannot he over-emphasized. V/hen

I made the statement that the doors are open, I think
v;e have to understand In what way they are open. The
point is there are no - to our participation, or to the
participation of any ether group. Second, with regard
to the participation of the labor movement, we have to
understand lab@r’s (struggle?). Another question, a
mere formality. There are methods of working in local
unions in various ways and they are concrete.

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

There are other things that will be coming up -

mainly a change in method. The thirty hour week question
is coming up. I believe at this stage that you have got
to take a look at the Democratic Party platform. We
should work on the March, watch what we hear on civil
rights legislation If we do not do that, we will
be weakened on the March,

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS - Chairman

Motion’.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

Motion. That we support the March.
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Informant was not able to determine if there

was any vote on STACHEL's motion. Following a short

recess, EUGENE DENNIS announced that they would now

discuss the question of moving the headquarters. Informant

noted that at this point, CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT stated. My

mind is made up". Continuing, LIGHTPOOT remarked that

he wished report on this question be held up momentarily

until CARL WINTER returned. He then stated CARL! CARL!

They are voting on Chicago, They are voting it down.

Come on in, we need your vote.

Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON
— '

^. 1 . . I
if

Well everyone is familiar with the general back-

ground of this move to Chicago. That is up to the time

of our last National Committee meeting. Since that time,

the Resident National Executive Committee has held

discussion. We are involved with trying to get che shape
^

of the viewpoints to the satisfaction of the national leader-.u

Ship. as’7 ^?epr®Ei!=iited i. by the Resident Committee. The

only question vras whether it was politically desirable

or not. The general (vote?) among the members of the

Resident Committee is that there was a veiy -diversion

of thought on the policial desirability of shifting.

I think that it was regarded by all of us at the

time as a first exchange on the subject. Following that

it was decided to get an approximation of the practical

problems involved in such a move, that is financial, etc.

For that purpose we aslffldcomrade HELEN WINTER to come in

(to New York) which she did do. She spent about six or

seven days here going over some aspects of the problem and

the memomshe developed you have among the material handed
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Remarks.-ofjROBEgT THOMPSON (Cont'd")

out this morning. This also does not represent any
final study of the problem because of shortage
of time and lack of any wide political discussion
among some of the people that she has discussed this
question with. It was very difficult with the
limitations, to do the kind of job she had to do. So
within the frame work of those difficulties, she did
do a good job. What we have in the findings she set
down in this memo giving some idea of the dimensions
of the practical problem. That is how it is entitled

That is, in my opinion, the crux of the problem
we are dealing with. That it is the necessity of this
national leadership making up its own mind as to whether
in the near future it is in the interests of the Party
or it is not in the interests of the Party.

Once we solve that problem, then we can find
out the praci.ical problems that arise out of the nature
of the decision that we make. This is a question we have
to face squarely ..... and we have to arrive at a
conclusion.

Now approaching this problem, I would suggest
that we try to reach a couple of things . One of them
is that we are not dealing with a simple question here.
It so happens that there are damn good arguments to move
it and there are darmgood arguments not to move it.
Neither are to be taken lightly. In approaching these
problems, I think we should try to do so without a closed
mind approach. That is why I held up my hand when GENE
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Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON (Cont'd)

saidj has everyone made up his mind on the question, I
am still willing to listen to arguments on this question.
I think we can all try to do that

.

The second thing we should try to do is not to
approach this question as a do or die proposition. ¥e
should not make this the kind of question where we build
up hard> fast and bitter sharp alliances. The third
thing I think we should keep in mind is that we do not
have to settle it entirely at this session^ it is a
National Committee question. make a start here
as to what v;e a,re going to recommend to the National
Committee, if we do not do that, we will just keep this
as a festering question, continuously. We should there-
fore begin to resolve the question.

Now in the memo you have (written by HELEN
winter), I think it is pretty objective and a reasonable
comprehensive sxjmmary of the political arguments both
ways. I would Just .like to say that in ray thinking on
this question, I am-, very much influenced by the fact
that we are approaching this problem in a very different
concept that it was approached in February and the
immediate period thereafter. I know that I was of the
opinion that it w®uld be quite disastrous to move at
that time.

Now irx’espective of the thinking at that time,
one thing is a fact and that is that the situation has-
very substantially changed. The concept in which we
are considering this question has very substantially
changed. This question is no longer being raised in a context
of a very sharp factional situation in the Party. Now
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Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON (Cont'd)

In saying that, I do not mean to imply that everybody
has had a position on this question one way or the-

dther I do mean to imply that the fact is
we were having factional trouble at the time. Secondly,
the capacity of the Party to resolve some of the practical
problems involved in this shift is not what we want by
any means, but it is substantially greater..... Vie have
those financial, personnel and political problems
The third consideration that influences me is the fact
that our districts in the Midwest and our Chicago District
are in a better condition to support the center than was
the case previously. This is true in respect to the
situation in -the leadership. It is true in respect to
the important initial prograss that has been made in
several fields of mass work and in the consolidation and
rebuilding of the Party.

Lastly, for the next period that we are
entering into and I mean in terms of the next several
years, the most rapid progress of our Party is going to
be made in the Midwest states. ^7 that I do not mean
that our Party is not going to progress (in New York),
I do not mean that at all, but I think the conditions
are going to be most favorable for a more rapid tempo*
of our growth in the basic industrial sectors of Chicago,
Ohio, and surrounding Indiana.

So therefore, I have come to the conclusion
in the direction of making a specific move as rapidly as
we can solve the facts and the problems that are involved.
It may take six months .... to manage, the resources and
make a separation. It may take longer than that,, it may
take less. That will be determined by a further study
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Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON (Cont«d)

of the practical problems involved. I think the real
question to he decided this day is whether you feel
it is desirable

Now I think it would be a waste of time for
me to try to paraphrase and svimmarize I feel
that the reasons for making such a move outranked the
political arguments that can be given in the other
direction

Remarks of Unknown Male

An individual^ whose identity was unknown to
the informant, asked what would be the effect of moving
to Chicago on the mass work of the entire Party ......
I ask. somebody t©'?-’' give us an estimate of what picking
up national headquarters, moving it, and spending an
estimated $20,000.00 will have on mass activity. Now
at the time of the Convention (refers to last Convention)
and up until the County Convention I think membership
was in favor of moving to Chicago. But there is some
real doubt whether or not this is wise when you
weigh on the one hand the postponing of the next
Convention because of shortcomings in our mass work and
then propose to undertake a major move such as this . .

I

think some arguments should be raised on this. I would
like to get an explanation from somebody of what this is
going to do to our mass activities - nationally.

Remarks of Another Unknown Male

Another individual, whose identity was umlcnown
to the infor-mant, commented that political3.y he was for
it, but he wanted to know where the money was coming from.
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Remarks of JACK STACHEL

I would also add that if we decide to move, I
do not think that the world would go under or that our
Party would go under. ¥e will pull out of it . , . .

.

I
say that this question should be decided once more by
the Convention as a whole rather than move now You
have got to raise enough money to maintain "The Worker",
You have to raise $75,000.00 April 15 to June 15 ....
Unfortunately, I know too much about some of the problems
involved. Politically, without a doubt I think
there is no question,- about it decide to move.

Before concluding, I want to raise one more
point, that is the "Daily Worker" ..... Get the paper
again in terms of the daily ..... The "Daily Worker"
lasted for 34 years from 1924 to 1958, longer than any
other Marxist English-speaking paper ..... that is our
argument, against moving to Chicago. These are seme of
the problems that are on my mind. We should have enough
unity to realize the very difficult problems that are
going to come up if we try to move in the next year.
What it will mean to "The Worker" and what it will mean
to our mass work and other things.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS, JR,

I am of the opinion that we should not make
the decision on this question prior to the Convention..
At this point, I am opposed to the move.
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Remarks of BEN DAVIS, JR» (Cont'd)

One of the questions we have to ask is^ why
of all the decisions made by the Convention did we pick
this one out . * . ,

.

Now there are some other - made by
the Convention which have to be gone over and changed.
Secondly, I think we should have a better discussion
on this matter because we are free of factional
considerations and attitudes. I thiJik one auestion
which is most Important and that is JACK'S fSTACHEL?),
neimely the question of the "Dallj’’ Worker" . Then, too,
there is the question of what happened in the world
since our last Convention. Thirdly, this document
speaks about the center of basic industries and the
proximity of the office is very Important . In New York
for instance, it is the center of national and inter-
national organizations at the present time New
York is also the political center of the whole Negro
movement

.

Now on the question of how this affects our
national leadersii^ in working. l would say that the
big job in the national leadership is still the collective
and I do not see how geographical location is going to
be decisive in that , it will help get a different
atmosphere and that is not unimportant ..... The
original decision was made in the National Convention
and there ^/as no discussion of it, none whatever
The Negro voted for it because they were so G— d—

—

glad to see this Party united at this Convention on
anything. It was based on an entirely different situation.
We are going to tell the copii^ades that a lot of other
things have happened, a lot of changes have happened in
the world ..c., international situation. Vfe will have to
tell them about this.
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Remarks of EUGEME DENNIS

I would just remark in passing that most of
the comrades will recall that the Convention rightly
decided that the chief task building of the Party....
I think we're njot taking this question in a soiond way
..... Now the geographical location of any party surely
has some importance. Now this is not A great
majority, if not all of them, happen to be located in
areas other than the decisive areas in the country.
Most of Prance, most of Italy, most of England and Russia
..... The fact is that we have half of the Party on the
Eastern seaboard and about close to 40 per cent on the
West Coast ..... To move to Chicago I think would
create a new study of problems as well as place in
jeopardy the life of "The Worker" , I think we have to
go into it further for a committee to decide. One
of the things is to raise a minimum of $50 ^ 000.00
to keep "The 'Worker" for the rest of '59. That means
to raise it through a special fund ..... These are some
of the questions that all of us must weigh in the pros
and cons of moving.

Remarks of an Unknown Male

An individual, whose identity was xmknown to
the informant, commented primarily on the financial
question and expressed the thought that if the decision
was made to move, an assessment could be made of all the
comrades to be shared on a pro-rata basis.
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Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

I want to pose a question, a question of where
the Party is centered - - Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland.
Detroit and Cleveland fall into closer relationship —
of main industries not Chicago. As to the
geographical location of Chicago, I do not think it

a good argument for Chicago, for New York, or for any
city. My point is that the geographical aaggviment is
not good at all.

The argument that it is more representative of
the United States has a hard ring to it . In Ohio,
the argument used to be made against Cleveland by
Columbus and Cincinnati concerning the domination by
Cleveland, so I say number two is not a valid argument

.

I think there are certain political questions
about where the national center is and part of it must be
where the center can give the best leadership to the
Party membership. At any particular time, the bulk of
the membership of the Party at the present time is in the
Eastern seaboard area. Tb^move the national center from
this area, you tend to isolate the national center
I think the Party headquarters should be in a city and in
an area where that city can enjoy its independence and
at the came time, the center can enjoy its independence.
I am afraid if we move to Chicago, we will attempt to
dominate Chicago and the. financial problems ',and

difficulties between state and national. Will
create greater conflict than exists at the present time
in New York « . . .

.

So let us not create problems that
can add to a period of difficulty in the Party. At another
time^ the Party qould, if the Party were strong. nocally,
be in Cleveland or Philadelphia in anyone of these
cities, but it has to have a strong base. But there are
problems that are functioning in the Party leadership

but I do not think they are stalled by the movement.
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Remarks of ABNOLD JOHNSON (Cont^d)

May I direct your attention to basic industry -

relationships In New York, we do not fuliv
utilize relations with national organizations that exist
here or in Washington. That is another question. Let
us apply it to this total outlook. Nowit is true With
the Resident National Executive Committee that there was
a period of time here when the national center was bogged
down completely. IfJhere we could not go to second base
you might say. I can remember the time when we did not
have the finances on this floor to pay for a $5-00
telegram that came in. I think also on finances we would
get bogged dowp in Chicago instead of solving this
problem

.

Those are the problems, I do not think that
at this stage it is the thin^ to do-. I think it would
weaken our Party ..... and I ' think our Party will suffer
for it.

Remarks of CARL WINTER

I wanted to hear the arguments because frankly
I have never heard them ..... I have listened very
carefully, not to the words, but to the spirit of BOB'S
(TH0I\'IPS0N) report and I would wholeheartedly subscribe
to that approach.

We have to find where the responsibility lies.
I cannot understand why anybody should be obliged to
carry the work of one group - for attack on Convention
decisions. I can understand the proposition to carry
out a Coxivention decision Now I'm not here to
defend that ..... Convention decision because the Michigan
District wrote a resolution calling upon the National
Convention to try to move long before the National
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Remarks of CARL WINTER (Cont«d)

Convention. We gave political reasons, not geographical
ones, and substantially they were adopted in the
Resolutions Committee of the National Convention. They
were endorsed by the same wholeheartedness Ty the Party
delegates to the Convention on political reasons.

Now somebody can prove that these reasons
were not valid then or if they were valid then, they
are not valid now. l must say I have not heard them
now. There have been arguments why we should not move
in 1959* I can give ji^ou better arguments why/ we
should not move in I960 and they will be of the same
character. Ror one thing the national elections
in i960 They have the same character as the
arguments against 1959. Now you cannot do anything
without paying a price, the only thing is whether the
price is worth it.

Now I am not kidding myself or anybody else
that we will pay a price for moving, of course we will,
but I say we will buy for that price a great deal more
than what it costs.

Suppose "The Worker" would not require a fund
drive of $75^000.00, but one of $100,000.00. What would
you do, decide to cancel the paper? No I We would figure
out how to get $100,000.00 that is all. This paper is
the staff of life of the Party, I am not saying that
the move to Chicago is that kind of a sacrifice .....
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Remarks of CARL WINTER (Cont'd)

I think there are sufficiently valid reasons
which the whole Party agreed upon and now they are being
disprcven by those who do not want to carry out the
Convention decision. I do not think it requires any
part of courage for a leadership to goggle oh a question
for two years and then say we cannot decide. We will
let the Conv^ention decide. That is no part of courage.

I think it is encumbent upon this leadership
to turn out the decision, I hope that we will carry
out more effectively and prove completely its validity,
so that we won't be challenged by the next Convention
as to why we waited so long. l am going to say that
people reljr on geography in politics when you talk about
the industrial heart of the country ..... Now I know
there are problems inherent in a national center
there always will be, whether it be Chicago, Cleveland,
or any place. Every section organizer and every district
office knows the problem, but if you look at it from the
other point of \'-iew, the ideas you're giving"' against
it are just as good as the ideas for it, namely that
you have the bulk of the Party in New York, you have the
strongest political (pattern?) of the Party in New York.
You have the best organized apparatus of the Party in
New York

'/Jhat I'm trying to say is that you are not facing
up to really probing why we should not carry out the
mandate of the Party. Now on top of this, nobody has given
the slightest indication that anywhere in the Party's
ranks is there dissatisfaction with this Convention
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Remarks of CARL WINTER (Cont'd)

decision. Nobody has Indicated that, I am ready to
share with anybody the responsibility before the Party
membership for reversing national decision if:

1, There is evidence that circimistances
have changed so that the Convention
decision is no longer valid.

2, If, despite the fact that circimistances
have not changed, it ’

s

evident that the
Party X'jould be harmed by carrying out
the decision.

3, If there is indication that the sentiment
of the Party membex'ship is opposed to
carrying ovit the decision.

I am ready to share the responsibility ..... I
will say I was oiie of those who opposed carrying out that
Convention decision for these reasons ..... Nobody even
hinted that anywhere in the Party ranks, is there opposition
to moving to Chicago. Is there a section answhere that
adopted a resolution on itj Now why should the National
Committee reverse the decision of the Convention under
those circixmstances

,

Now as to the paper, I am of the opinion that
the paper oxight to be moved to Chicago for the good of the
paper and not because the paper has to trail after the
National center, I think we will get a better paper out
of Chicago than we'll get out of New York. In spite of
the fact we will not have the same qualified - to
produce it in Chicago. A Party newspaper published in
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Remarks of CARL WINTER (COnt'd)

Chicago will of necessity speak a different language,
deal with different types of questions ..... The fact
is that the paper published in New York by virtuee of
the character of the New York population, composition,
membership, and a whole host of circumstances cannot
speak the language that we need to speak to the country.

The paper is handicapped as a national paper
coming out of New York. This isn't just to stifle the
discussion about moving the paper to Chicago. This is
the thing confronting- 'US in the,,. paper fill the time.
Everybody in the country outside of New York knows that
the paper is colored by the fact that it has to speak to
a New York leadership in such a way that it camot
sufficiently be an effective organ of national viev/s.

Now that should not shock anybody. If that were not
true, there would not be any foundation for moving it.
This country has regional characteristics which our
Party will do well to pay attention to. ¥e will grow
more rapidly and be more effective 'in our work when we
begin to adapt ourselves to that fact . So I am of the
opinion that the paper will benefit by the move to
Chicago

.

In Chicago, it vrill have more front page
material on the economic struggle of the American worker
than we have now. We would get some of the things that
are most dynamic in the changes that are taking place in
Americans' lives if it were published in the Midwest
rather than in New York. I think that we will find a
substantial increase in en-thusiastic support for the
paper, outside of Party circles as well as in the Party.
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Remarks of CARL WINTER (Cont'd)

I think we will find it easier to raise funds for the
Party. I think politically^ there are strong arguments
to indicate that there is every reason to accept this.
The fact remains that even when we had separate pages
for the different districts ..... there was greater
enthusiasm for the paper, there was greater response
for financial appeals and there was more rapid progress
in the draft.

About moving the paper, I think its possible
to make a transitional arrangement. That it is possible
to move the National Office in New York with an advanced
guard ..... in Chicago . With an advanced staff set up,
maybe two or three people. They could go out as a
secretariat. This is a. ademohstration of the fact we
mean business.

They can begin to move the paper to Chicago and
prepare the ground for it. There is a proposal which l
think would make it more practical, to publish a
supplement to "The Worker" in Chicago without moving the
rest of the paper at first. This supplement being made
available for use to the "People's World" with the
New York "Worker" being reduced from a l6 page to an 8
page paper, using the supplement

.

We could start with the supplement being printed
in Chicago, The supplement would guarantee us what is
necessary and what is a mean argument in connection with
moving to Chicago. That is, it would guarantee us a
uniform national and political line coming out of the
national center of the Party. There are many ways you
can "skin a cat", but first you've got to decide what
you want to skin.
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Remarks of CARL WINTER (Cont'd)

In my opinion^ it should move, it can move.
You should want it to move and the membership will be
stimulated by its moving Leadership will be
heightened, financial response will be obtained more
easily because of all these factors . We will improve
the relationship between the leadership of the Party
and the industrial districts of the Party. I am
sure Cleveland and other places will say the same.

I think those arguments were good when we
discussed postponing the discussion The summer
months are months in which the Party doesn’t do much,
and therefore, I say move the national headquarters
in the summer months. I would like to have this
memorandum which I submitted be made available to the
National Committee for their consideration.

Remarks of BILL ALBERTSON

It is true that there is no decided faction
in the ranks but I fail to see any enthusiasm
for this There is a legal (rem3.nder?) that
practically nobody discussed. The national leadership
is not being condemned for failure to carry out the
Convention decision. I think there is one or two very
practical reasons. It is my opinion that the Party
cannot, this year, raise the money I cannot see
the possibility of raising $45,000.00 in the State of
New York ..... raising the money that we have to raise
for the National Office On top of that raising
probably 60 i^er cent of the total amount that would have
to be raised to move. Now that is one issue.
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Remarks of BILL ALBERTSON (Cont'd)

The question of an assessment is raised.
That probably means just to meet the requirement of
the moving I think the comrades will know what
a $10.00 assessment will mean from the point of view
of its effect on raising funds ..... I do not like to
paint here a defeatist argument, but I think I've had
enough experience in the past .....

I think that all arguments that CARL (WINTER)
and the other comrades have raised are sound from the
point of view of the overall success of the Party
but nobody has raised the question that - the strength
of the paper if the West Coast would merge its paper
with "The Workei*" . That y/ould strengthen "The Worker"
for a number of reasons. And would tremendously weaken
the Party on the West Coast. If you move the paper to
Chicago,- then you confront the New York and Eastern
Party with a very important problem, that is the question
of a New York and Eastern paper.

Now we are fighting with "The Worker" comrades
because we feel we are not getting the proper "Worker"
coverage. It is not their fault. It is the Party ’"'S fault

I think that deserves a lot of consideration before
making the final decision.

Remarks of HY LWMER

I agree with the general tenor of thoughts with
regard to this question. I think that on political
grounds, there are very powerful arguments. I do not
regard it as a matter of life and death. The question
of the Convention decision is to me an important consideration

There was one other thing adopted unanimously and -

without discussion, and that was the esonomic section of
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Remarks of HY LUMER (Cont'd)

the resolution. It is not quite the same thing not
the same as the motion to move the office. That was
one part of the Convention where there was enthusiasm.

Whatever the reaction here in New York^ my
experiences traveling the country , It is not a
dead issue among the membership^ at least not in many
parts of the country. It is raised only occasionally
by the comrades in New York^ but on the West Coast
it is a persistent question It is not a matter
of organized discussion, but individuals repeatedly
ask about it.

Then, of course, there are the political
The process of moving is really a complex problem. The
amount of money that is involved would be quite
considerable. I do not think that you can undertake
this as a piece meal proposition by saying let's take
the first step and we'll see where we go from there.
We may get ourselves in a position vrhere we won’t know
where we go from there

.

We must forget for the moment about the questions
of the othex' contingencies. Frankly, we have to have a
plan for moving that embraces all of these problems
It is possible that some such plan can be worked out,
but we must find it beforehand.
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Remarks of HY LUMER (Cont«d)

I think that if we should decide to move, it
would he a drawn out process, and it would take a
considerable period of time . . * . . That is the way it
looks to me from first glance. When we get everything
together, we may find that it is not as impossible as
it looks at the present time. I agree that we ai?e

obligated to answer the membership on the point of the
Convention decision, and the burden is on us to think
these out even- aside from factual problems.

Remarks of Unknown Male

Comrade chairman, I move that we adjourn this
speech until tomorrow morning.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

I would like to propose that there be a committee
of three of - , HEUEN (WINTER) and JACK (STACHEL?) from
the paper to complete ..... as much as possible and
recommend it to the next meeting of the National Executive
Committee

.

Remarks of Unknown Male

I move that we consider that motion tomorrow.

The motion was seconded and meeting adjourned
for that day.
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SECOND DAY'S SESSION - FEBRUARY 8, 1959

Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON

The meeting opened with a continuation of the
discussion concerning the move of the National Office
of the Communist Party from' New York to Chicago » ROBERT
THOMPSON discussed the proposal of EUGENE DENNIS, made at
the previous day* s session, that a sub-committee be formed
to make a more thorough analysis and presentation of the
problems involved in a move to Chicago, and that this sub-
committee report to the NEC at a later date. THOMPSON
moved for the adoption of this proposal and, after some
discussion pro and con, the motion was passed. A subt-
committee was appointed and the members named to this
committee were .HELEN V7INTER, JACK STACHEL and HY LUMER.

THOMPSON then made the recommendation that the
NEC meet in conjunction with the NC a day or two prior to
the NC meeting. The informant was finable to determine
what decision was made in this regard, but did ascertain
that the next NC meeting was scheduled for April 11, 1959.
It xvas indicated that the meeting would be for the two days
comprising the week end of April 11-12, 1959.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS

Early in December, Comrade LOMAN made a trip
abroad. He made this trip without authorization. He
secured a leave of absence from the Brooklyn Section of
the Party, but did not get a leave of absence from the State
or National Office leadership. He got the consent of the
Brooklyn County Committee without giving them all the facts.
He did consult with comrades on the state and national level
of Che Party, but purely as a personal thing. He consulted
with Comrades JIM JACKSON, (WILLIAM) PATTERSON, (ERIC) BERT,
ELIZABETH (PLYNN) and (WILLIAM) POSTER, He shopped around,
speaking to various comrades, but never raising the question
properly and formally according to Party procedure to the
State Board, State Committee or National leadership.
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I proposed that we have a session with CMRLEY -

a Joint session of the National and State leadership. GENE
(DENNIS) and BOB (THOMPSON) agreed that they would be willing
to meet with CHARLEY at any time. CHARLEY refused, and two

days before he left, I called him to make arrangements for
him to come and see me on Monday. (LOr^AN left on the
preceding Sunday.) When I spoke to CHARLEY on the phone on
Friday (txATO days before his departure), I asked him to come

to the office to discuss a question of policy with respect
to his passport. I got the distinct impression that he was
coming on Monday, but the truth of the matter is he left on
Sunday. I 'did not know until his wife called me on Monday
and told me. So these are the circumstances under which he

left. He was shopping around for people he felt would agree
with the trip, and was steering clear of anyone he felt
would disagree. He was also avoiding any formal action.
Also (WILLIAM Z.) POSTER got dragged into it. In examining
the stories told by CHARLEY, and he is telling stories about
others with whom he talked, it is clear double talk.

When the State Board learned that the trip had
been made in that way, they took up the matter and suspended
CHARLEY, The action of the State Board was taken up with
the NEC and the NEC concurred with the action of the State
Board. The State Board also authorized a committee to go

into the Brooklyn situation and see what the facts-^were,

and make appropriate recommendations. Now the action of

suspension of CHARLEY ms based on, among other things, the

fact that it was a violation of democratic centralism. It

is true it could be argued that CHARLEY went personally and
not as a representative of the Party. That is not so ~

Party leaders can’t Just take off their hat and not be Party
leaders.

At this point, DAVIS, in fvirther discussing the

reason for LOMAN'S suspension, mentioned the various places
at which CHARLEY said he was going to stop, but in each
instance used the added security of the blackboard to
identify the place. For this reason the informant was unable
to determine LOMAN’S planned itinerary or the places where
DAVIS said he actually went.
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Continuing, DAVIS said this trip was unauthorized

and could Involve the security of the Party. All you have

to do is get it in the papers and there is a diplomatic

problem. Not only are we risking a violation of security

of our Party, but of the Party here (indicating location on

the blackboard) as well, and comrades the fact is this is

not a free territory, and one does have to argue the point

of lAThat happened in South Africa and the Belgium Congo.

This was involved in the seciirity of the Party and security

of those forces there, ¥e deemed it necessary to take the

action of suspension and publish it. It would have no^

effect, unless it xtras knovm all over the world that this was

an unauthorized trip.

The State Board elected a committee of EVELYN

(WEINER ?), BILL ALBERTSON and me to go to Brooklyn and find

otit the facts. We found a situation of deterioration. We

found no leadership set up. There was something of an

understanding ejnong three or four people on the staff that

it was good for CHARLEY to go, and, while he was away, they

would find some way to handle the sltiaation. At no txme

was the State or National Office consulted. We went into

Brooklyn and we found:

1. No leadership,
2. No organized conduct of the work of the Party

in Brooklyn,

VJe made two proposals?

1. That ALBERTSON and PATTERSON be made a part of

the Brooklyn County staff, which staff was to be responsible

for the conduct of the work in the absence of LOMAN.

2. There should be a leadership conference of the

Party in Brooklyn to revlex^r the work or set up^an organized

plan of work, and at some time elect or establish ah interim

leadership until CHARLEY returned. We made the proposals at
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the County Committee and were defeated by a vote of (l6 ?)

to 12. This defeat stemmed from the fact that there is in
Brooklyn a factional feeling involving some of our leading
comrades. It is based 6n the Negro comrades - a dozen or
so in the Bedford-Stuyvesant Section, The main leaders are

PEARL LAVJES^ ALLEN LAVJES and ANDY ONPA. This group whipped
the County Committee into hysteria and based themselves on
a factional position of fighting the state and national
leadership. That vote was that the whole matter should be
tabled until CHARLEY returned. ¥e told them we were not
going to stand for that. We next met with the County Committee
and the County Committee overwhelmingly supported the position
of the state,

CHARLEY did not go where he indicated he was going,
but went straight to the Soviet Union. It was his intention
to be gone some three months, but he came back in about a
month. Because someone had written to CHARLEY what has been
happening, he sent a letter back to the effect that I was
lying. He wrote that the Brooklyn Party should be united
against the state.

At this point DAVIS read a letter which LOMAN had
written addressed to ERIC (BERT), JOE (NORTH), VIRGINIA
(GARDINER) and PAT (WILLIAM PATTERSON), pointing out that the
letter was sent to "The Worker" and was not sent j;o the State
or National Committees, In the letter, LOMAN claimed that he
had been "slandered" in the paper, and that fair Journalism
"certainly Insures a reply," He enclosed a statement to
"The Wor‘ker" in reply to a statement in the January 11, issue
against CHARLES LOm by the New York State Board. In his
statement, LOMAN claimed that he was fully released by the
Brooklyn County Committee of the Communist Party, of which
"I am Chairman." He stated that his projected trip was
discussed fully with the New York State Chairman, Comrade
BEN DAVIS and others on more than one occasion. He said that
his trip was agreed to by Comrade DAVIS. He stated that the
attack and public statement made against him was generated by
EUGENE DENNIS. In this statement, LOMAN said, "We can and
must unite and build our Party and press. We have a growing
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opportunity to bring our Marxist-Leninist ideology to ever
groxiring members of the working class, Nes^^o people, farmers
and other strata of the American populace. ¥e are decisive
for the building of an anti-monopoly peoples coalition while
enhancing the role of labor, ¥e will be able to do this
only if at the same time we combat any forms of bureaucracy
intimidation, stifling of creative initiative, and other
non-Leninist practices that were so helpful to the growth
of revisionism in our Party. I serve Immediate notice of
appeal of the State Board decision, to the full State
Committee on my retui'n. " (A copy of the letter and
enclostire were forwarded to the Bureau by alrtel dated
January 27, 1969. in the case entitled "OHARIES BUDDY
LOMAN, INTERNAL SECURITY - C^ " Bureau Pile 100-330932.)

BEN DAVIS, after reading LOMAN *S letter and the
enclosure, said that on his return, LOMAN, instead of going
to the State and National Offices to find out what had
happened, went Immediately to a staff meeting of the Brooklyn
County Party. Ar this meeting, the letter was read, copied
and passed around to many people who were in attendance.
At this point the letter was a declaration of war against
the Communist Party. It was being used by CHARLEY to
organize the Brooklyn band of the Party against the state
and national leadership, LOMAN proposed that after this
Brooklyn County staff m.eetlng they have a special meeting
of the Brooklyn County Committee to hear his side of this
struggle. That was defeated and postponed until after the
State CoiTimlttee meeting.

Prior to taking this matter up with the State
Committee, we in the state leadership had several conversa-
tions with CHARLEY to try and point out the error of his
ways, CHARLEY was adamant and defiant, and was just going
to freeze everybody out of it. So, after several meetings
prior to meeting with the State Committee, we took the
matter up to the committee.
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DAVIS then discussed action taken at the State
Committee meeting,, the complete details of which the informant
was unable to determine, DAVJS was apparently enumerating
motions which were made and then stating what the vote was
on these motions. The one referred to by DAVIS as "Number 2 "

was as follows:

That the State Coimnlttee approves the action of the
State Board as to the measures taken to strengthen and improve
the work of the Brooklyn Party Organization, Adopted 27 to 4,
0 against, 5 abstaining^

3, That the State Committee accept the proposal of
Comrade LOMAN to withdraw the statement in issue because of its
use in factional purposes involving the Party leadership.
That is it there. Adopted 29 to 4, 0 against, 3 abstaining,

4, That the State Committee refer to the State
Board the question of further examination of Comrade LOMN'S
future assignment to be considered in consultation with the
full committee. Adopted 27 to 4, 4 against, 1 abstaining.

That the State Committee lift the suspension of
Comrade LOMAN affecting all posts to be effective as of this
week. Adopted unanlmously.

6. That the State Committee issue a statement to
these effects Adopted 28 to 4, 0 against, 4 abstaining.

DAVIS indicated that the suspension of LOMAN was
lifted in part on the basis of the fact that LOMAN had agreed
to abide by all decisions of the State Board and Committee,

DAVIS continued that it was his opinion that the main
thing involved is a factional struggle against the national
leaders, and that the group around CHARLEY is using him to
fight the Party leadership.
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In concluding his report, DAVIS expressed the
opinion that LOMN should be taken out of Brooklyn, and that
other work should be found to rehabilitate him.

Remarks of WILLIAM ALBERTSON

ALBERTSON said that since last October, the state
leadership has been attempting to arrange with the Brooklyn
leadership for a review of the Brooklyn Party, and the
Brooklyn leadership has given all kinds of reasons as to why
these meetings could not be arranged. He said "we" found out
accidently that a County Committee meeting was taking place,
and, when "we" tried to meet with the staff before that
meeting, the indirect answer to "our" question was that "they"
X'fould rather meet alone and establish a leadership, and then
meet with the state after that county meeting. It set a whole
pattern of avoiding meetings.

ALBERTSON said that a Brooklyn membership corxference
is scheduled for March 6' or 7 ( 1959)5 and that it will be in
the form of a review of the membership - that kind of conference
where the work X'j-lll be reviewed and the leadership will come
under consideration. He indicated that there is a group in
the Brooklyn Party vdiich opposed the convening of this
membership conference. With respect to LOMAN, ALBERTSON
stated, "LOMN made an organised retreat to come back some
other day.

"

Remarks of PAT TOOHEY

Up to now the discussion on LOMN has been confined
to the Brooklyn and the New York County Committee and its
relationship to the New York State Committee. I think the
activities of CHARLEY LOMAN as a member of the National
ComiTiittee should be given some attention by the National
Committee because he consistently and factlonally in different
ways has carried it beyond Brooklyn. You have heard me
speak in the past about LOMN messing around in New Jersey.
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There Is now pending before our State Board a motion to
denounce the NEC for the publication in "The Worker" of
the statement concerning LOMAN. The motion has been held
in abeyance pending information that I heard here today,
I haven't heard the letter that BEN read from L0I4AN^ but
I heard practically

TOOHEY then apparently continued with a description
of the content of the motion pending to denounce the NEC,
Apparently the denunciation criticizes the NEC for violation
of the constitution^, and states that there is a steady
conduct on the part of the national leadership to spurn the
constitutional changes made at the last Party convention
dealing with a delinquent member. The national leadership
is charged with a persistent persecution of the left
comrades ,,,,, The national leadership is on a course of
weeding out all comrades who deviate . . , .

,

Since the
convention there has been a return to a . . , .

.

revisionist
line. The action against LOMAN is characteristic of the
treatment of those who are objecting to it (revisionist line)

,

TOOHEY continued, "we" should not try to get into
big business on the matter, but this is an extension of the
"shenanigans" that have been going on beyond the confines of
Brookljm. What should LOMAN go to Trenton for ? "I"
went to Trenton one night long ago, and LOMAN was there,,,,,
"l" am getting fed up with this stuff from a member of the
National Committee and "I" think that something should be done
about it.

Following TOOHEY* S statement, out of tovm comrades
were granted a short time for comments in connection with the
LOMAN matter,

CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT observed that the matter should be
left to the New York State Communist Party for handling.
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GEORGE MEYERS said that LOMAN’S position was
a reflection of the unsatisfactory situation in which
Negroes find themselves. He did not elaborate on this
statement

.

CARL WINTER favored moderation in the treating
of a case of this type for the sake of unity in the Party.

THOMS NABRIED emphasized the need for the taking
of a firm stand and the cutting out of maneuvering. He said
that he had no sympathy for one who had been a Coramnnist
Party leader for several years and had taken the action which
LOMAN had taken when consulting the proper Party leaders,

MICKEY LIM spoke of LOMN’S action as an example
of "political degeneracy. " He observed that factional
activity is being pvibliclzed and in many Instances is being
spread through the Commuiiist Party before leaders are even
aware of it. He stated he had read of LOMN'S suspension
in the "New York Times."

Following a luncheon break, ROBERT THOMPSON
reported on the plan of Party work.

'

Remarks of ROBERT THOMPSON

Now we (referring to sub-committee consisting of
himself, HY LUMER and ARNOLD JOHNSON) all agreed on certain
propositions. We aue agreed that the purpose of the plan
should be the •mobilizing and ,enthusing of our Party membership
in certain realizable main objectives confronting our Party
this year. We are all agreed that the plan must be of a
certain character that gives direction to the work of our
Party so that it affords a maximum possibility of utilizing
to the full the skilled membership and resources of the past
of our Party to most quickly both enable the Party to play
a national role in the events 'that are transpiring, as well
as make the national progress in its own consultation and
re-building of the Party in the course of a year. Within this
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frameworkj however, there is a real consciousness which
is dealing with as complex a national picture as v/e have
in the Party, In dealing with a country the size of our
country we must be careful in shaping this plan so that
it gives direction to this Party - it does not become a
straightjacket, . ¥e are all in agreement that our plan
of work for the Party be not just a docxanent which expresses
what we wish.

In order to achieve what we would like to have
on the American scene, the plan must be as nearly as t-sre^

can make it based on a realistic appraisal of the existing^
level of change in the working class peoples movement, their
direction, their potentialities in the coming year. Now,
within the framework of an agreement on these basic
pr’opositlons, I'd like to Indicate for your benefit certain
differences of appx*oach in the discussions.

There was some difference as to the relative
importance in the national picture. There were areas of
difference as to the relative importance of the national
picture to such Issues as de- segregation and the scope and
plan of Communist Party work.

The plan I proposed on the basis of everything
consists of three sections;

1. Is aimed at identifying our Party with the
main mass Issues concerning the working class and peoples’
movement of our coun’cry.

2. Aimed at directing and selecting a minimum
nujttber of key issues around which the Party can mount a real
struggle

.

3,

Is in this context the charting of a limited
Party building and consolidation campaign together with a
press building campaign.

Now the first section of the plan could be
developed around six central issues and corresponding
struggles;
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1, The struggle for full integration and the
ending of all segregation and discrimination through the
enactment of PEP legislation, development and support on a
national scale of right to vote legislation, and continuation
of school integration through tho most effective development
of the march on Washington, and lastly, organization of the
South.

2, The second major motion under which ife want to
identify the Party with a nvimber of key issues could he placed
as ending economic insecurity and protecting the unemployed.
Under this heading I vrould place the issues that are placed
in the trade union memo. For eiicample, the fight for the thirty-
hour week, development of activity in steel, and extension of
unemployment insurance protection,

3* The third major area of identification of oirr

Party actlvit5.es with major national issues comes under the
ending of the cold war. Here you have three major issues
around which the over an activities of the Party belong.
There is the ending of nuclear tests, I think our Party can
play an Important part in the development of a campaign in
relation to this issue. Next there is the development of

East-West trade, I believe on this that what was the
initiative was opened up last year by the Soviet Union to
begin to break through on this question. It has been unfolding
since then and, of course, not least of all is the MIKOYAN
trip here, and I*m sure the Twenty-First Congress, Then there
is the issue of taxes, which I believe occupies somewhat the
same importance under this heading as the other two Issues.

4. The fourth area of activity for our Party is

among the youth I believe if our Party comes forward
programmatically in relation to the youth, that we will be
putting torch under some of our other efforts to try to as
rapidly as possible re-establish our Party's prestige in
relation to the youth, and facilitate the emergence as rapidly
as possible an organized Marxist youth program. We should
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i-indertake as an objective for oijir Party the bringing into
being as rapidly/ as possible, and I advise that in my own
thinking, this year a Marxist youth organization.

5. The fifth area would be to popularize
Socialism. Here I have in mind the course for the year
ahead to resume serious propaganda in this connection to
use Socialism ..... and to show the inability of Capitalism
to resolve certain of the problems confronting the Amei-ican
people. ¥e should have the beginning of a serious
popularization of the achievements of Socialism. Here we
should make plans for the maximum utilization of both JIM
JACKSON and GEORGE MORRIS on their return to this country.
¥e should make real plans to organize national meetings through-
out the country for these two comrades.

The second highlight must be the celebration of
the Fortieth Anniversary .of o\.ir Party.

6. The sixth area of work which we should include
in a section of the plan of work comes under the heading of
no more political prisoners and no more political persecution
in America, In other words, to pick up where JACKSON did
(possibly referring to JACKSON'S speech at the Twenty-First-
Congress in Moscow) to the effect that the basis is
KHRUSHCHEV'S report where he reported there are no political
prisoners in the Soviet Union, Under this general heading,
and I think it comes under slogans of •wor’k in this field,
comes the development of the amnesty campaign for Comrade
¥INST0N, The second thing under this is ending of the Smith
Act and Taft-Hartley persecutions. Third under this is full
legality for the Communist Party in all phases of national
life.

In I’elation to the second section of the plan, we
should select two or three or four major key issues around
which we expect. to focus major efforts of the Party
nationally in either mounting or participating in the unfold
ing of a major national campaign. The first issue we should
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center around relates to the fight for full integration.
I would lilce to make a confession in making this selection,
I find that in my thinking it is difficult. Sometimes there
arises the work where one issue in a very clear way comes
to the fore , . . »

.

For me, I find this area more difficult
as I think about it. You can malce very qualifying
for example on school integration. I believe it was Just the
other day that it was a big emergency in the life of the
country. In another way you can make a very big argument
on allowing (Negroes to vote ?) . Some day it is going to be
achieved. When it is achieved, it will transform the South
as no other single issLie will do.

You can make a very Important argument on a nvimber

of other Issues. I say that we should select from among these
issues as the focal point for trying to mount the biggest
kind of a national effort the question of the vote.

I'he second major issue that I would propose is the
campaign for a thirty-hour week. I propose that we do it- -

in the context of the more or less over all slogan of the
protection of the tvnemployed. I think that we have the
capacity thro^^gh oru? existing strength to make a real
contribution to stimulating the spread of this movement to all
major sections of the labor movement. I think that through
our press and the special literature that vie can get out on
this that we have things to say that can bring about
participation of literally tens and tens of thousands of
workera.

The third major issue that I would select is that
of the ending of nuclear tests within the framev/ork of the
Party's activities, and campaign to end the cold war.

The third question of the plan is the building
and consolidation of the Party in the context of the
areas of mass activity. I would like to preface the approach
towards this with a few words. A number of us have stated on
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a ntim'ber of occasions over the past months that our Party
has emerged healthy (phonetic) . I feel this is no pollyanna
(phonetic) . This brings us to the question of the re-establish-
ment of the full influence and strength of the Party. We are
out of what we call the crisis. What we are not conscious of
is that we carry the stamp of that crisis. It is going to
take more than just a bungling along to i?ld ourselves of that
stamp. It is going to take a conscious and major effort on
the part of this leadership, I tnink in our approach tovrard
the plan of work for our Party we have to think about this
and understand it more deeply. You have a growing confidence
in our Party the.t shows up in everything that you touch. You
have it in the shaping of a present confidence and faith in
Socialism, ....

We have more difficulties in the Party of a genuine
character and we have the ability to take self-criticism. We
have more serj.ous thinking in the Party and in the leadership
of the Party than ever in our lives. The ability of oior Party
now to move forward , as the objective possibilities are suj?e
depends upon a confidence first of all on the part of the
members of the Party to recognize and overcome as quickly as
possible not just the crises of the past, but also the stamp
of these crises. I think the first section of our plan in
relation to the Party deals with the style of work. In dealing
with this style of woa:*k we deal directly with some of these.
In the first place we have to relate our style of work and the
activities of the leadership of the mass issues that we ha,ve
been speaking of here. We have got to have a leadership that
will speak out to act in relation to these mass issues as the
leadership of a legitimate political party in the United States.
We have to have increasingly a leadership with know-how within
the fraraevrork 3.n which we are working. We have to have a leader-
ship that will continually Increase its ties with the problems
of oiu? Parcy. We have to have a leadership geared to achieve
the central objectives of the Party - that is the building up
of the structure of the Party.

We must be very forward ..... in taking certain
chances with and gradually bringing into participation new
forces in our Party not now presently in the Party.
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We have an old and hearty leadership cadre in

the Party today. I think that we have to set an example

in the national centers. Now this involves a number of

very specific things that we have to begin to do in

relation to the development of the national picture.

One thing we have to do is begin to have our key meetings

in the evening, people are either at work or in school

during the daytime hours and don't have a chance to^

attend meetings. If we begin to have the meetings in

the evening and begin to search out every single person,

we can draw in to various meetings of the Party new
comrades that have not formerly been participating
at that level in our Party. It means an approach toward
expansion. Five years from now these will be the

people making up the top forces of the Ppty. We have

to expand certain things that are beginning to develop
in the Party such as propaganda and political training.

There should be expansion of Party schools in all areas
and centralised institutions for the training of cadre.

The tasks of the Party should be related to specific
problems with emphasis on the revitalisation of Party
organisations

.

I think vore have to go along the following lines.

First, we have to relate the tasks that we place before

the Party to the public , Too often we set the tasks

before the Party, but never take the trouble to show how
the task helps the Party and make it something that the

public can understand. I think that there should be very
few questions that we or any other leading group take

up whether we don't make a constant effort to compromise

the general t&aks along the line of what does it cost for

the sake of the organization of the Party. Emphasis should
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be on the revitalization^ improving and building of
additional help for the Party. The form of Party
building should not be based primarily on the recruiting
of lndi\'ldualSj but on the rebuilding of the Party
organization itself. We should set objectives that
are realizable and practical of say 20 per cent more
clubs actually functioning in our Party by the end of
1959 . The educational plan that we develop should
center on the question of what ki.nd of educatlona,!
life is going to be developed in the Communist Party.
We are interested in developing the Party as a party
of the working class. We are incerested in developing
the Party first and foremost . Our general political
activities should be considered especially in relation
to the population right here in New York - the Negro
and Puerto Rican segment of the population.

Certain rules must be put forward in regard
to the press drives and the fund drive. The objectives
in rebullaing the press should be that no brarich or no
club of the Communist Party get or use less than a
minimum of ten workers.

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

JOHNSON read a letter address to the NEC and
sent by WILLIAM Z. POSTER. The content of this letter
has been previously furnished to the Bureau. The letter
emphasisses the points which POSTER believes should be
included in the Party program of work. Among other things,
FOSTER said that the Party must devote; Itself to
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systematic work In the two political parties, especially
the Democratic Party. He said that the Party must
dovetail Independent activities with action within the
tv/o parties and the Party must realize this is not
only working for mass action, but will build the Party.
POSTER continued in his letter that the NEC meeting
should emphasize Party work in the two party system.
He also said that the Party must establish contact with
the trade union movement as the Party is the vanguard
of left forces in the country and there is a readiness
among xv'orkers to accept Party leadership today. There
followed a general discussion of THOMPSON' s report

.

Remarks of WILLIAM PATTERSON

PATTERSON asked the question as to whether
the report touched on the matter of "our" international
solidarity and "our" responsibility to these countries
to the south of us, Latin America, the Caribbean, etc.
He indicated that it was his impression that the report
did not touch on this at all.

No reply was given to this question at this
point as DENNIS ?aid that the speaker was out of order
and would have to wait until later.

Remarks of GEORGE MEYERS

Well, I haven't much to say, but I'll be
happy to make a few points. I tnink this is a very
stimulating and fine report in trying to think of
things to help further organize the Party and rebuilding
the Party and to plan its work. I'd like to ask
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whether there is a place in this kind of report for
coverage consolidating the (dissent?) in the ti’ade
union movement. What I'm getting at is to get the
teamsters out, the ILA out in a body (for this work)

so that's one question on consolidating the
trade union movement . Another thing, I think the Party
position on taxation is fine. I think that the
national program the Party has asked for should be
required in every area because I thirikthat's the way
the Party should work as a national organization.

MEYERS then discussed the possibility for
a pi’ogram concerned with medical care. He indicated
that he felt Blue Cross and Blue Shield have weaknesses.
He continued that in England where they certainly don't
have Socialism, they have a pretty good program for
medical care, and therefore, it should be possible
in the United States without having to wait foi'
Socialism. MEYERS pointed out that with the mounting
costs of medical care, he felt that the Party should
be able to develop a very good program that would
appeal to every person in the country.

With respect to the situation in Maryland,
MEYERS commented that there has been some progress in
the direction of the consolidation of the Party. He
said that there are a number of people ;\rilling to
energetically help rebuild the Party.

Remarks of CARL WINTER

I would like to make some comment about vv
comrade FOSTER'S remarks. It's very difficult to grasp
completely all that he has said simply by hearing it
today for the first time. I get the Impression from a
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first hearing of It that comrade FOSTER is telling us
that we are abandoning a policy which I didn't know
we had up until the very recent period - well that '

s

a long time. Not only have we abandoned that policy
as far back as 1952, but the last Convention certainly
formalized that change with whatever Inaccuracies and
with some possible cvei>»ex^gerations, but nevertheless
gave it generally political direction as to our approach
to political actions.

Now as to BOB'S (THOMPSON) report, I think
we have really excellent material for the Party. I
think this plan will work. The report doesn't attempt
to cover everything, but has deliberately been confined
to those things on which the Party must focus its
attention.

WINTER then discussed varlovts phases of the
report, and particularly with reference to the tax
question, said that he thought the Party ought to have
something that can be identified with the name "Communist"
in the eyes of every taxpayer in this country. He said
in that way it would be possible to bring before the
taxpayer the fa.ct that the Communists today are ready
on the subject of taxation, WINTER pointed out that
the withholding tax was originally enacted by the
Legislature as a war measure, but has never been repealed.
He indicated that he would favor a program where every
worker could take home his full pay Instead of what's
left after the withholding tax, and pointed out that such
a program would be extremely popular. He said that he
though the Party should take the initiative and be
identified as the one who calls for the repeal of the
withholding tax.
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With respect to the youth question, WINTER
said that he agreed with the proposition that the Party
should again hecome identified with the "March"
(probably referring to the Youth March on Washington,
schednled to be held in April). WINTER pointed out
that there are forces working for the end of the draft,
and he felt that tha Party could make a leading
contribution by linking the ending of the draft with
provisions bv the Federal Government to guarantee
employment to the youth. WINTER said that he's all
for Marxist youth clubs wherever they can be created.
He continued that if the situation is ripe in New
York, Philadelphia, or anyxArhere else'- for the building
of Marxist youth clubs, then the Party must do everything
it can to insure their coming into being and to guarantee
their successf^il functioning. He protested, however,
that the talk of a national Marxist youth organization
at this time, particularly when a date is set for its
creation, has a lot of complications and is brought up
prematurely

.

Remarks of MICKEY LIMA

LIMA said that THOMPSON* s report sounded like
there was a big improvement over other plans of work
that the Party has had in the past . He recalled that
in his own area, three or four years ago, the plan was
so complicated that it took a club or a section or a
district a couple of hours just to look it over. He
described the present report as uncomplicated in that
it tries to focus attention around three main questions

.

LIMA then briefly discussed some of the points covered
in the report indicating that the struggle for Negro
rights was a major issue and the question of housing is
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going to emerge as the next stage of this struggle
undoubtedly in many placeS;, including California.
According to LIMA, one of the key problems of the
Party is to bring back into the Party Negro workers
and Negro comrades who have drifted away from the
Party because txiey felt the Party wasn’t building
nor was it making contribution to the struggle for
Negro rights. According to LIMA, the inner-Party
struggle was being given more attention than the
struggle for Negro rights and as a result, many of
the Negro comrades were revolted and left the Party.

LIMA said that "we" have now on the coast
opened up discussion of trade with China. He continued
that BURT (NELSON) has written a memo on trade with
China that was already being drafted and which will be
distributed in California as the basis for discussion
in the Party. Describing the Party situation in
California, LIMA said "we" have some clubs that are
functioning pretty good and they found a way in this
situation of establishing themselves. However, many
of our clubs are set up in the most haphazard way,
and the meetings and leadership are irregular. Plans
are in progress to try to bring back into the Party,
people who have drifted away. As part of a three month
plan, recruitment is to continue on a club level and
the election of club officers would take place in the
third month of the plan.

LIMA said that he felt there should be included
in the plan of work some reference to the fight for
independent political action.
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Remarks of BURT NELSON

Well, I like the report , First because I
thinic it’s an organizing instrument. It makes me
feel somewhat organizeci here in the sense of direction.
I like the way it singles out certain specific things
because I believe this is going to make it easier to
apply at the club levels. Now specifically on the
question of taxes and the tax program, in examining
this in Washington, we find it rather difficult to
work out a state approach to this and it's a hot issue
currently there in the Legislature as it is in .many
other states at this particular time. We're trying
to work this out without a basic national approach
to the tax question because we think the problem,
as we see it in Washington, flows from the national
taxation and revenue crisis that flows out of our cold
war economy. The treasury is getting stronger and
stronger by literally soaking the poor and robbing them
and creating the atmosphere for increased international
tensions. Three of the top ten money makers in
government contracts in 1958 operated in the State of
Washington, The Boeing Aircraft Company had over
two billion dollars in contracts. General Electric
was almost as big, and AT&T had slightly less. These
are the same people who ramrodded the right to work
drif^ in Washington. They are the same people who
nominated the Governor's Advisory Tax Council where
he brought forth the tax program, but also a business
climate program to be enacted by the Legislature of
the State of Washington. 1110 American people are caught
in between higher prices and rising taxes.
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The point made by CARL (WINTER) with respect
to the withholding tax was well taken. Novj in
Washington, the sales tax was passed as an emergency
measure in 1935 and the withholding tax was passed as
an emergency measure in 1941. T^ay both are still
there as sort of semi-permanent fixtures. So, ,I -think there ^
the real need for this rounded out overall Party
approach to the tax question. Then on the question of
clubs, I don't think this has to be in our plan of
work, but it has to be taken into consideration in the
development of style of work as far as I see it. That
i^ how do we actually visualize a club? What is it?
I think that we could post it in this way, that the
Party club is a political center of mass struggle
in a given area. This demands a new political stature
and dignity for the club chairman, a person whose
opinion is sought on policy questions by the specific
section area leadership. This, in turn, by its very
effect, creates an atmosphere of a new kind of value
on club life as a whole. Now, we have some experience
on this by asking a: yoar and a half ago in regard to
defining what a club was and we got some interesting,
opinions, I think, from the ultra-left group on what
they thought and from the right orfented people on what
they thought what a club actually has to be. I think
that the fact that we don't at lea.st appear to have a
problem about the functioning of our clubs as some
areas have in part stems from this fact as to how you
pose the question of what a club is. I think the
particular question of style of work needs to be related
in it and again relying on the question of personal
identification of leadership with struggles. This, in
turn, is a means of preventing a schism or division, and
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isolation between the leadership and membership and
the sort of an atmosphere grotiring u.p where the leader-
ship is asking impossible things . This relates to the
question of criticism and self criticism. It seems to
me in closing, that the place to start to develop that
is right here end once the leadership takes the first
steps on a self-critical approach both in the collective
and individual sense, it will follow throughout the
ranks of the Party.

Remarks of ANTON KRCHMAREK

KRCHMAREK expressed the belief that there
should be some tjrpe of slogan on the tax question. He
recalled the slogan which became a part of the
vernacular of this country, namely "Soak the Rich"^ and
said that he did not propose revitalizing this slogan,
but that there should be that kind of thinking.
KRCHMAREK praised the plan of work and said that he
felt it would be something very much welcomed by the
Party. KRCHMAREK noted that in his own area, there has
been criticism for lack of development on a national
scale of campaigns around specific questions

.

With respect to the organization of the south,
KRCHMAREK said that if the south is going to be organized,
it will have to be done by the trade union movement and
"labor itself".

Remarks of Individual Believed
to be CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT

This individual said that he thought the plan
of work was excellent . He said that in his opinion, the
question of integration is the most important question
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in America today. He said that this question is not
confined to the south, hut runs throughout the nation.
This speaker continued that the poor white people in
the South are lining up with the Negroes because only
the rich in America can afford prl’/ate schools. He
said that Party clubs have been neglected too long and
there is a need to consolidate them as a part of
community and shop life.

Remarks of PAT TOOHEY

TOOHEY said that labor is aps-^hetic and
the Party has the job of arousing them to open a secoijiS.

front in a drive to organize labor in the south.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

DENNIS praised the report given by THOMPSON,
noting that i'c not only catalogs, but singles out those
things needed to get a nationally co-ordinated program
which strives to achieve the peak objectives of the
Party. He described popularization of the 21st Congress
as one of the Party's big objectives.

Remarks of WILLIAM PATTERSON

PATTERSON said that the plan of work was a very
excellent plan, but that it seemed to him that the report
did not deal specifically with the point of international
solidarity. He indicated that he felt there should be
some discussion of "our b^rother parties to the south of
us". PATTERSON then discussed the Negro question, saying
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that a program should he developed to bring an end
to the persecution of Negroes in the south and to
mobilize labor nationally to enter the south and be
extremely active in the right to vote campaign. He
said that a program should be developed around the
Negroes "themselves to end "Jim Crowism"

.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

STACHEL described THOMPSON'S report as excellent,
.and said that he thought the ending of the cold war
and Integration of the Negro people are the two central
general tasks which today confront the American people.
STACHEL spoke of the need fox* a united front and said
that more emphasis should be placed on this.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS

DAVIS said that he v-rould vote for THOMPSON'S
report just as it is. He said it is a good report, has
clarity, organization and helpfulness to the Party. He
particularly praised that section cf the report dealing
with the style of work. DAVIS s^id that he considered
that PATTERSON was doing a service by raising the
subject of the Latin American situation. He added
that nothing could be decided on it at this meeting,
but that it requires specialized study. DAVIS
continued that a lot of attention must be given to the
American economy. He snoke critically of NELSON
ROCKEFELLER and described "the ROCKEFELLERS" as the
authors of the foreign policy and the cold war against
the Soviet Union.
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DAVIS said that the American people are
beginning to demand more and more and this is not
looked upon favorably by the monopolists like AT&T,
Metropolitan Life, and the oil interests. He said
this is very Important as "we" may have a situation
in two or three years that "we" v;ould have dreamed
would have taken place fifteen years from now. He
added "now I'm not going to say it's a revolution,
but something very serious". He said that the American
working class is just "not going to take it" and that
this was like taxation without representation. He said
it was not the same as in 1775, tut that the working
class and Negro people were b^g taxed without
representation

.

DAVIS then took up the question of the Negro
people pointing out that there is, at the present
time, a national liberation movement of the Negro
people in progress being led by the Negro people. He
said that the Party's first job is to compose a slogan
on that Negro movement . According to DAVIS, the Party
should not "play around with a slogan, " but should
actually champion the liberation movement

.

Remarks of IRVING POTASH

POTASH felt that THOMPSON'S report should
include something on the question of Latin America. He
said that in the coming months, suggestions should be
submitted in ordex’’ to devise ways and means for the
promotion of closer ties between the American people
and the Latin American people. POTASH said that the
CP mxist x’oot out factionalism before the Convention
because if thei-e is a factional convention, there
will be no Party.
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POTASH then took up the matter of a united
front and virged that this bpi-brought down to club
level discussion in order to get a variety of opinions
of how to build a united front . With respect to the
matter of the style of work, POTASH said that emphasis
must be placed on Improving political content of
trade union work.

Remarks of HUNTER PITTS O'DELL

O'DELL suggested that a program be outlined
to mobilize the Party to include the question of amnesty
as one of four or five points (apparently to THOMPSON'S
report ) . He said that this issue was not singled out
and given the same emphasis as other things in the
report. Continuing, O'DELL said that he didn't think
that the program with respect to the Negro singled out
what is the slogan for Negro rights. He said that he
considered the slogan has having already been stated to
be "full equality". O'DELL then said that the trade
union XAfork needs a slogan and that on the matter of
peace, the slogan is "End The Cold War" . According to
O'DELLj the Party is seeking to identify the number
one issue in terms of vfork in the 'Negro people's
movement. He said that he didn't think it impossible
for a Marxist party not to analyze scientifically
whether’ in a given time, with a glvep set of
circumstances, what the number one issue should be.
He said that in his opinion, it was the question of
building the Negro electorate throughout the country

.

Following the i-emarks of the various speakers,
ROBERT THOMPSON expressed his appreciation to all
suggestions made regarding his plan and said that they
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would find expression in the final plan, EUGENE
DENNIS then announced that in the interest of expediency
he would make the necessary motions. He then moved
that the existing sub-coimiilttee work on the report and
improve it in accordance with suggestions made at
the meeting. He also moved that the Resident NEC
organize discussion on the letter of V/ILLIAM Z.
FOSTER and on related .'documents . There was no
opposition to these moclons.
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FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56) •
CITY Chicago, Illinois

DATE March 11, 1959

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI, Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty
and

" "

{$ which money is to be paid by me on March 13

. CG 5824-8=5'

cents,

1959

for information concerning the case entitled Communist Party
, USA (10_0r2398)

and related cases.

Signed:
/' / Sp^al Agen^

Cg let 1/19/59 approved by the Bureau 1/28/59 authorizing

Authority (date)
$900,00 per month fdr four months effective 2/1/59

Period Covered by Payment March 1, 1959 through March 15,

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared

Approved:



FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent In Charge, FBI,

CITY Chicago, Illinois

DATE Mai^ch il
f

Chicago

Two Hundred and fifty
dollars dnd cents.

($ which money is to be paid by me on March 11, 1959

to
CG 5824-S* as an advance for a trip to New York City starting on
3/11/59 for approximately three days.

for information concerning the case entitled Communist Party , USA and related

cases, (100-2398)

^ /)'< /r"
Signed: ^

/J Special Ageny

Cg let 9/30/58 and Buairltelr 10/11/58 authorizing an advance
Authority (date)

"fco $250.00 for each trip to New York City,

Period Covered by Payment See above

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared .

Approved:

Date of Actual Payment

JEKrjek
(2)

Informant's File No. —134***46—

^

By Whom
ssarcH£o

1 mi)
’FBI ^ CHICAGO



FD-209 (Rev. 6-6-56)
STANDARD FORM NO. 64 •
Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC ) DATE: y//2-/y'f

FROM : SA ^ Oc. C3J.

1 Ipci 1 Ipsi

SUBJECT: C<^ yf^V-S^

Dates of Contact
,p 9-/0 /f*f

Titles and File #s on which .contacted

Purpose and results of contact

r i N^ative

f o sitlve

1 r Security Informant certified that he had furnished all information obtained by
I 1 him since last contact.

Personal Data

cjaf /^^zr

WU_

Rating

Coverage

SEARCHED INDEXED,

iWUm
PBN CHICAGO



-F.D-280-(Rev. 2-14-56)

FBI
USOOIED 00?I

TO:_ S.\G. CHICAGO

IlICOjmTG mETIPE

FROM:. SAC. IM7 YORK ll|.20l40 (H 62

DATF- 3/iyg?

cc
soil

C- o

i

I

U
’• *T, ' O

>

/

& EIVE EIGHT T..D FOUR DASH S. BIFORnAIIT LKAVT'TG llEu YORK THREE 0

CLOCK PM, IIARCH FOURTEITI 'miETBEN FIFTPIIIIE, VIA AJ1ERICATI AIRLINES

FLIGHT SIX OiaS FIVE. ARRIVUTG IUDJAY AIRPORT FCVE THIRTY PM,

CHICAGO TIME.

El®

(3)

DECODED BYRPII

OPERATOR: - TOD:

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau,

it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic

systems.



FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

CITY Chicago, Illinois

DATE

Request' of Special Agent in Charge, FBI,

March 18, 1959

Chicago

Seven
dollars, and twenty five »

n OK Witte

($ ^ )/ which money 3SS®2J5§ paid by me on March 18 , 1959

tQ the Palmer House to meet CG 5824~S* under secure conditions

for information concerning the case entiUed Communist Party, USA (100-2398) and

related cases.

Signed:
/7 Special Agent y

Authority (date)

Period Covered by Payment March 18, 1959

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared -

aA

Approved:

Informant's File No,
134--46

Date of Actual Payment
JEK:dek
(2)

By Whom

- CHlCAt^



FD-209 (Rev. 6-6-56)
STANOARO FORM NO. 64 •
Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC DATE:

FROM : SA C.
I. .. Ici \ ^^ SI

SUBJECT: Cr

I 1 PCI I Ipsi

Dates of Contact J ^ J ^

^I^G on which contacted
^

C^A/r^ /00-/1VS' Lo/Ua,^<, A/£M 1 ieo7^ /(n

Purpose^nd results of contact

[ ^ Negative

1ZZZ3fo sltive )/i ^

CfA T<>£L-

• srT:i9-J^

Security Informant certified that he had furnished all information obtained by
him since last contact.

^2^
fpfiS K(intirf^^'i-SA<L

Rating

SEARCHED INDEXED

SERIALIZED .^£..11 FILED ...

MAR 1 9 1959
FBI -CHICAGO



7

% ^ V

SAC, Chlisago (lSk^h6) (Bub B)
(J3k-h6)

Director^ FBI
a00«i{-28C91)

SOJiO
IMfEBir/il. SECmm - c

0G 5S2V-S

I'aroh 19 i 19^9

Beiwioi: 3-11*59 $uggestiag that a stop be

placed to iatercept any inquiries concerning the son

of CG ^82V*S*^

For yonr inforj2ation a stop has been in effect

against the name of subject *s son in the general indices

of the Bureau since 11-5^*

As stated in Bnlot dated 11-19-5^ » the Bureau

is alert to any name choclr or other inqui^ which may

be nado relative to informant’s son and if it appears

sore definite action is necessary you may bo assured

it will be tahen^ :fou xiill be advised of any Inqt^y
received by the Bureau and action tahen as a result.



V
DIRECT®, FBI {100-3^K)711

}

3/19/59

lAC, » YOM (134-91A)(415)

m 6§4-S* .

CO 3S.a4-E*

H^uiet 2/26/59 .ana reimet 3/13/59*

/Oil 3A8/59, HY 694-s» flirniBhea tlia following/
accounting of the operations of the cover cos^iar^ since

if 1959:,

March 17, 1959

Sales to 12/31/58
Cash on imstj

Sales 1/1/59 to 2/28/59

Total

iapenaitures ;

Advertising
Sales ProcKJtion
Purchases {Stooh
Salaries (selllns)
Rent (office)
Phonos (office)

Total

f

^0.59 ,/

442

135
11

00 /
00
74
00
00
4o

Balm-ice in

$ 4,113.46

I 1^392.14

r* n
9

stock purciiaso paid by Chicago effice.

3 •• Bia’oau

2--

,

Cliicago

1 ?IY 6643989
i - IK 134-91

(100-340711) (RM)
i 1:><j1«7665)

3 (1UF0}(RM)
}

/I

6

ADM) (415
:aK4){415

ACBtiasb

'i



/r;': •

: ; EXFE|g)XTOBES •

Advei’tiainGJ 1/4 pp January issue toBrican |195.00

1/4 pp February issue Pmrlcm
Artist 195.00 390,00

sales Pro^tiom, 1/17/5S# Replaeca^nt New
l^aaysvfor cut Aiaeriesn

Artist ads, 3D,00
1/18/59, Mailins 200 4 pp

-folder Consular ibpfc

list,,,. 8.00

2/19/59 , TMlins ^0 4 pp
.
folder :& sales letter
Paraous Artist liet. , 10,00 38,00

Purcimoes (stock) 1/18/59 50 only #714 Drawing
Stands.v,. 3i^. 38 -

33 only #713 Drawing
' stands,,,,. . 89,05 .

- Preli^t & SM
chgs above..., 17.31 442,74

Salaries ;(semng) January i,: ^ — / 125.00
:
February 1, 1959 — ' 1J5.00

- ,-iarch a,.1^^ " 125,00 375.00

Kent (office) January - 45,00
February — 45,00
March' . ‘^5,00 135.(^

Kk>nes (office); . January'
,

5.10 .

,

February 6,30 . 11,4o

: Total
,

, ,

^ '

1,S2.14

Tile informant continues to spend ^^jprosimtely two
hoirrs per day on cover cw^im^r business. The PIO believes
that the ojgsenditure of this time is d^stiflable and necessary,
and tliat it is not adversely affecting the informant’s
activities in behidf of the Bureau.



DECLASSIFICATIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

DATE 03'^13“201Z

> ts
• UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply^ Please Refer to

File No. New York, New York
M^rch 2b , 1959

Re: Committee to Honor the
Memory of Israel Amter,
Also Known As, Israel Amter
Memorial Committee
Internal Security - Cj
Internal Security Act of 1950
Buireau file 100-428717

Reference is made to Departmental memorandum
dated March 11, 1959, to the Director, Federal Bureau
of Investigation, captioned "Committee to Honor the
Memory of Israel Amter",

Set out beloxv is the information requested
by the Department concerning the availability of various
informants utilized in the report of Special Agent
Henry E. Naehle, dated July 28, 1958, at New York, in
captioned matter:

T-1 is a confidential investigative technique.

T-3 is currently furnishing inforsnation to this
Bureau on a national level concerning Communist Party
platters and is not available for testimony or interview
by Departmental attorneys.

T-5 is a current active informant

,

T-6 is currently furnishing informatioh to this
Bureau on a national level concerning Communist Party
matters and is not available for testimony or interview
by Departmental attorneys

.

I

SEARCHED __^.INDEXED^a
SERIALIZED.„C,,iFILED.....9_..,

MAR #6 1959



T-7 is a current active informant.

T-8 is a current active informant.

T-9 is a oonfliiciitlal- investigative technique

T-10 i£ MtBe identity and
backgnovind are vrexx-mnown co t:ne Department

,

Ml data requested hy the Eepa^r'tment in
referenced Departmental memorandum of March 11^ 1959

j

is set forth above.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of any Mud. It is the property of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation^ and is a loan to your
agencyj it and/or its pontents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

-2~



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITE! STATES COVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428717) DATE

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134627)

SUBJECT: COMTOTTEE TO HONOR THE
MEMORY OF ISRAEL AMTER, aka
Israel Amfcer Memorial Committee
IS-Cj ISA of 1950

ReBulet 3/13/59 ^ which enclosed a copy of a
memorandum from Acting Assistant Attorney General
J. WALTER YEAGLEY, dated s/n/59^ concerning captioned
organization.

Bi^reau (100-428717) (Encls,9)(RM)
(1 -61 -7665 ) (CGSSMrSillEncl . 1

)

(1-100-377684]
\
(Enel .

1

(1-100-15716) ( Encl.l)
(I-IOO-382052J Enel . 1)
(1-61-7568^(1 UF.ncl.1^

, (1-100-63)
)- Chicago Q
- New York
- New York
- New York
- Now York!
- New York { 66-6709
New York (100-134i

(Encl.l)
Encl.l)
Encl.l)

S^Encl,l)\mM)
,

(Encl.l) (41)
(Encl.l) (41

)

:ncl.l)(4l)
Encl.l U4l^

I

(Enel . 1 ) (.41.)

SEARCHED -. . .-n INDEXED

SERIALIZED ( fEII FD - .

-IMKE6i959

FBl^CHICAGO



NY 100-134627

The following informants vrere utilized in the
report of SA HENRY E. NAEHLE, dated 7/28/58, at NY,
and the information requested .by the Hepattment concerning
the availability of these Informants is included in
the enclosed letterhead mepiorandvun:

T-1
T-3
T-5
T-6
T-7
T-8
T-9
T-10

NY 2010-S*
no R824-S*

For the information of theoohicago office,
CG 5824-S* was utilized in the report of SA HENRY E.
NAEHI/E, dated 7/28/58, at NY, in captioned mattep for
characterization of GEORGE CHARNEY and ROBERT THOBJPSON,

The enclosed memorandum is classified
inasmuch as the matter was so classified by the Apartment.



FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI,

CITY Clii.c8*go^ IlXxnoxs

DATE 27

^

Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty
dollars, and 152. 'cents.

($ —^50,00— which money is to be paid by me on March 31^ 1959

CG 5824-S*

for information concerning the case entitled
COBimunist Party, USA (100>"2398

and related cases*

Signed
SpedlarAgent

Cg let 1/19/59, approved by/the Bureatf 1/28/59 authorizing
Authority (date)

“fco $900.00 per month ^ four months effective 2/1/59

Period Covered by Payment
March 16, 1959 through March 31, 1959

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared .

(T^-g

f^/s7

Approved:

Date of Actual Payment

JEK: jek
(2 )

Informant's File N 134-46

By Whom



(0x-7ca3) - 3/23/30

3AC, CStXCAGO (13M0)

m m24^3*

^jbtoro is3 encloijocJ horct/itli to tl*o Buaeoau a oaajljott

copy of tlio loss ittcoao tax return for CG 5324-s** fills return
will foe filed on or iieforo April IS, lOSO* l5io Cbicago copy is
located in CSiioago file ISd-^dO^-lAST.

!

In ndditlOtt to tills return, a 19SS incone tax return
ha« htiem in order to rofloct wliat a return for CG 5S24-S*
anq
roxurn as ue;i.n

?ould look Ilk© if tkoy could fllo openly,
I loaintainod in Chicago filo 134«*4S<"1A30«

mis

'1 Also, a duiamy 1953 iacooio tax roturn 1ms been pro*
J pared for CO 0324-3*, using kie true nauo and skouing bis oaploy-

" \y Kent no Arises Associates of HOw Yorls City* A copy of tMs
lias booagivea to CO tlio ovont be is over «iuoq-

“^i7tioacd about bis Incono tax by Cesuraaist Party merabors. mo
/original of this return is located in Chicago file lOd-'lO-lA^G.

2 «• Buroau (BlCl. IXEIGISTEEEP)
'S -X* Chicaeo—^



FD-209 (Rev, 6-6-56)
STANDARD FORM NO. 64 •
Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC /nv~v^) DATE:

FROM : SA

‘

:l^h^ 8.

C<jS'S^V-S*-

0

1 Ici 1 V^SI

SUBJECT:

1 Ipci
I

Ipsi

Dates of Contact . 5/2.W52



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FD-209 (Rev. 6-6-56)
STANOARO FORM NO. 64

Office M.emorandum

fo •• SAC (^ ^ ~

FROM : SA

iUBJECT: C<

Dates of Contact

Titles and File #s on which contacted

ScU /y(/'-V6-'JZL 6

Purpose and results of contact

1 I Negative

o sitive

<i£ccZ*.£jP

DATE:

I I Cl I

PCI PSI

I 1
Security Informant certified that he had furnished all information obtained by

I ! him since last contact.

Personal Data
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AIRTEL

TO

PROn :

SUBJECT:

V3/59

Oc^
D /• -

r

AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, PBI (100-47736)

SAC, NEU YORK (IOO-I67S5 ) (415)

JAIIES JACitSOlI
13-0

UtnoDt oaro Ernst bo used vjlth roopoct to tho
infornatlon contalnod horoln iriaciavi^oh ad bald Infox'^r.aaglon,
15^

' inati^ bonds' ICO ldor?o31*y NT b$iPs*, a valwablo
Irgdrmht,' ao 1;hb ' oduroo tiaoraof >

On 4/3/59 , NY 694-S"- adviced that in a confoncnco
t/ith captioned cnbject on 4/2/59# JACiCSON told him tho
followin:!;

JACICSON uont to China vfith tho Latin-Anopican
delosation to tho 21ot Ruscian Concroco, Ho epont 10 dayc
in China, and conferred with imo TSE-TUNC, LUX 3110 CHI,
head of tho "Standard Committee" (top committee) of the
Chinooc CP, and imESHAL PENO, ChinoDO foroicn niniotor.

4 - Bureau

3? - Chicago
1 - NY 134-91
1 - NY 100-86624
1 - NY ICO-I6785 i

100-47736 ) (m)
1-100-3-81) (CP,USA-INTERNATI0N\L PiEIATIONS)
134-46) (CO 5824-S) (INPO) (r::)

XW) (415)
CP,USA - ItKCERNATIONAL RELATIONS ) (415

)

415)

ACBtmch (415)
(9)



BEST COPY
AVAILABLE

AIRTCI

IJY lCO-l67i

Lpon arrival in Ciiina, JACIK30II, acoonnanicd by
COEirado head of the Intornafcional Denartoant of fcho

Chinoco Cm ^/ont by piano to vicit ni\0 TSS-tfuliG. Ho found
rmoin cood health, but imo otatod that ho had boon ill.
JACKSOIJ cpolx' to 1710 for ti;o houro, 1710 ayrood \;ith JACKCOH' li

analyele oi' the oconornic und political situation in the UOA
and aleo ayroed with JACRSOH’B .coDition royardin -; the Ilerro^
question in the USA,

1710 then diecucsed tho' USA and USA "taoeriallcn,'*
He epoho uG follot'jo:

Concorniny the '’rerlin qucGtion,'-' vhon " the tire
period has c;-:pircd/' the USA will yet out of Eorlin. There
will bo Govoi^l nontho of tension and even '‘doGoorato
provocationG“ on the part of the USA. Finally, "ho-jovor, the*
USA will have to £^ot out of Berlin,

-i-h the paet, US ir.'porialiGat has boon defeated on
11 Gopax-ato occacionG, beyiniiin:. with the ForaoGa cituation,
and including the 12-nilo liinit \;ith roopoot to uhippiny laneo.
i'ho r)OGt ^rocono defeat of US irperialiGn t/ae the USA'o boln'^conpalloa uo cunport CASTRO in Cuba ayainot BATISTA.

11 ,1 "dicporcod'' in attonotln : to control
Id friyhtoned bccauGo it dooG notLnow -xo.ida^ to day where tbox*e will bo anotho'-- ‘' maro-vn '

One oo:a^plo of the defeat of Ancriaan toerial-^c-j wv- the^*
an south bV Slniuo

CninoGo yovox’ni'nont yavo notice to the Soi-th

wtth?n
ChinoDo fiDhemen riuot bo relcaGodw^piun w noux«. The U,.-A i^ontayon \/ac co fririfcon^’d bv
"topVaD0» to vioto^ by n4no to

t -

to uvolcl a rocaiy oorlA^finoldbSl
houraf

ixcharnon v.-cuo roloacoa irlihan
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^t?aii;an and ito iDlandc conafcitv.tjc an o::ccllent
oticatcGic cituatlon for tho ChinoGO, ^‘ho aitvation tJiora
corkoalo the USA. to concentrate tlio full ctrcn;th of the 7th
fleet in !faiw*an vjatore, and lienee pravontc t3ie Ytli fleet
fron beini: in a peeition to aid tlio Gth fleet in the
nodite-cranoan.

^ho ChineCO can—and the/ vjill*—choll i?aiT;an and
r’UCvoy for tho noxt ta-o ycarc* Kioy have plenty of cholic, and
plenty of tirjo, 7hic operation ic, and uill he, an effootivo
iTieano of charponinc; tho contx^auictionc (difforencec.) bot’/een
ClIIAira lail-SIIEK and tho USA» »i?hcco ''contradichionc ' are
incroacini^ day by day.

1110 id not concornod at tho ieo:.:ent od-out recognition
of China by tho USAji nor ic he in a. Jumry to obtain it, ' In
fo’’ex' O.C five ycarc, ho uill be intoroctod—but not no;;. Thlo
lad: of US recognition hac it;j advantasoc, She CMnese,
ao a roDult, are in a pocition to verbally attach tho USA uith
imunity cince they ;aro not bound by diolor.atic lii dt-etione

,

Also, tliic^ lad: of racoynition by tho USA inbU'ea the Chinoee-
people uith cj^oator hat*3 of the USA and induce.... thou to uorh
harder on tho hone front,

HAD is not worried about trade \;ith tho USA, In the
first place, whatovor USA products they need they con obtain
throuyU other countrioo. Secondly, the Chinese at this ti;.:e
do not Jiave the sold for trade uith tho USA on a laryo uoalo,
nor a‘re they x'ich onoayh inductrially to bartex' uitli'tho USA
on a laxy’,0 ocalo.
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DIRECTOR,' FBI (100-47736)

SAC, HEW YORK (IOO-IG785 ) (415)

SUBJECT: JAI'ffiS JACICSOH
IS - C

RoHYairoel, 4/3/59*

Ufcnost care should be exercised with respect to the
dissoLiiuation of informatioa coatained horoia iaasnuch as the
said infori-iatiou, by its nature, toads to idcntliV IIY 694-S*, a
valuable Informant, ao tho source thereof.

On 4/6/59, HY 694-S--' advised SA ALEZAi^DBR 0. BURLIHSOH
that in further convoroation iil'ch JAI-IE3 JACiCSOH, CP, USA,
Seeretary in charge of Hegro and Southern Affairs, roGardinr,
JACiCSon's visit to Iloscot;, JACISOH stated the followin.2 ;

On tho day preceding his return to the USA, JACICSOH
addressed fa IIoscov? 200 '’leadin.i people*', includins members
of the Central Comiitteo of the CPSU, auid people in chartjc \ \

of various fjovernjuont agencies. In this address ho outlined V\
the political and economic situation in the USA. ^ '

In his role of a leadings CP, USA, functionary,
JACKSOH conferred at lenoth with Marshal KOiRiy (Ph), described
by JACKSOH as "military head of the Warsax? Pact, xjhoso command

4 -

1 -

1 -
1 -
1 -

BUREAU (100-47736 ) (IJII)

(1 - 100-3-31) (CP, USA, International Eolations)
CHICAGO (134-46) (CG 5324-s) (Info) (RII)

irsr 134-91 (Inv)(4l5)
IJY 100-36624 (CP, USA, International Relations) (4l5)
IIY IOO-X6785 (415)

/ .

AOBsofiJ

(9)
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lo ciHilar to that of the cupx'eae comaander of ITATO.” JACltSOlI
stated that, referring to the* posoibility of uar, K0HE7 said
iaoat GiTaphatlcaXlsr that the Soviet Union is willing to mke
any concession, to avert ?jar. KOIi'EV further said, houover,
‘'Wo xjill not allow the loos of one life. If, vjithln the hordors
of the Soviet Union, one rocket should fall, or one bomb-
laden piano fall - oven accidentally - ue are tioarod for opllt-
Qocond, instantaneous retaliation.”



OFFICE MWDRANDUM UNITBWTATES GOVERMMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (65-6204l)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (65-16441) (33)

SUBJECT: SASH
ESP-R

DATE:4/9/59

Utmost pare, must be used In handling and reporting
the following information Inasmuch as7 by Its nature. It tends
to Identify NY b94-S, a valuable informant, as the source thereof

NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. i^URLINSON on 4/2/59^
that while in Toronto on 3/27/59> on personal husiness, he
conferred briefly with TIM BUCK, head of the Canadian CP. ^

BUCK stated that he had returned on 3/25/59, from
his trip to Moscow, where he had attended the CP 21st Congress.
As yet he had not conferred with the Canadian CP Secretariat
concerning his trip to Moscow. He stated that he did not have
the time on this occasion to discuss at length with the informant
the details of hfe trip abroad.

He did,however, mention the following:

While in Prague, BUCK was contacted by "Comrade \

Rumlantzev" (PH), head of the editorial board of "Problems of \
Peace and Socialism" (also known as "World Marxist Review"). '

RUMIANTZEV asked BUCK whether the latter would recommend
GEORGE SISKIND to be CP, USA, representative on the staff of
"the English version of the magazine." BUC|C told RUMIANTZEV
that by reason of his experience with SISKIND, he would not
recommend him, and that he felt sure the CP, USA, also would
not recommend SISKIND.

- Bureau (65*!*6204l) (RM)

i

l - 100-3-81) (CP, USA, International Relations)
1 - 100- )(CP of Canada)
1 - 100-21341) (TIM BUCK)
1 - 100-

)
(ELIZABETH MASCOLO)

1 - 100-
)
(BEATRICE SISKIND)

1 - 100- KGEORGE SISKIND)
- Chicago ( 65-388$) (SASH) (Info) (RM)

(V- 134-46) (CG 5$24-S)
- M 134-91 (Inv)(415)
NY 100-86624
NY 100-
NY 100-15140
NY 100-
NY 100-26915
NY iOO-50873
NY 65-16441

CP, USA, International Relations) (415
CP of Canada) (415) / t/-/
TIM BUCK) (33) -/ 0-^
ELIZABETH MASCOLO) (33)

’

••

BEATRICE SISKIND) (412) Cp
GEORGE SISKIND) (412) • / r

33) /

ACB:mfd
(18 )



NY 65-16441

He described SISKIND as being overly ambitious,
with an exaggerated evaluation of his own importance. He told
RUMIANTZEV that for the past ten years SISKIND had complained
about every job he was given; that "SISKIND felt he was made for
bigger and better things." RUMIANTZEV said that SISKIND was
highly regarded in Prague, and that his status as a "deported
American" was in his favor.

RUMIANTZEV read to BUCK SISKIND’S autobiography,
which reflected that he had been "Director of Education" of
the CP, USA. BUCK informed RITMIANTZEV that SISKIND had been
director of education of the New York State CP and not of
the CP,USA.

BUCK requested that NY 694-S'*?’ bring this matter to
the attention of the CP, USA, and that the informant advise
the CP, USA, not to recommend SISKIND for the above-mentioned
post on the "World Marxist Review."

BUCK gave to NY 694-S^S for transmittal to WILLIAM
Z. FOSTER, a letter containing BUCK’S evaluation of the CPSU
21st Congress. A Qopy of this letter was forwarded to the Bureau
by separate communication.

With reference to the letter sent to Communist Parties
throughout the v;orld with respect to the reformulation of policy
concerning the dominance of the CPSU, BUCK said that the
original draft of the letter was the subject of considerable
discussion in Moscow. The original text contained numerous
references to TITO and Yugoslavia, but pressure by representatives
of other Communist Parties was responsible for the CPSU’s
deletion from the text of many references to TITO and Yugoslavia.

BUCK stated that, in conversation with KHRUSHCHEV,
he mentioned JOE SALZBERG, former Canadian CP member whp sub-
sequently defected, and violently opposed the Party on the
Jewish Question, KHRUSHQHEV said he had been correct in his
opinion that SALZBERG would defect. He assured BUCK that there
was no reason to be concerned about SALZBERG because the latter

- 2 -
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eventually would "fade away completely." Referring to the
Jewish Question, KHRUSHCHEV told BUCK that the Canadian
delegation should note that in Moscow there was currently a
celebration in honor of the anniversary of Sholom Alacheim, a
famous Jew.

3n BUCK stated that his "girl friend" ELIZABETH MASCOLO
had been^oscow during the 21st Congress, but stayed at a hotel
while BUCK stayed at the Kremlin. She did not attend any
official meetings, but was treated as "an Important Canadian
comrade," A translator was assigned to her. When the Congress
was over, she and two official Canadian delegates - NIGEL
MORGAN and WILLIAM RUSS - went on a ten-day tour during which
they were entertained by many "important officials." BUCK
had been too busy in Moscow to go with them.

Upon MASCOLO ' s return to Moscow, she and BUCK went to
Prague, where, for five days, they each delivered addresses at
various factories. They spoke in "the Slovakia section of
Czechoslovakia."

In Prague, BUCK was contacted by BEA SISKIND, who
is known there as BEA JOHNSON (PH) . Although not officially
listed as such, BEA SISKIND is a member of the secretariat
of the International Women's Federation. She travels extensively
throughout the satellite countries, and does so on a "traveling
permit" which allows her to travel freely "without the red tape
involved in a passport."

BUCK was surprised to learn from SISKIND that the
latter has a "select" list of 1500 women in the USA with whom
she corresponds.

From Prague, BUCK and MASCOLO went to Italy where
BUCK conferred with the Italian CP concerning the Italian CP
paper to be published in Canada. At this conference the
individual (not identified) who will edit the paper was agreed
upon. The "line" of the said paper was also decided upon at
this conference.
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In a further reference to the reformulation docviment
mentioned above;, NY 694-S* asked BUCK whether this document
signified that there would be a change in relations betvjeen
the CPSU and other Communist Parties. BUCK replied, "Definitely
not. It merely refutes the enemy's charge that we are agents
of the Soviet Union."

NY 694-S* further advised that upon returning to New
York on 3/28/59^ he met JENNIE FREED, wife of Canadian CP
functionary NORMAN FREED. JENNIE FREED was a guest at the
informant's home for several days. She told the Informant
that "ten students" fror. the Canadian CP are preparing to
go to Moscow to attend a political school where the lectures
will', be given in English. They will remain for one year in
Moscow, where they will concentrate on the study of politics
and economics. .NORMAN FREED had been invited to lecture at
this school, but had to decline the invitation.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM

1
’ '

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-52444) DATE: 4/14/59

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK: (100-27452) (415)

SUBJECT: ROBERT THOMPSON
IS » C

Utmost caution must be exercised with respect to
dissemination of Information herein inasmuch as said Information,
by its nature, tends to identify NY 694-S^-, a valuable
informant, as the source thereof;

On NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON
that on 4/6/59 he conferred with ROBERT THOMPSON, CP,USA Executive
Secretary, who told him the following:

VJithin two weeks, PHIL BART will be back on the
National Office payroll as Assistant Organizational Secretary,
This position incorporates the duties of National Office
Treasurer, and BART is not at all willing to assume the
responsibilities of National Office Treasurer; THOMPSON is
insisting that BART also assume the responsibilities of Treasurer,
and in that connection, will have further discussions with
BART, probably on the evening of April 6, 1959

i

Implementing the Nationa,! Office staff at this time is

Bureau

Chicago

1 •» NY 134-91
1 - NY 100-74560
1 w NY 100-56579
1 - NY 100-80641
1 - NY IOO--52959
1 - NY 100-128314-
1 - NY 100-26603'-
1 » NY 100-134146
1 - NY 100-27452

ACB:msb
(16)

I

(100-52444) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (RM)
(1-100- ) (PHIL BART)
(1-100-330932 ) (CHARLES LOMAN)
1-100-3-69) (CP,USA“ORGANIZATION)
100-33741) (CP,USA-ORGANIZATION) (INPO) (RM)

'cii-134-46 ) ( CG 582-4-3

)

IN7)(-4l5j
(CP,USA - FUNDS) (415)
PHIL BART) (422)
CP,USA - ORGANIZATION) (415)
CHARLES LOMAN) (422)
CP,USA - FUNDS -• NYD)(4l6)

c43 (CP,USA - NYD - KINGS COUNTY) (422)
(RUBINS CHEtllSTS, ING.)(4l6)
W)

SEARCHED ^DcXED A

APR V? 1959

sQLlCIIICAGO
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predicated upon the assumption that, at the next N; C. meeting,
unless there be an "upset," there will be a definite decision
not to move the N; 0; to Chicago; As Assistant Organizational
Secretary, BART will be assistant to THOMPSON, whose position
as. Executive Secretary includes that of Organizational Secretary^i

1

THOMPSON, before meeting NY 694-S, had attended a i

meeting at the National Office, also attended by CHARLES LOMAN,
at which LOMN* s future activity was discussed;

LOMN’s "situation" is not good; he refused to accept
any Party assignment offered to him; He is doing "absolutely
nothing" for the Party at this time, THOMPSON foresees that
LOMAN is "on the way out," which is indicated by his
attitude; LOMAN may think that at the next CP Convention he
may become the leader of a new Ultra-Left group within the
Party, but THOMPSON thinks LOMAN is "miscalculating;"

There is currently a re-investigation of LOMAN* s
financial operations because there are indications that he has
been Involved in "some financial monkey-business, particularly
with respect to *that*^ drugstore;" (Rubin chemists, Inc,,
540 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn)



FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI,

Qj-PY Chicago, Illinois

April 20, 1959

Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty _no

($
* QQ which money is to be paid by me on April 21 ^

1959

CG 5824-S*

for information concerning the case entitled Party
,
—^SA (100-2398)—and

related cases.

Signed:
Special Agent

Cg let 1/19/59 approved by/rae Bureau 1/28/59 authorizing

Authority (date)
$900.00 per month for four months effective 2/1/59

Period Covered by Payment
April 1, 1959 through Apoil 15, 1959

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared .

Approved:

Date of Actual Payment
JEK: jek

(2 )

By Whom

Informant's Fi !e I^hfo ^^.^r^ifoEXED^
S£R, ;/ FILE. 7̂^

1 ^^‘^hl959/
--^.-i-<Se£t«CAGo



FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI,

CITY Chicago, Illinois

DATE April 21, 1959

Chicago

Two Hundred and fifty - - -
, „ . , no

1 dollars, and

($
250 . 00 which money is to be paid by me on April 23, 1959

cents,

to
CG 5824>"S* as an advance for a trip to New York City starting on
or about 4/23/59 for approximately five days.

for information concerning the case entitled
Communist Party

,

—

USA and related

cases. (100-2398)

Signed:

Cg let 9/30/58 and Buairt6^10/ll/58 ‘Authorizing an advance
Authority (date)

of up to $250.00 for eachKrip of CG 5824-S* to New York

Period Covered by Payment See above

Check Number

Checked '

^ived t

Voucher Prepared Item
r



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FD-209 (Rev. 6-6-56)
STANOAnO FOttM NO. 64

Offia Memorandum
ro . SAC

FROM : SA f.

DATE; v/xo/r<f

I Ici lZ3si

I lp<~^T I I psi

Cc:

Titles and File #s on which contacted

,4o -J^4 ^
Cfi a/j) /€Ti>~337</f

Purpose and results of contact

EZZZJ Negative

Positive

1 r Security Informant certified that he had furnished all information obtained by
I 1 him since last contact.

Personal Data

C7ry

/



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

F B I

Date: 4/22/59

in plain text or code)

URGENT
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI, AND SAC, NEW YORK

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46)

CG FIVE EIGHT T170 FOUR DASH S. CAPTIONED INFORMANT PLANS TO

LEAVE CG ON CAPITAL AIRLINES AT ELEVEN P.M.
,
APRIL TWENTY T\70,

INSTANT, ARRIVING AT NEV/ARK AT T\70 THIRTY EIGHT A.M. ,
APRIL TWENTY

THREE, NEXT. REQUEST NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S TO OBTAIN RESERVA-

TIONS FOR CG INFORMANT AT PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL. PER BUREAU

INSTRUCTIONS, SA J. E. KEATING WILL DEPART CG FOR NYC APRIL

TWENTY THREE, NEXT. REQUEST RESERVATIONS BE OBTAINED FOR

SA KEATING AT PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL.

<rEK/kW
(1) V':

AUERBACH

Approved: j
Special Agent inXharge

V -

K
M Per

L



FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Qj^Y Cbiioa-go Illinois

date 30, 1959

Request of Special Agent In Charge, FBI, Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty no

($ which money is to be paid by me on

. ^ 582I|.-S^:»

for information concerning the case entitled
(100-2398)

and related cases.

Period Covered by Payment
April I6, 1959 through April 30, 1959

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared



Date: 4/28/59
y’>SAC

'> cc
Transmit the following in__^

;

/.RST i
'

(Type in plain text or cddei^TEfSJO SO0
J C.#j .

'

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL J C-#2
(priority or Method of 'Maili'h^

! G-^4 ^

‘J
j

TO : DIRECTOR^ FBI (100-52444)

PROM ; SAC, OT YORK (100-27452) (4l5)

SUBJECT; ROBERT THOMPSON
IS - C

Utmost caution must be exercised with respect to
dissemination of information contained herein Inasmuch as said
information, by its nature, tends to identify NY 694-S*, a
valuable informant, as the source thereof.

On 4/28/59# NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C.
BURLINSON that on 4/27/59# he conferred with ROBERT THOMPSON,
CP,USA Executive and Organizational Secretary, and with GUS
HALL, newly appointed CP,USA Secretary in charge of the
Mid-West Coordinating Committee,

4 - Bureau

2 - Cleveland

Chicago
1 - NY 134-91
1 - NY 100-80641
1 - NY 100-89590
1 - NY 100-96985
1 - NY 100-74560
1 - NY 100-56579
1 - NY 100-64061
1 - NY 100-8529
1 - NY 100-27452

ACB:msb (415)
(1^)

100-52444) (RM)
1-100-3-69 ) (CP,USA - ORGANIZATION)
100- )(CP,USA - ORGANIZATION) (INFO) (RM)
1-100- )i(GUS HALL)
134-46) (CG 5824-S)(II®'0)(RM)
INV) (415)
CP,USA - ORGANIZATION) (415)
CP,USA - STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) (415)
CP,USA - UNDERGROUND ACTIVITIES) (415)
CP,USA - FUNDS) (415)
PHIL BART) (422)
JACK CHILDS) (415)
MARY KAUFMAN) (424)

js^l 7

/-

Sent M Per ^Approved;
'l^pecial Agent’ in charge
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In view of THOMPSON'S anticipated return to jail,
it was agreed that GITS HALL would replace THOMPSON in contacts
with NY 694“S regarding all matters previously of mutual
interest to THOMPSON and the informant » PHIL BART, it was
agreed, would replace THOMPSON in contacts with the CP,USA
Finance Committee, such contacts to be made with JACK CHILDS,
a member of the said Finance coiranitteso

GUS HALL remained at the oonferaiice for only fifteen
minutes while the above matters were discussedo After his
departure, THOMPSON requested that during THOMPSON'S absence,
NY 694-S handle the following personal matters for him:

From funds of THOMPSON'S in the possession of NY 694-S,
the latter, through THOMPSON'S attorney MARY KAUFMAN, is to
pay $25.00 per week to THOMPSON'S daughter ELLEN, and $20,00
per month to an institution where another child of THOMPSON'

s

is confined,

NY 694-S also is to pay MARY KAUFMAN $500«00 for
legal services rendered to THOMPSON.

The informant at the time of the meeting with
THOMPSON gave the latter $1,000,00 from THOMPSON'S funds for
current expenses.

THOMPSON Informed NY 694-S that he had been examined
a few days before by two neuro-surgeons, one of whom recommended
immediate surgery, and the other of whom did not. By reason
of this "split decision," he was not inclined to have surgery
at this time. He felt that during his incarceration, he would
avoid surgery unless it should be absolutely necessary.

THOMPSON expressed the opinion that he was leaving
the party "in good shape," and that henceforth there would be
no open factional fights in the Party. He anticipated that
there would be harrassment of the Party by the Government, and
for that reason recommended that "not all our people shot»M
operate openly—particularly people in the trade unions." He
predicted that although now small, the Party would grow larger
eventually,

THOMPSON concluded his remarks by stating that if, for
some particular reason, NY 694-S should have to contact him while
he is in ;Jail, the informant should do so through MARY KAUFMAN,



CODE WORK:
A. SULLIVAN

OPERATOR:
TOR:.

TOD:
If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau,

it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic

systems.



FD- 2 B 0 (Rev. 2- 14-56 )

FBI
TO:_ CHICAGO

FROM:JEiZ^

VIA! TE3LB‘iTPE 2915U5

C-
ij C-"'3

DATE:iS^
C' 3

u C- 7

^ -=.^f6

CG 582U-S. CAPTIO’t®D OPOEJ.lAin' SCHEDULED TO DEP.aJRT I'lElf jrORK CITY FOR

C HICAGO o : .VISIC^'I AIRLITIES AT 8tl$ PH, .AEffilVI JG CHICA.GO 9rh$ Pli.

RSQTTBST CHIC/IGO BE -'JOTIFIED, FLIGHT lIUIjDER 321.

3
MjCODB jWORK:.

/ OPERATOR:

lIAniffi EC COM‘-S

/3 y'— 4^(-?-

TOR:
TOD:

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau,

it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic

systems.



FD-221a
,

(Rev. 2-4-56) •
CITY _ Chicago, Illinois

DATE _ May 1, 1959

Reauest of Soecial Aaent in Charcre. FRT. _
Chicago

Six -
dollars, and

fifty

(j

was'
), which money paid by me on May 1, 1959

to
Palmer House to meet CG 5824-S* under secure conditions

for information concernina the case entitled
CoiBiaunist Party

, USA (100-2398) and

related cases.

Period Covered by Payment See above
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DIRECI031 , rBI (XC0-3^J0TU ) V30/59

3AC, I3EU YORi: (134-91A) (^M5)

CG 5i;J24-S".

Rcmct 3/19/59.

on k/29/59, m 634-S«* furnichod tho follo;/in;

aoconnljlnc: oi' tJlio opoj?ationc of ijlio oovci» cooipan^s

iteountu Rccolvcd t

•i?o 11/22/33. C 3,500.00
1/9/59* . liCOO.CO
5/19/59 . 2,500.00

^oi^al .....
Cootwi 153*3

Advoi-fciDine . . . . « <

falcp ficomofcion, . . .

fiAx*onay*u^ . ......
5:-ravol . , ......
SalQi^jiD CMcaGO office
Roni;

” '*

Phonec *' ”

Total
CoDtes 1959*

4,641. £5
1, 031.53
1,357.55

£92.52
775.00
3'/r.S5
42.50

9 ,

Apajdl 23, 1559

9,158.75

12,000.00

Advor-ticin^,
Oalc0 fro.aotion .......
Pupcliacoj
Tx^avol .

Ealary CMca,GO office ....
Rent * *

* ....
tiiono

' ” ....
Aecountin-;; 2': B'lti: foe fo-c' y*i?

Illinois otate CaloD Ta:^;

Total

i 730.00
141.50
755.92
-0-

500.00
180.CO
35.19

£00.00
-

;27565 . 2o
Total

3 ~ Bureau

, 2 - Chicago

100-340711 ) (Ril )

iiwo) (:

,
li-134-4 <

1 - m 66-6933 (ab:i)(415
1 - 13Y I34-9IA (415)

2,663. £0

Oil, 323.53
Balance

11 ,823*55

176.05

H - ' /



134-91A

Cash In Sanies t

Ealaneot
Scaon 1953
SalGD 1959^^

Total

0 176.05
3>131.32
927*95

0 4,235.62

Sales to April 21, 1S59
* COGte. to April 15, 1959

EXPEMPITURES

Aavortiolns! 1/4 pp Janua3?y Idguc Aisorican Artict 0 195,00
1/4 PP February *’ '* *’ 195.CO
1/4 op narch '» »' " 195.00
1/4 PP April '* ” ” 195.00

SaloG Promotion: 1/17/59 Replacement Eei/ BoncIayG for
cut American Artiot nag* ads. ,

1/18/59 Mailln:^ 200 4pp ConDumor
Art mailing. «... .... ..
2/19/59 MailinG 4 pp Foiaor & Saleo
letter FamouG Artis I-iot

4/15/59 Sales proEtOtion projector
Brochure Por Kasaslno ’’YOUR

20.00

3.00

10.00

CHORCH" 2000 mailinao pocta;
liailins and insertion coctc

80.00
00

Salary {Sollinc): January lot 1959
February lot 1959
Ilarch lot 1959
April let 1959

125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00

PurchacoG: 9 50 only •:t14 Drauins Stando 336.38
1/18/59 25 *’ 713

19

4/9/59

89.05
Proicht Sj Sh’pins ChGo 17.31
25 only y/7l4 prawins Stands 168,19

163.19
17.80

"
i; 7l4

Shipping C- Pr'ct chrja
£p

0 780.00

141.50

500.00

798.92

- 2 -
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Rent Ciico ofrioo: 1939
Fc'to2?ua2?y

“

t-!aj?ch
’*

April ”

Phones^ chco Offlcos January 1959
Pobruary ”

nax^cli

April "

Aceaunbinr: Poo: Acoountins ancl Eooli:eooln,':i foa for

Illinois Stiatc retail calcs ta;j:

January ,(1953)
February
Karch

45.00
45.00
45.00
45,00

5,10
6,30
5,50
13.49

0.00

£6.41
3.33
1.30

2*0tal \\2t6G5 . £0

As roPloctcd in fcbc Pollorrins; statement: attached to
this accountinc report, M 694-S* is distrcscod by reason oi'
havinj to subait 43-day reports of the cover coaeany’s financial
transactions

s

•’

UROSta^ PPEAgBl i u i

’'An calling to your* attention that it is nost difficult to
subirdt a statoaent of this lalnd every 45 days...,espacially
too vjhen you ad: that it reach your dcsl: prior to a first of
the nontii date*

“rales slips, advcrticins bills, rent bills, n-hoco bills and
any and all charecs to do reach this office in a period i;hich
ndvcs it iiard to strihe any Rind of balance be it a trial or
anytMny near it, Shis rjothod of i;orI: is an essential tine
Icillor and for none reason this 45 day period forces cancellation
of more important \;ork.

“It v;ould help c^^catly if tliis period vzero every 90 days
instead of 45 days,"



1/

!Jhe IWO au£s(SODtc that since the ±ri£ori3ant^ who is
not an accountant, finds the cubiaiDcion of ^5-day reports
CO hurdcnco!Ra and continually intorferinc vjith hie oporationo
in behalf of the Bureau, ho bo pca^inittod to cubrait reporto
on a throe lEontho basic, the next report to bo in the Bureau
no later than July3t» 1959#

5!ho inforimt continues to epond appro:iiEiatoly
two hours per day on cover company bucinecc, oxclucivo of
the tiac required to prepare financial reports of cover
company oporationo for the Bureau, She JbfO believec that
the o::q>Gnditt«?e of this two hourc per day ic justified and
necoccary, and that it ic not adversely affecting the
informant *0 activitioo in behalf of the Bureau.



FD-209 (Rev. 6-6-56)
STANDARD FORM NO. «4

Office MuCmovandum • united states government

TO : SAC DATE:

W^y //.. 1 I I Cl El3si
FROM : SA JjC^K! t ,

fCt:Ar7*JC^
c: €Bs

n PCI EZZUp

Dates of Contact

Titles and File jfEs on which contacted

; v/^v/yy; v/zjtW :
vxWj'y; v/zy/s'^^: ^Af^y s7//ff

on which contacted
^

Purpose and results of contact

egative t .._ •

r Security Informant certified that he had furnished all information obtained by
1 him since last contact.

Personal Data

ft ffJiV-r*' /^r~M ^/(Suj ><^Aye-

0 C/ y- Mr
^/^

Coverage

1W»J£XE13.

rViAYl 1959
FPI - CHlCaigO



FD-36 {Rev-. 12.13-56)

Transmit the following in

F B I

Date: 5/4/59

(Type in plain text or code)

P R G E U T
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO d I

CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S,

VISED ON MAY THREE, LAST, SHE

HAS RECEIVED NOTICE TO APPEAR AT CG OFFICE OF I.R.S. ON FRIDAY,

MAY EIGHT, NEXT, IN REGARD TO HER NINETEEN FIFTY EIGHT INCOME

TAX RETURN, SPECIFICALLY RE THE CLAIM OF HER MOTHER AS AN

EXEEIPTION* SHE HAS CANCELLED CHECKS SHOWING PAYMENTS OF SIXTY

DOLLARS PER MONTH TO HER MOTHER FOR TWELVE MONTHS OF NINETEEN

FIFTY SEVEN, AND EIGHT MONTHS OF NIiraiTEEN FIFTY EIGHT. INFORMANT

HOPES TO BE ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE PAYMENT OF SIXTY DOLLARS PER

MONTH FOR THE OTHER FOUR MONTHS OF NINETEEN FIFTY EIGHT. THUS, IT

IS BELIEVED SHE CAN PROVE THIS EXEMPTION IS LEGITIMATE, A MORE

SERIOUS PROBLEM WILL ARISE IP I.R.S. ASKS IF SHE IS MARRIED. HER

RETURN DOSS NOT REFLECT SHE IS MARRIED, YET SHE PAYS INTEREST ON

A MORTGAGE AND REAL ESTATE TAXES IN CG WHILE HER MOTHER LIVES IN

PORTLAND, ORE. IF SHE AD?HTS MARRIAGE TO CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR

DASH S, I.R.S. MAY ASK WHEN AND imERE HE FILED INCOME TAX RETURN.

BUREAU REQUESTED TO ADVISE IF THIS INQUIRY RE

IcAN BE STOPPED BY BUREAU AT I.R.S. HEADQUARTERS IN

JEKAi7^ .

(2)
' -

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

_M Per m
/ J ^



PAGE TWO

WASHINGTOBT. IP NOT, SHOULD
|

|&DM:

SHE IS MARBIED, IF THIS QUESTION IS ASKED, AND SHOULD SHE STATE

THAT CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S FILES INCOME TAX RETURN WITH

BALTIMORE OFFICE OF I.R.S*

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

AXR2EL

So: SACj Chicaco

Froa: Director j FBI (1001256^^)

Bcartel 5-^:-59

InForaant should appear at Office of Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) and act liI:o a nornal iMividual under the circun-
stances and produce proof of her request for oxcaption. In the
event she is a sited if she is married she should anstior in the
affiri :ativo . Also 5 if IRS inquires as to why she filed under
maiden nano she should state that she oricinolly filed in that
manaor and has continued to do so oven though she is narried as
it is her inprossion husband and tJifo may file soporate returns*
If inquiry is nado as to t/hothor her husband filed a return, she
should ansuor truthfully and state that he did so tJith Baltimore
Office of IRS* ilo contact boinc made by Bureau vrith IRS head-
quarters, h’oshington, D. C,



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office M.eMOVaflduM • united states government

TO
: SAC (134-46) DATE: 5/5/59

FROM : SA JOHN E. KEATING

SUBJECT: qq 5824-S*

This is to advise that on May 1, 1959, CG 5824-S*
was introduced to ASAC EARL E. BROV/N, in the presence of SAC
RICHARD D. AUERBACH.

EK/kw
(1 )

may4 1959/
cm - CHICAGO



BinSCTOSl, SCI (G1-.7CG5> S/7/S9

QkQ, CmCAm (134-43)

ca 3a24-3-'*

CG 0324-3^ orally adviced SA JOWJ S, lUlVSim oa
April 2S, 1900, that oa that date ajGEIE DE3J1S told him to ho
prepared to he oa the Cadro Coraaiacion, tho Appeals Cosnitteo,
and the Program Cosmisoion for tho 2lational Convention of tho
Coniatmist Party - TJSA. DENIIIS stated that bccanso of his many
other tasl;s, CG CS24-S* should not get involved in meetings of
tho Program Commission until shortly prior to the Convention.

A

2 *» Bureau (BEG1372IIBB)
1.- Uov Yorh (66-3939) (CC Q‘324-3»J') (IlEGISTISBEP)
1^ - Chicago

(4)



^/&/59

klB/Mi

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FRCM « SAC, im YORK (100-8064l)

SUBJKTr CP, USA - QHaAWlZATIOII
2S-C

cjm

.SAC

CC
ASST CC

: fl'^ENO SOP

CAHE
REPCmilHi WTOXJSnM

S> m HIHDlwmm
Re York alptel 4/24/59# cowfealaliJs a

eimm^ of the sessiene of a laeetS^ of tho
Eseecutive Conalttea (l^) of the CF, USA h&Xd m

Tim foUofdm is a brief emaeiv of the sossloiis
cf the REC Sleeting held on V^V49, as fUvni^ied tor

Ca 5824-S« to SA OCKH E, KEmi®, Details aUl be
set forth in a sabse^eet oaranniestl(xu

Fei^oos in AttandaBee

The folloidiig neetbors of thejsk: sere in attendaiMie
at the aeasions of the tIEiC saoetiJ^^ held on 4/S4/^t

(100-3
l^^OhlQ^Q (RM) a
1-Hew York (1

JEK:o3

(6)

b6

b7C



Ky i0o4Jo64l

BSf wm
HIQEIIE DENNIS
IM2ABEJH GUim^ FLYIEI
CRBm&I,
jms JACKET
ASfOi mmmm.
cmm hmmmmm im
IE EQira

liSmS
H®ETOS<S«
IK?BIG POTA^
JACK mmasL
WB mcmm
cmvmm,
13m Follonring Invitees mee tdBO pv&sexA tosp

tlie sessioBB of 4/2h/5$i

Bm,iwBTsm
miLsm
mmm mxm
m^w jomm

w nomr mmsm <m i^smt cp, usa mms^
Struts to tbo Pw»<*<kaiveBtloia gisonaaiga



m ioo4k)64i

wltlioat an outXIse, 0ftva
a laxl diajoXsM v^ovt m idisd; Cf . tiA atieuKI
stireaa in ^ fre-'Gcmw^ion diaoussion. ite said t^t
the.pn:poso of tlie diacuggiaa aljould be feo

ocmsdlidabe tiaa unitiy of 13m WBG i^bouM
laad tb© dtsausalon sub ahoaXd alaa ba wilXins to
Xaam froB the asabereJil^.

!TH€I4FS0H said tlmt he believes tlw CP. USA
1101^ has the oapaeitsr to r^el bot^ the :^l8donistv
and Urn uita?a-Left ^singer, iim-mop, it i?eBBifi8 to be
seen If the CP has the ci^itsr tc pli^ a vital
role in the trade unloa iaDVtBK^. the CP needs to be roNe^olpped
id.tlua body of policy end tactics in c«rd«ap to raise
its effectlv©Bess^ in tPBde unicsi «ork, the Kegro peoples

mesig the youth and in the f^Id of political
action.

cccd:iiiuing sidd that there is a ne^
for a new calibre cf leader^p in the Party. lo
needed is a leadership ihioh uses initiative &od r^tXXy
leads. A leadership t : that is not a mere custodian
of the CP. !Hiere is also a xmmi for oritloUia and
self•criticise but tdiile doing this the CP laust not t»
over critlciaed.

131CHPSC!! saM that ho beUeves that the CP
made four big nlstadces and th@{»9 are as follmis!

*• 3 *“



Hr 100-30641

^ li Ootil rocewtly tlasr© i»s teas no t.^awe f<^ CP ideology*siaee ttee 20<^ Ccmgreso
CP SU, tl3t© CP, USA has bOian do®;^^aded.

ring
the

, » 1* '*®® woi^ to raiae tt© slc^san of a
tMtcd fas^ of soeialiism«. $horo was no basis in itiltad
States reality fo3? suoh a party. SflWs slogan ^ve
legitifl^PX to revisionists,

.3* *
wffii late in z-eoosnlziag swlsionlaB

as the laain dang^.

4, Dbe CP cofflBitted sosie serlwia errors in regard
to aaa»o^ic ceirdFrallBia and this was an odip’O^rth
of the lotdi !lstlonal Convoastion.

stated that in order to have a ftiii and
0i?0EfciV0 PP6--C<3iiv®tfelQn illM CP msi
faetlonali«a and mat br^ us> m mmi-imm Paotion*

He stated that new stylos of work ^onM be inltatsd
dy. CP i8 oK^anis;^ as tt^ngh it

had 50,0^ it has too nany dapaitiBessta#
coonassiGns, ote* CP offioes should be opened evenings
to permit the amdtarshlp to t«ak to tte le«»lerEhip If it
BO desires* loth national offie© end Idstriat dftlSe
leadf^ ^ould be field (agaatsors* itoey asduld go out
into field and d^ with {snM«HS.

seat to the blae}(bQard and wrofee the
• IwrtweiB 5f and 6 thoudiaia as the current
laaiisr^ the cp« IBA* Sons dK^te eoneemlm

- 4 -
^

fiffiires

nationa:



% %

m ioo«8oSi

ms ss;^ m mmm said ttst ma
he ms is lUui&la laid used 9»000 the eurf*ait

taeohca^j^ figure. SHOI^fSOH finally eoiiceded that he had
vmeO. a eoisKsrvative eatinete baijod on dues
$ga& that it Slight be pc^ieibXe to register a n^iaial
naSb^ship eosi^lhere betwom 7»000 and 9«000.

•SJCUPSOK also stated that toere is a iieed %o
refresii the l^t^rship of th© CF, He said that it

ms oerrect to brfng PHIL BAKU l«fco tlK> Haticiml Office

to handle srganisatian matters. Even so BART la not
the answer for 5 years frcsa iK>«r. It Is therefore
neoesoary to bring newer pec^lo into the nati®ial
leadership, Hheo concluded hs stated that he
had to leave the meeting In order to ffirill a prior
engegaimt and would return lata? in tne aftemhon.

c£ WEKOM SitOOft concerning the Px'&s^tatitn

toWmmog^^ the CP, USA Policy
As tbe Result of the 21gt c<wygesa the CP SH

Using the blackboard, BUaEKE msSM wrote that

idien ailES JACKSOH and WMm mmm present their

repeats m the Slat Co®er^o in* the CPSU to tl^ iMional
COBBlttetj on 4/25/59. ^te appsToach should be tliat

what the GP, OEA wlH do, should not flow from the
21st Cev^ress of the CP SRI hit frai toe objective
situation in the toiled states. Everyone at toe IBSG

meeting a^ed with this approach,

- 5 -
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m ioa-ao64i

mictisiiai of fsmmm ^ mmm semmmmMmmmmmrndm
Aii ma a. woi&mX .4$^^a the ex>itie^ oi mu, SG^mSMsmm max^SjeOm

W mm mmmr in the ''mnaunist*” After aam
heated anpai^s it ma to ai^rove a xNahoSution
of l^iio reaMeht MG aahhorst IMs resolntioii m^oMm
the mtim i4m CF, iMA hoieption to the tist CosHgiEWNi
ai Uba OP m, DeleeatSm MA mieated tet a
mwmrnm in regard ^ aade In the
’’ISOBRiaiiSt'**

'

Letter FroB msMm z. pomm

At thl0 tine iismw vMA m 6 letter
fren MILLXK^ FOmt. iftdie the letter has a eq^ioo
"!)inoomtio Co33^»Xia»" it dmlB iilth avery suh^t
iangin^Xe and is sup^^ to he a ilitfonii for the
CoBireKtion diseossion,

!3Ms letter mm so raeahiing and incK^tHsreiit

and proKKiative that a^hrentX^ no one iiaRtBi to mAm
a eoanagnt ahont it# Ever^cnci sat silent fcef se^;^eal
nimtee tintil BOB retsirned md it ms decided
to start the dlsoussion on TOC®^ca?*s r^ort. it was
agreed that while FC^as i©atod his" letter jn?s®0Kt^:'
to ^ ^ioml donittee taeetingi Urn letter would @pm
up the Pro^Omvetition disoussicn and nothing else tfould
he aoNSOiaplish^ at this HaticnaX CcinBiittee seetiii^* It
nas deoMod tb profsre FQBfffi’s letter for |»iio.i08tisii .

end to diid:rdh«n;a it to the national CooBittoe nastirii
p3?im? to the nsitini of the ilstional ooBBaittee
idi$<^ «iU oisu^sa the Pre«(^3iivet^ion dii^ussiOn
wSwduled to itiort in-

^



% %

m 100-80641

pimumim g£ 3HaHPSQ^*0 RgpoH

^ rest of this oesElcn oonsistod ef a
difloassioia cd? on ti» fj?e-0<»w€a^ic»
OlscwlGn. m&r a fm rempix W m msmi,
CAMi mme6 that in the discvmlm earo sstst he
talim} ih to i4mt is oaM shout the leadership
in order to avoid mtual stmiliilation* ue also mnied
that tlio djUJousslcn shouM not devmgrade the l^th
national Oonvention and treat it as ttoogh It iiHl he
r^l^od hsr the 17th Hstloiml ccpventiont

ans HAhL stated timt the next o<mvention shwiXd
be a forimrd looking eoomxition and vmt not ho m
inmtrd lookir^ eorrvention. Iho analstis and diseussioo
fiawuld hg p hased on the obiootivc situation 2n tho
ttiited States*

IHVIlid POfASSI i^d t^iat there is a mod for
unit^ of ptispm0 permits no faiotionallaaa, ihls
Should he tt^ oentral &zMq in the preparation for
convmticm*

aCHHSOtl differed ^th cm WlHffiEfl's
Wixsich to the If^h national Gonviaitloo Mid said it
will he noeessary to point wt the Influmace of tlK3
revitiohldts m the l6th i^ticnal (kmivention*

BSn MV2S said that unity is n^ided in
leadership and the unity of ^58 iiational Coisaltte©
meetins idiich Ousted iKhe revlslonisfei is not sufficlQRt

*m ••





«i m

m 100-806^1

for tho jys|>rov8Bi0iit of eococBalc sltuatics)* Ho
ppoposod letei fliOKPSOH aalass hia reg?^ to ttio

Hatldrml Ccitoiittoo that he 3hCRiX4 loe«^ in mind t^t
this is 4oth Anniveraary of tlie CP, USA. fhds
Is ii«kxPtaBt boeausa It provOa ths triia|Jh of
!4arxi0»-LoEiiQls^ in tho IM

soBBTOr w mmiT gHOMPscai

m a smpary BOB said that ho agrwd
that questicm of laass s^ooid he the Qkiiei’

center of the Pre-ConveRti<ai diiKtusslcm even thoug^h

it uili also )m maosssary to taloe sooe inn^r
Party matters . ws agz^ed \srlth BA7ZS that the ^h
Annivorsary should he utilised in ordffl? to stress CF
consciouaaaess • He said that unity in the HEC is sw»t
iB|K»tant and the present reouleite for uni^ is
noro cQursdeidiip in t^ HED« li^ahers of HSC not
he so Jre^ to chop off each othcm head after a
debate. He also stated ttsd; i^kcy- should l€su»i hos to
work oith KIttlAM Z, POSffiR. POSISR Is sick and is

isolated, it is necessaiy to he patient wit^
since he can still xoake contributions to the ^rty,

THE^fPSOf stated that he is not afznid of faotioiuaisn
from tl^ e2Ctre»s# ,|diat is f the Ri^ Wing or the
Ultra I^ft but/factionalism spreads to the osztral
leadersliip then the iNoty sill have jcwhl^,

- 9 -



H5f 2.00-aa»i

M QoiKsiiasioii li9 wm l&mixig
to i?ofcura to jail egad \m If he had sii^ sm
eonti*ihtttiw ihlle In oftico. Cid1©E LKH^OO!?
p^aarkod tl^ aaaeoti^ ahould o£g ooEiglhing
TBXXS^iSM'n o^ciit2ll»]tlfiK^ during the Hidiloi^ ' doraii
meeting slnoo ii» |»er8flmll5r fools that fH(8®SQ|} did
a good job* LWSF^xm mm ljm!io4intelF
tas^ end sciaeoi^ vmmek&i iimt a tm woida ia£ praise mill
be' said fm* UPKfFOOT ^len ^ goes to jaU*

‘

Ig^ada fcay %e Batlcaml cottattee.

Ifter a detm^ it ms
mottM be tl^ tentative
meeting ^t»dajr, 4

that the folldi^U^
liidiiaial conittee

leports £« ^e 2lst CCijsi^s of ti¥3 0fSC
A r^rt on the a^atits of the Mposed

move the liitltsml
li siM?t iwfoCTedfleii ro|K>x% M a t3»^

ocwtsalcn meetiiRg belz^ held m Fridasr evMing. 4/30^9*
A sh^ ixiomsB^im on prei^zmlons fm^ jatioaal Convsiiti^

1 report on the Youth lar^ to lM4i^on
A roi^rt diseuihiiai. on Y'mith Mttors

and a possible Y0»ith orgiysl^



• #

5/6/^

Aism mmmm

fo t mmffsm, fbi (lochios^s)

£ii(^ ! sm, mst wm,

suBiscT; VIM.ZAM vsmmm
IS - 0

/\SST CC
STENO SOP

: C-*1
' C-#2

C-*3
C-#4

G-#6
C-#7

oat^ioii jn»t ^ «s«ral3ea vUb to
<il08onliiiitioii of Uio infozmtloa bortln liiwwi^ fts« W
natujpe, sold toate to sOonfeify sy Q94-45*, #
v&Iuabl# ioforwunt, m tbe sooroo tbez^f

.

On S/V^9j N¥ 6g4-S*j» i«i« ttu f^ivriiielioO eOIiftblo
li^ozwttion In the paot (ooiK»eal)i advlood SA IIJ3UaQ96R C.
|]^B{S0if that on the et^mlhs of 5^/59* the eoptlonad auhyeot
mm to the lafoseMutt's hoie to ditou^s hie aetoiiiled ti^
ehjroad.

Aocoiidiog to mmaiXinBf t» vUl dispart fraa lohoiGni*
on IHy 29th ahemM the SS SfAf8l&BMM« and hill go to NmmOh

via BuHb and Pi«lp£e. He is going alone, oateiuilhly the fei?ip

will im tm ”i«st and treatment.'' He (toea eei^eot to reoelvt
soeie ii»dlcal t3mataent» hat his agenda ahiihad. vill dhp^ t®ena
inhPuoUons he nill ai«lt tern mimiS caiLia, Oiloaio CP
funotionaey.

4

2-1

1

X
X
X

1

mmm ixm^^^9){m)
(1 - 10c-3*®i)(CP, USA. mtetmtlhnal Beiations)
SHICAOO (l344o)(Ca 3^4-S)(lnfo)(Ril)
(1 - 100-37^) (MCRRIS mim)
\m (100- }(VILLIAIf t^IHSTO!lS)(Xiifo)(BM}m 13H1 (Inv)(4l5)
HIT 100-Sl^4 CP, ISA, ii^emati^ml Belatlon8)(4l3)

100-1^819 \CP, sno), Intemationia !islati(»is)(4ll)m 100-9595

AimiBfd
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m Fridiqf, B, witmtom iim be la
WaalHiig^, i^ve be wlU ge to tbe SN»¥l«% Gbimftsy bb
obfebin b vise, m my go also to tbe azecb lb
Wesbxogtob' for a but it le poseible thtt he- oil*
tbe CsotSi vlM la myc.

Ob FpI^, flay is# i9‘59> bt 8 f.M*# tbe "isf State
CP alii boM a rmaption for llliISfOiiE at tbe lubgarian il(iai»»i

2l4i soutbera into. PuaOs received at tbla zuen^tloa
wiU bt used to psy tiEliIS'!t)lil'e tmvel e3qp«(UM»a, mmI to twlp
to eup|»ort ilia imdXy during bis aiaebSie.

Wien KEHS'lOilE’s travel plana art ’^rifted tbrougb
other source®, asg>roprlate letterhead »eaoratula will be fumlsbed
to tbe Bureau for diasenlnatlon of this Infomation.
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SESCfCE, (3.0G-12GC4)
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GAc, mimm

nmzo'Si m G3E4-G>^

Eo CMr^easo toict5?po dated B/4/QO^ reilcctiac tiiat

^ laad yeooived notice to anpoar at the CMcaso Office
of tile Internal EOTonao Gor^ce oa G/0/G3*

I

~1advised oa G/3/50 tliat t&o only ^estioas
ac&Gd 3tier by Jatoraal Eoyoaao Geatrico nertaiaed to tbo edaio of
lies’ aotlien ao a depcadeat* I IcsbiMted cancelled ebeebo
seat to b05? cotlxer* Hen motion nealdoy isith a eoa in l»ortlaae|,

OroGoa, lateraal eotcsuo Cenviea eavo |a fora fon bon
brotbor to coaoleto and sail to iatonaa^. Keveouo Goiyvic© in
Caicaco. lb tbia fosn> tbo fjrotbcn is to state tliat bo doea not
dais bis sotben as a dopoadoat oa bis iacoso tass retuna. later*
aal Ecvcaao Gcrvico did act asls any qaestioas coacornini; tbe
sarital stattLS of ^ ^asd ao iaforsatioa ms yoltmteercd.

mmm

G - Borean
2 - Cbicaso
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FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI,

Cj-PY Chicago, Illinois

DATE 19^9

Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty
dollars, and cents.

($ —4^Q.*P.P—), which money is to be paid by me on

tQ
CG 582ij.-s-;c-

for informalior. cono.rnlng the ease entlUed
C°mimnl3t Party, USA, (100-2398)

and related cases.

/ i

Signed: . 7

^ 1 Special Ageny7

Cg let 1/19/59 approved by tibe Bureau l/28/5^ authorizing

Authority (date)
$900.00 per month f^r' four months effective 2/l/59

Period Covered by Payment May 1, 1959 through May 15, 1959

Approved:

Date of Actual Payment

JEK: jek
(2)

Authorization Checked

Check Number

eipts Received

Voucher Prepared

Informant's FiTeTTo. 134-^6

By Whom
^

'fi 1959—

k
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OFFICE MEt^ORANDUM mJITED STATES GOVERNl^lENT

t6 : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-102)

FROM ; SAC, NEW YORK (100-128361) (4l5)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, FUNDS ( RESERVE FUND)
IS - C

DATE: 5/7/59

Utmost caution should. exercised, with, respect to
dissemination 6?? the InformatTon herein, inasniucii as , by it

s

nature, said InfTjraaFlo ii~l:ends to idenTlfy~N?iT
"

'

69^-S* as”tEe source
‘^Hereof. ' “ ~

NY 69^-S*, v.iio has furnished reliable information in
the past (co.nceal), advised SA ALEXAN’DER C. BURLINSON on 5/4/59^
that on t.Vxat date the CF, USA, Finance Consmittee (Reserve Fund)
held a meeting at the Labor Research Library at 7§9 Broadway, --

FYC. Present at the meeting were ISADORE WOFSY, LEM HARRIS
and JACK CHILDS.

WOFSY stated that since l/l/59j he had given the
National Office from the Reserve Fund the sum of |27,500.00, and
that since 1/1/59, the Reserve Fund receipts havarin=reTT-e-nl.y
$14,000. 00. Thus far in 1959, WOFSY has x’eceived no money from
STANLEY and ROY LEVISON or from FRANCES DAMON WILLIAMS. He
estimated that $3,000.00 is due to the Reserve Fujid currently
from the LEVISONS, and $2500.00 from FRANCES WILLIAMS.

Bureau (100-3
Chicago (134-
NY 134-91
NY 100-19679
NY 100-111180
NY 100-111203
NY 100-47632
NY 100-3.2.481
i\ur 100-31769
NY 100-9/4412
W£ 100-64061
NY 100-8057
W2 100-64424
NY 100-7658
NY 100-57639
NY 100-79725
NY 100-93572
NY 100-80602
NY 100-70303
NY 100-128861

-102) {’RM)

46) (CG 5824-S)(lnfo)fRM)
(Inv)(4l5)
(ISADORE WOFSY) (4l5)
(STANL?EY LEVISON) (47.5)
(ROY LSVISONH425)
(FRANC.ES DAMON V/ILLIAMS) (415)
(BERNARD ADES)(421)
(prompt Press) (4l)
(fS:D Printing Co.)(4l)
(JACK CHILDS) (415)
(EUGENE DENNIS) (4l5)
(CHARLES KELNER)(421)
(lEM HARRIS) (415)
LOUISE BERMAN) (424)
Wingdale Lodge) (414)
National Guardian) (41)
ROBERT STECK)(4l4)
(12th-13t.t

(415)
Realty Corp.)(4l)

AOB:IOfcl

(21 ) ml 1959^
rCrTcHiCAGO

AAi<0s/'



NY 100-128861

WOPSY stated that he had "cleaned out" BERNARD ADSS,
who presently is holding no funds for the Reserve Fund. Ha
said that the total capital of the Reserve Fund is ^l6j500»00,
$5^000.00 of which is due from Prompt Press and $3#000,00 due
from the F&D Printing Co. JACK CHILDS is a depositorjr of $3^000
in cash and $35 500.00 in bonds, and NOFSY h5.mself is holding
$2,000.00 of Reserve Pand money.

WOFSY reported that he had received instructions from
EUGENE DENNIS to sell the building at 35 East 12th Street, N“YC.
A buyer (not identified) is willing to pay $225,000.00 for the
building. If the deal should be consummated, the Party would
receive between $50,000 and $75,000 in cash, and would take back
a $100,000 mortgage, the interest on vjhich would be botx\?een

6^ and

The "flaw" in the deal is CI1AR3jES IQSLNER, manager of
the building, who is in a position to blackmail the CP. It
may cost $50,000 to $40,000 "to buy KELNER.

"

According to WOFSY, EUGENE DENNIS stated that the sale
of the aforesaid building must be "most quiet and discreet."
If the Internal Revenue Department should learn of this sale,
it would "raise he2.1"with the Pai’ty, and cause the Party con-
siderable embarrassment

.

WOFSY stated further that $2800 of the present cash in
the Reserve Fund was a repayment of an advance to two CP, USA,
delegates to the recent CPSU Congress in Moscow for travel
expenses. On the authority of EUGENE DENNIS, this money was
given to the Reserve PUnd by JACK CHILDS, who is acting as a
depository for other Part3»- funds imder the control of DENNIS.
(According to NY 694~S*, the finds under the control of DENNIS
are finds received from a source unknovm to WOFSY. This source
is identified in the case entitled, "SOLOj IS~C.")

LSM HARRIS reported that several weeks ago he saw
LOUISE BERT^AN (LOUISE BRANSTEN) , who inquired why he was still
in the Party, expressed her opposition to the Party apd particular
ly present Party leaders, ai'.d flatly refused to make any further

- 2 -



NY 100-128861

co:Tur3.‘Di;.t5-ons to t.iie Party She referred to the many "horribl!
mistakes the Party had madOj and expressed y.tter disgust for the
current ^’arty loadex^ship . According to HARRIS ^ although she is
out of the Party, BBlRiyiAW admitted making minor contributions to
some of the CP fronts.

BS?JV[AN is cvirrently taking a course in literature at
a local universitjr, and •when she finishes the courses, she will
join her husband in Israel.

HARRIS then discussed Camp Wlngdale. fie said he v/as
having trouble tuith BOB STECK, manager of Camp W3a:igdalo. STECK,
he s£iid, w’ould like to make tho camp available to "all socialist
groups", and does not agree with Pai’ty Instructions tJaat it be
available for only C? and "National Guardian" people.

HARRIS e.'jq^ressed the opinion that tne camp should do
well this yrar, particularly since a children’s camp - Caarip

Calumet - is being set up as part of Gamp Wingdale, So far,
110 children, between the ages of eight and fifteen, have con-
tracted to go to the camp next summer.

At this point the meeting was adjourned, and the next
meeting scheduled at the same place for 5/lS/39»



5/11/59

A I S T E L AIE laiL — REGISTEBED

TO : DIRECTOa, EBI (Gl-7605)

mOM i SAC, CHICAGO <134-46)

SHBJECT: CG 5S24-S*

CG 0324-S* adviscG on. 5/3/59 tliat lie Has an appoiatnoat
at Elaya Cliaic la Rochester, Miaaosota, oa 6/3/69, with tests
seixedaled to start oa 6/4/69*

Por iaTorsatioa of Bureau, CG 5324-S^ Has advised tHat
during; tHc past two weeks He Has been passing blood througH tHe
rcctuja* la tHo opinion of CG 5324-3=^, freipcat use of anti-
coagulants to relieve Heart pains my bo tHo cause of this*
Concern of CG 0324-S* for His owa HcaltH at tHis tine is lesseaed
only by greater coacera for tHe physical well being oj

|

Bureau will be advised of pertinent information*

AGEBBACH

3 - Bureau
CX - Chicago

XK/kw
(4)



i?3i (gi-7cg5> 5/15/59

/ /

£4C, CHICAGO (1S4-4G)

CG

CG 5324-Sv* has rocaived ths^ougrh tho mil tha following
item fs*on tho United States Bapartmont of Comercos

A fora letter and an enclosed questionnaire card. The
fora letter is froa the Office of Business Bconoaics of the Dopart-
nont of Coarorce, and states la part;

'In reply refer to BS-50. The enclosed ques-
tionnaire card is being distributed to a nuaber of
United Btates residents t/ho have recently returned
from trips abroad. The purpose of the questionnaire
is to enable the Department of Cosmorce to ostimte
travel esponditures by United States residents in
foreign countries."

The quostioanaire card is United States Dopartmont of
Coamorco Fora i"574. It ashs, among other things, for the country
of bl3fth, citiaonship, purposo of trip, date of doparturo from tho
United States, node of travel, days stayed in each country, approx-
imate amount spent in each country, etc.

CG 5G24-»S^ advised that no member of tho Communist
Party - USA would fill out ouch a form and return it to tho Dopart-
mont of Coniiorco. Therefore, CG 5024-S=f is of tho opinion that ho
should ignore this lottor and questionnaire card. Tho Chicago
Divisiou is of tho same opinion. CG G324-S*> will, thoroforo,
ignore this letter unless the Bureau advises that there is cone
reason why tho questionnaire card should bo completed and returned
to the United states Department of Commorco.

2 - Bureau (BEGISTEIJED)
^ - Chicago

m/kis

/



FD-36 {Rev. 12-13-56)

I

Transmit the following in -

Via y-?e:3:

"code

F B I

Date: 5/15/59

(Type in plain text or code) ^ ,

x"" URGENT
7 j[_Priority or Method ojj^ailmg)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46)

CG FIVE EIGHT TV?0 FOUR DASH S. CAPTIONED INFORI^IANT PLANS TO

LEAVE CG BY AUTO SUNDAY EVMING, MAY SEVENTEEN, NEXT, OR MONDAY

MORNING, MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT, FOR TORONTO, CANADA. INFORMANT

FEELS IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT HE DELIVER MESSAGES FROM CPUSA TO

TIM BUCK FOR TRANSMITTAL TO CPSU, SINCE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

NOT YET ESTABLISHED IN U.S. ONE SUCH MESSAGE WILL DEAL WITH

PROPOSED TRIP OF WILLIAM WEINSTONE TO RUSSIA. INFORMANT V/OULD

RETURN TO CG TUESDAY EVENING, MAY NINETEEN, NEXT. BUREAU WILL

BE ADVISED OF ANY CHANGE IN THESE PLANS.

EK/kw
(1 )

RWW, HCOOtO

Approved: m\ <yr
Special Agent nn Charge

7
Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev.

F B I

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

PLAIN TEXT
Date: 5/18/59

(Type in plain text or code)

DHGENT
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46)

CG FIVE EIGHT TV/0 FOUR DASH S ASTERISK. RE CG TEL MAY' FIFTEEN

LAST. CAPTIONED INFORMANT HAS POSTPONED TRIP TO CANADA DUE

TO POOR HEALTH. BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED OF FUTURE PLANS.

dEKrLMA /
(1) r

A,;

Approved:
0 '^

M Per

Z/f/

Sp^ig^^gent in Charge



mnimoj., fbi (gi-tcgs) 0/15/59

BAG, CHICAGO <134-4G)

CG 5324-S-^'

Eo CMcaso letter dated January 19, 1959.

I. RESIDEITCE AND IZIPLOYliniT

No change. It is noted that CG 5824>S'^ ms on the
second trip in the ’*SOLO" operation froa January 12, 1959, to
Uarch 4, 1909, and then had to "lay lot;’* on instructions of
EHGENS DENNIS during the nonth of Uarch, 1959, and the first part
of April, 1959, at >i;hich tine ho ms involved in operations vhich
resulted froH the second ’’SOLO" trip.

II. niriSEESHIP IN ORGANIZATIONS

(1) Ex-officio nembor of the National Cossnittec of the
COiJEiimist Party - USA, is considered as a laeabor of the National
Cosiiittce and can attend all neotings of the National Coimlttee.

(2) Was one of the two official delegates fro:a the
'j Co23Bunict Party - USA to the 21st Congress of the CoBaaunist Party
'/ of the Soviet Union.
/

1

i

(3) Official representative of the Coaaaunist Party - USA
to the Comunist Party of the Soviet Union, to the Commnist Party
of China, and to the Labor Progressive Party (the Comunist Party
of Canada)

.

(4) Secretary of the National Appeals Comittoo of the
Comunist Party - USA.

(5) Secretary of the Foreign Affairs Comitteo or
International Comission of the Comunist Party - USA.

(6)

Ilember of the National Auditing Comittee of the
Comunist Party - USA.

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
1' - Chicago

JEJ/Isv;

(3)

/
' fm
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C<5 134^40

(7) Will bo oa tbo Cadro Comission, tbo Appeals Con-
nittco, aad tbo Program Comlssion for the 17tb national Convention
of the Consunist Party ~ U3A, scheduled for the late fall of 1C59.

(S) Roprosontativo of the Rational Office of the Coamu-
nist Party - USA for the States of j^issouri, Iowa, and Nebrasha.

(9) Jleaber of the Adninistrative Staff of the Coimu-
nist Party of Illinois*

(10) Hejsjber-at-large of the State Connitteo of the Con-
nuniat Party of Illinois*

(11) lleaber of a club in the South Side Section of the
Coimunist Party of Illinois.

III. SUiUmilY OF IliFORSIATIOn SUUITISHED DMIIJG
THS PBEIOO FROn 1/15/59 YEROUGH 5/15/S9

During the past four nonths, CG 0324-^* has furnished
infomation in such quantity and quality that it can be said that
there is hardly a secret in the top leadership of the Cosariunist
Party - USA which has not cone to his attention* Re has furnished
details of a meeting of the national Executive Cosimitteo and a
aooting of the national Comitteo of the Comunist Party - USA.
This information and additional information received in private
discussions with members of the leadership of the Communist Party -
USA ranges from the status of the entire Party organiasation, mem-
bership figures, strategy in the auto, steel and packing industries,
political activities, factionalism, peace activities, negro matters,
youth matters, to international relations.

Of particular significance was information reflecting
the connection of the Commnmist Party - USA with the international
Communist movement. Reference is made to Bufilo 100-428091 for
details of this information, which was forwarded to the Bureau
under the caption, "SOLO. IS - C".

IV. AnOUIJTS PAID FOR SERVICES AIJD EXPEITSES

January, 1959

$450 for services rendered and normal expenses incurred
from January 1C, 1959, through January 31, 1959.

- 2 -



CG 134-46

N

>

Fobaniary, 1959

$000 for sorvicos rendered and nornal o::j)oncos incurred.

Karclt. 1959

$000 for services rendered and normal oKpenses incurred.

$250 for expenses for a trip to STew York City» starting
on Uarch 11, 1959, for three days.

April, 1959

$900 for services rendered and normal expenses incurred.

$250 for expenses for a trip to New York City, starting
on April 23, 1959, for seven days.

nay, 1959

$450 for services rendered and normal expenses incurred
from r^y 1, 1959, through nay 15, 1959.

In addition to the above, the sum of $100 was deposited
each month in a special banking account in the name of the Special
Agent in Charge of the Chicago office for the informant for the
months of January through April, 1959. As of May 1, 1959, the
total amount in this account at the Chicago National Bank was
$4,125.32.

Also, CG 5824-S^ was furnished with sums of money in
connection with the recent '*SQL0’' operation. A separato accounting
will be made of the expenses and receipts of the second "SOLO**
trip.

Based on the annual income tax return of CG 5324-S*>, it
is estimated that $400 of the sum of $900 received by the informant
each month is expended in normal expenses. Since CG 5324-S*i* is
engaged full time for the Bureau, his expenses are estimated
instead of itemized, and an estimated breakdown of these expenses
appears in Chicago letter dated October 15, 1957.

V. MEETINGS ATTENDED AIG) OTHES ACTIVITY

The following activity is in addition to almost daily
contacts with loading nembors of the Communist Party - USA and

- 3 -



tho CosEmnist Party of Illinois. Activity in regard to the ’’SOLO*'

operation is not included:

3/1S/50 and
4/G/GO : Meeting T/ltL CLAUDE LIOUTFOOT) Chairmn of the

Conununist Party of Illinois.

4/16/59 : Meeting with EUGEIJS DENNIS, General Secretary of
the Comunist Party USA.

4/17/59 ; !!eetlng with JAMES JACKSON, laemher of the National
Executive Committee of the Coiiiraunist Party •> USA.

4/23-S4/59 : Meeting of the National Executive Corualttee of the
Cosaaunist Party - USA,

4/24/59 : Meeting of the National Trade Union Coiamission of
the CosiEUnlst Party - USA.

4/25-26/59 : Meeting of tho National Comittoo of tho Cosuiunist
Party - USA.

4/2G/59 : Mooting of the National Appeals Comittee of the
Comunist Party — USA.

4/27/59 : Meeting with aeabors of the National Coanitteo and
leading functionaries of tho Coanunlst Party - USA
to discuss civil liberties, civil rights, and tho
defense of tho Comunist Party.

4/23-29/59 : Individual aeetings with leading nombers of the
Comunist Party - USA in Now York City,

4/30/59 ; Meeting of the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People fraction of tho Comunist
Party of Illinois.

5/3/59 ; Annual May Day mooting in Obilcago under tho official
auspices of tho Illinois Committee for Proedom of
tho Press.

5/4/59 : special meeting of the Administrative Staff of tho
Cozamunist Party of Illinois with GE9NGE MORRIS.

5/7/59 ; Meeting of the Jewish Commission of tho Communist
Party of Illinois.

4



CG 1S4-4G

5/3,12/50 : Hootlags o£ tho AduiniGtrati’cro Staff of tho Coanu-
nist Pa3?ty of Illinois held fosr the purpose of
analysing House Couaitteo on Ua-Anorican Activities
hearings hold in Chicago on Hay 5, G, and 7, 1059,

5/14/59 ; Ileoting of a Comunist Party club in the South
Side Section of the Coimaunist Party of Illinois.

VI. RiSPORTS SUBMITTED

Written { None.
oral (reduced to writing) : Approsisiately 70. This
does not include voluminous reports submitted on
the "SOLO" operation to the contacting Agent and
stenographer.

VII. ItlPORIIATION FURNISHED OP UNOSUAL VALUE

(The following does not include information from the
"SOLO" operation):

(1) Advised that JAMES JACKSON stated in April, 1959,
that ho mde tours of China, accompanied by Latin American dele-
gates to the 21st Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union.

(2) Advised on April 21, 1959, that CLAUDE LI6STFC0T
stated that GIL GREEN suggests that the amnesty campaign for him
be halted and for it a campaign be substituted for civil liberties
and in defense of the United States Supreme Court in order to
Obtain broader support than can be obtained in a campaign for an
individual.

(S) Learned on April 17, 1959, from JAMES JACKSON that
there is a group in the Communist Party - USA Imown as the ARTHUR
EIN07 group. This group has national connections and is tho brain
trust for the Leftist supporters of BEN DAVIS. Also learned from
JAMES JACKSON on April 17, 1959, that the CoBEmnist Party of China
gave $45,000 to ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG.

(4) Furnished the details of a meeting of the National
Bsecutive Committee of the Communist Party — USA hold on April 23
and 21, 195D, and a meeting of tho National Committee of the Com-
munist Party - USA hold on April 25 and 2G, 1950.

5



CG 134-40

(5) Advised that GU3 MMi ms elected to the national
Erjiccutive Comittco of the Cor^mmist Party - U3A and T/oald he in
chares^ of the Oidwost Duroau of the Coanunist Party - USA.

(6) Pnrnished remrho of JAHE3 JACncoiT concerning the
possihility of xvar based on discussions JACnsoiT had t7ith the
leadership of the Comunist Party of China.

(7) Advised that the COsumnist Party plans to estab-
lish organisations for the defense of the Party in eyory District
and tiuit a co-ordinating conference conposed of people active in
the defense of the Conomnist Party « civil rights and civil liberties
is to be held in Septenberf 1050.

(8) PUrnishod plans of the Cosmunist Party - U3A to
establish a youth organization.

(0) Advised that WlbhlAJI L, PATTSSESOIT stated on April
27, 1050, that ho believes the CosHunist Party - USA should try
to got ITegro people who are syxapathotic to the Party to send their
children to the Socialist countries on ITnitcd nations scholarships.

(10) Advised that JAMES JACKSOIT stated on April 26,
1959, that the Comumnist Party of the Soviet iTnion would lifee to
have STEVE lESLGOn visit the Soviet Dnion,

(11) Learned from GSOItGS KOmilS on April 26, 1959, that
he had spent ton days in China and had pursuaded two fomer non-
bors of the Coanamist Party - ESA, now residing in Poizing, to
write articles for “The Worker”.

(12) Advised that JAL^ES JACKSOn stated that the
leadership of the Comunlst Party of China stated that the Coa-
munist Party - USA should attempt to get the youth in the United
States to think about war and peace and that a war would involve
then.

(13) Advised that the Comunist Party - USA plans to
send adult advisors with delegates to the 7th World Youth Festival
in Vienna, Austria.

(14) Hade available thirteen typewritten letters written
by IIILTOXT FRIEDZIAII, who was in UUngary during April, 1959, for the
purpose of obtaining Hungarian products for iriportation and sale
in the United states. Adviced that WILL2A1I L* PATTE2S0ST wants to



CG lS4-<iO

obtain funds for "Tho TIorfeer” or for tbe Coisnunlct Party - USA
fron tb© profits on tbcso sales.

(15) Purniahcd informtion and a docuraont in rocard to
a proposed Inireau to organise tours to tbo Soviet tTnion. This
nrouosal is bain^ v/orked on by 17ew York attorneys

| |

land (PW) DONNBR (ph).

(IG) Learned tbat JACS STACHEL and PHIL BAHT planned
to present to the national Hsecutivo Coimittoe a proposal for a
national Organization Bureau and a national organization Comis-
sion.

(17) Furnisbed tbe strategy and tactics of tbo Cornu-
nist Party of Illinois in regard to the election of Illinois HAACP
delegates to tbe national Convention of tbe HAACP.

(18) Advised that GEOEOE £IOBEIS» in addition to giving
speeches on tbe 21st Congress of tbo Comunist Party of tbe Soviet
HnioU) is contacting tbe Icadorobip of various Comunist Party
Districts to urge tbesi to pursuado trade unionists to go to the
Soviet Hnion as part of unofficial trade union delegations.

(19) Learned on isty 7 , 19G9, that the vast mjorlty of
the noiabors of the Jewish Comission of the Comunist Party of
Illinois are still very dissatisfied with the treatment of Jews
in Bussia.

VIII. APPE0XI12ATE 1M©ER OP PEBSOITS OH TfHOII

inPORElAHT POmaSHED COVERAGE AHD THEIK
IfIPOBTAHCE

JDuring 1959, CG 532d-S’C’ has furnished information on
approsimatoly two hundred members of the Comunist Party - USA,
Including members of tho National Executive Comittee, the National
Committee, and most loading members of the Comunist Party through-
out tho United States.

IX. INFOB?mtTT^S POTENTIAL POE ADVANCEMENT

CG 5324-S^ has penetrated not only tho innermost circles
of the Comunist Party — USA, but also of the international Comu-
nist movement. He is now an em-offlcio member of tbe National
Comittoo of tbe Comunist Party - USA. It is believed tbat there
is some possibility that be may become a member of tbo National

be
b7C
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Comittco at tlio nest iTational Convention of the Comnunist Party -
USA, to bo bold in tbo fall of 1C50*

X. STABILITT Al® HBLIABILIT7

In the opinion of tbe contacting Agent, CG SB24r'S* lias
no personal weabaosscs, donoetic difficultioe, or indications of
untruGtworthiness or unreliability wbicb might become a source of
embarrassment to the Bureau*

XI* IKDOCmilTATIOlJ AGAINST BISCLOSNRE

I^ery opportunity has been taken to property indoctrinate
CG 5824-S’ii against making any disclosure of his relationship with
the Bureau through any media*

XII. NECESSARY ACTION TAEJET ON INPORTIATION
EtmNiSHED

Information furnished by CG 5S24-S<* is promptly dissem-
inated and, when necessary, appropriate action is recommended.

XIII* HISCELLANE00S

None*

XIV. RBCOIllENDATION

As a result of the tremendous achievements and invaluable
information obtained in the **SOLO’* operation, in vlev/ of the fact
that CG 5824-G^ is now an om-officio member of the National Com-
mittee of the Communist Party -> ESA and is invited to attend
many meetings of the National Emocutive Committee of the Communist
Party - USA, and as an incentive for even greater efforts during
this year of a National Convention of the Ccanmunist Party - USA
and in regard to future "SOLO” trips, i, therefore, recommend
that authority be granted to increase payments to CG from
$000 per month to $1,000 per month for services rendered and normal
expenses incurred for a period of four months, effective June 1,
1959.

8





CITY

FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent In Charge, FBI,

^j,pY
Chicago , Illinois

May 26, 1959

Chicago

Four Hundred and Fifty dollars, and 5^

450.00 ^ . ... ... May 29, 1959
($ — )t which money is to be paid by me on i I

CG 5824-S*

for Mormallon concerning the cnee entitled
Conmnnlst Party, USA (100-23B8)

and related cases.

Signed:
Special AgenV

Cg let 1/19/59 approved p;^the Bureau/ 1/28/59 authorizing

Authority (date) to $900.00 per month for four months effective 2/1/59.

Period Covered by Payment May 16, 1959 through May. 31, 1959

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared .

y/rj-

Approved:

Date of Actual Payment

J£K: jek
(2)

Informant's File No.
134-46

By Whom
mi 2 6 1959



FBI
Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

a
/ ',-AC

D *

Date: 5/2lg?§||T

4
'O

J
.'t 1

(Type in plain text or cohe^

REGISTERED MAIL
D ''-•3

(priority ov Method of Mailing;)
,

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-20859)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-9595) (^l6)

WILLIAM WEINSTONE
IS - C

a 3-^3
s-i"4

3-^
r ctJfs

i'i
i j

On 5/20/59, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEYANDER C. BDRLINSON
that on the aforesaid date he conferred with WILLIAM WEINSTONE^
who told him the following:

WEINSTONE is prepared to leave the USA on May 29th,
He obtained his Soviet visa from the Soviet Embassy in Washington,
where he was treated deferentially and cordially by the Soviet
"counselor general," SSnee- 'he wishes to include Prague in his
itinerary to Moscow, the Soviet Embassy contacted the Czech
Embassy to arrange that WEINSTONE be given a Czech visa,
WEINSTONE went to the Czech Embassy, where it was arranged that
he obtain a Czech visa in Paris,

WEINSTONE, after arrival in Southampton, England, will

5 - Bureau

2^- Chicago
1 - NY 134-91
1 - NY 100-
1 - NY 100-86624
1 - NY 100-54651
1 - NY 100-80641
1 - NY 100-8057
1 - NY 100-25907
1 - NY 100-9595

ACSB:msb (415)
(3.5)

1

100-20859) (RM)
1-100- )(CP,USA - JEWISH ACTIVITIES)
1 -100 -3-81 )fCP,USA - IISITERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
134-46) (CG 5824-S*) (INFO) (RM)
IW)(415)
CP,USA - JEWISH ACTIVITIES) (415)
CP,USA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)
(CP,USA - NATIONAL GROUPS) (415)
(CP,USA - ORGANIZATION) (415)
(EUGENE ^ / ;n n ^

(V. J,
(4l6)

/'

i

DENNIS) (415)
JEROME) (425)

Uy

Approved: Sent
specif Agent in charge

M Per



t

MI 100-9595

go to Paris, where he will confer with JAQUES DUCLOS concerning
the Jewish Question in the USA, From Paris he will go to
Prague, where he plans to spend a few days, and from Prague he
will go to Moscow.

WEINSTONE has received from EUGENE DENNIS credentials
/|

reflecting he is a member of the CPUSA National Committee going /

1

to Moscow "for medical treatment and rest." DENNIS instructed v J

him that while in Moscow he is not to represent the CP,USA on
political or organizational matters, DENNIS also advised him
to return to the USA in September, but if that should not be
possible, not to return until after the CP,USA convention,
DENNIS said that if WEINSTONE shouZ.d return immediately before
the said convention, "the authorities" would suspect that he
were bringing instructions from Moscow to the CP,USA regarding
the convention.

DENNIS also told VfflINSTONE that if he should meet V.J,<
JEROME in Moscow, he should instruct the latter "to go home.,."

DENNIS said he wanted JEROME to return "to take charge of Jewish
Work" for the CP,USA,

f

WEINSTONE stated that before leaving the USA, he
would like to confer with MORRIS CHILDS, Chicago CP functionary.

2



TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI, AND SAC, NE\7 YORK

PROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)
j

i

^ 'T'

OT YORK
/ a X>

CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S. CAPTIONED INFORMANT, HEALTH PER-

MITTING, PLANS TO LEAVE CG VIA TRAIN FOR TORONTO, CANADA, EVENING

OF MAY TWENTY FIVE, INSTANT, IN ORDER TO TRANSMIT TO TIM BUC^

MESSAGES FOR DELIVERY TO THE CPSU, HEALTH PERMITTING, INFORMANT

WILL PROCEED FROM TORONTO TO NYC FOR PURPOSE OP DISCUSSION WITH

WILLIAM WEINSTONE PRIOR TO LATTER’S DEPARTURE FOR RUSSIA. INFORMANT

PLANS TO RETURN TO CG MAY T\7ENTY EIGHT. NEXT. BUREAU WILL BE

ADVISED OF ANY CHANGE IN PLANS.

'd’EK/kw

(1) v;

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

Sent UL

^ I

M Per i: v



FD-280 (Rev. 2-14-56)

A

FBI RADIOCJR4u ASST CC
O S?j“£NO SOP

TO:_ laSHINOTO?? AT.1P SAC, CHICAGO

FHOM- ™ '

m BSLETIPS

DATE:

271916 IHCEIHT

C-'^'S

C-^-4
C-;i'3

^ ^
n c-’^o

'y c-^7

CG ^82li-S. BDTPILE 61-7665, GO FILE 13U-i)-6. I?IFOEJffi.NT

O S-#3
FOR CHICAGO 7 P. M,, liAY 27, 1959 , VIA AMERICM AIRLDffiS FLIGHTU S-#4

S-^B
mj®ER 619 . i/iLL imim Chicago 9520 p. m. s-’^e

jTI •7'^

r“* M^'71959 [I

^ /7^

CODE WORK:
OPERATOR:

TOR:.

TOD:

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau,

it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic

systems.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM =*'* UNITED STATES OOVENHMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (lOG-267791) DATE:

FROM : fSAC, CHICACX) (1Q0-.12424 Sub 1)

SUBJECT: MODERN BOOK STORE
IS r- C i

Ke Bureau , letter dated Maji^ 8, 1959.

Identity of informants requested in referenced
letter set out herewith:

Report of S

9, 1957, At

CG 5824-S*

Report of S/|

April 11, 1958,. at Chicago;

T-1 CG 5824-S*

dated September

Iate4

ource of information

former

CG 6032-S*

21 “Bureau (Ends
20 “Chicago

JjCrldo
(qii)

210 (JRM)



i

't

CG lOQ-12424

T-6 CG 6172-S*

1 /

T-7

T•r^

T-9

T-10

TP-11

T-12

Report of SA
October 8, 1958, at Chicago:

T-1

T-2

T-3

T-4

T-5

dated

CG 5824-8*

CG 6032-S*

T-6 CG 6031-S*

T-7

T-8

Report of SA
March 31, 19b9, at Ch±tiAg6t

T-1

T-2

dated

b7D

b6
b7C

b7D

b7D

b7D

b6
b7C

b7D

2





DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AU:fOHji.TIC DECLASSIFICATION
DATE 03-14-Z012

GUIDE

100-12424
Chicago, Illinois
May ^^9 1959

MODEBN BOOK STOBE
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST
Bufile 100-267791

^Reference memorandum of J. Walter Yeagley,
Acting Assis,tant Attorney General, Inteimal Security
Division, to the Director, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, dated M^-y 5, 1959, captioned ^Modern
Book Store**,

In regard to the request contained in referenced
letter, the following information is set forth:

Report of Special Agont dated September 9,
1957: I 1

T-2 is a current active informant.

Additional information furnished by the above
infoiToant:

T-3

T-5

T-2

T-2

T-1

in the report of Special Agent
I I dated
April 30, 1953.

in the report of Special Agent R
I
'^.ted

December 24, 1953,

ial Agent
dated

LUgUSt

in the report of Special Agent
L dated

March 21, 1$55.

in the report of Special Agent
, dated

October 17 , 1955 , at Chicago

,



T-2

TOln>^pMlin:AL

in the report of Special Agent
Richard M. Kirby, dated May 14, 1956

T-?3 and T-5 in the report of Special Agent
Joseph M. Culkin, dated May 25,
1956, at Chicago, entitled "Edward
Starr, Was."

T“2 in the report of Special Agent
Thomas J. Donovan, dated November 10» j^g

1955, at Chicago, entitled "Thomas
J37

Edwin Kelley, Was."

T-1 in the rennrt r>f Rryscial Agent
dated April 11,

4.yu*.
'

T-3

T-4

in the report of Snecial
..
Agent

dated October 8,19SB;
,b6

b7Cin the report of Special Agent
dated March 31,1959.

T-3 Information furnished by this ^source
can be made *j>ublic only in a subpoena
duces tecum to the appropriate officer
of th© Amalgamated Trust and Savings
Bank, 111 South Dearborn, Chicago, Iy^nois.

Additional infoamiation furnished by the above
infonnants

T-r-3 in the report of Special Agent
1

^ dated
August 13, 1952.

b6
b7C

T-3 in the report of Special Agent
1 1 dated
August 27, 1954.

b6
b7C

t-2 in hlia yennnt r>f Rpanial Agent
Jr.f dated

October 17, 1955. ^

b6
b7C

2



in til© report of Special Agent
Richard M. Kirby, dated May 14, 1956.

in the report of Special Agent
Robert C. Robinson, dated April 11, 1958,

b 6

in the report of Special Agent

October 8, 1958.

of Special Agent
|

dated March 31, 1959,

is a current active informant.

Report of Special Agen
1958, at Chicago: '

dated April, 11,

Avenue, Chicago-, Illinois, an Accountant

,

who is a source of information Of th%g
Chicago Division.

|
|has done bb

b 7 D

as late as December, 1958. I 1

advises that he does not wish to testify
for professional reasons.

~i white, laale,

I Chicago. Illinois,b7c
a member of the Communist Party (CP) b7D
from 1944 to about 1948, and an
in-FmmnaTTf: n>-P f:bA nnxriginn

I

,

l^s
-t:f» •haat.-tfv. Tti I

lit Chicago in

informant

:

Additional information furnished by the above

T-14 in the report of Special Agent
I
dated March 13, 1947



T-9 in the report of Special Agent
Joseph B. Killgore, dated
October 4, 1950,

Tf5 is a confidential investigative
technique,

T-i*6 is a confidential investigative
technique;

T-7 is a current active informant.

T-8 is a current active informant.

T-9 is a current active informant.

Additional information furnished by the above
informant

:

October 8, 1958

^

ial Agent
,
dated

T-10

T-11

T^12

in the report of Special Agent
I dated

March 31, 1959.

is a current active informant,

is a cui*J?ent active informant.
•vjV .

is a current active informant.

Report of Special Agent
|

October 8, 1958, at Chicago:
dated

T-1 is a current active info;cmant.

; Additional info3?raatlon furnished by the above
informant

:

ial Agent
I dated

March 31, 1959,

4

tr



T-5 is a confidential investigative
,

technique.

T-6 is a confidential investigative
technique

.

T-7 ,is a current active informant.
f

T-8 is a current active inforjaant.

Additional information furnished by the above
informant

:

T-25

in the report of Special Agent
Carl N. Freyman, dated July 8, 1949.

in the report of Special Agent
Joseph B. Killgore, dated February 24,1950.

in the report of Special Agent
Charles W. Colglazier, dated
May 15, 1951.

in the report of Special^
I
dated ’

•

August Vi, 1952.

in thfe report of Special Agent

I

dated b 7 r

April 30, 1953.

in the ibeport of Special Agent be .

I dated bvc

August 27, 1954.

in the report of Special Agent b 7 c
L dated

March Stl, 1955.

in the report of Special Agent
I ~l dated .June 9. .

<'

1953, at Chicago, entitled 1 I

5.
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FD-221a (Rev, 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent in Charge, FBI,

CITY

DATE

Chicago, Illinois

June 1, 1959

Chicago

Seven
dollars, and no cents,

was
($

^
), which money paid by me on June 1

,

—1959

to
the Palmer House to meet CG 5824-S* under secure nonditinriQ

for information concerning the case entitled
Conmiunist P^gty

^

—

USA—(100^2398)

and related cases.

Period Covered by Payment
June 1, 1959

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared _

¥P-
Item

Approved:



FD-221a (Rev. 2-4-56)

Request of Special Agent In Charge, FBI,

CITY

DATE

Chicago, Illinois

June 1, 1959

Cjhicago, Illinois

One Hundred and ninety five
cents.

195,00 . ... June 2, 1959
(S 1— ), which money is to be paid by me on i

CG 5824-S* as reimbursement for expenses for a trip to Toronto

and New York City from May 25 through May 27, 1959.

for information concerning the case entiUed Communist Party, USA International

Relations (100-33729) and related cases.

Authority (date)

Signed:

Telephone call from SAC AH
A. H. BELMONT 5/28/59

Special Agent

to Assistant rector

Period Covered by Payment See above

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared .

Approved:
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FD-209 (Rev. 6-6-56)
STANDARD FORM NO. S4

Ojfice NLemorandum • united states government

I'O ! SAC ^ DATE: ^A

f

yf' .

'

I 1 Cl Ljdsi
FROM : SA

,
,

,
,

DATE: ^A f

o. ZB«
PCI PSI

<^4 Jt? /-/

Dates of Contact

oC-U3a7^ i^Cec,

U/^rr
/cr^ ~~2.C,/ZF'

erv —

Purpose results of contact ^
l____V^j^Qqattve

- 7^/^7

Security Informant certified that he had furnished all information obtained by
him since last contact.

Coverage

JUN 1 195



(134-220) (134-46) M^y 28^ 1959

l)ir^tor
, m (100-340711)^^ ^^(

06-5824-8
-m 694-S ;-

granted to increase payn^tt to 00 5824-8 to |1W
per ffloatfe for services r«Qd«ped and noratl «3i^e^«ss

V'iaearred. ,

S^ee CO 5824-S and BY ^4-s are ©tnally as
iBfKartant In onr coverage of botb national later-
natipaal eoffi^missi and are both providing Invalaablo 1 I

inforiaation as a result of their efforts^ authority is 7 /
granted to ia«reas® payn^ats to each informant froa

/ / /
•-. I900-:p«r moath- to $10(X) -per month for.- servi^^^ / /' /,
rendered and normal erpensea tacarred for a period I /

of four Baonths offeetive 6-l-59j. 3?his inereaso in .

epmpenaation ihoittS 1m IMed'lnc^^ both
informants to continue to expend their beat efforts v-* .

on behalf of the Bureau and to achieve eveh greater .

'

'
. .accofflpli-shffients."

'

'

' \



standard porm no. 64

Office Is/iemorandum

TO : S*AC (134-46)

EROM ; SA C. N. PR3YI-1AN

SUBJECT: CG 5324-S-:s-

This X'Till record

DATEv June 1, 19^9

the SAC and Assistant Director BTiJLlIO'RT at 3 PH May 28, 19!?9.

Mr. BBLMONT advised the Si^C that payments requested
for the trip of this informant to Canada and New Yor^c City
during the week of May 2^-27> 19^9 were approved. He further
advised that the idea of a mission for the informant in
connection with any future trips abroad was an excellent idea
and would receive detailed consideration by the Bureau. Mr.
B3LM0NT further advised that approval had been made for payment
to the informant as well as to NY 694-S-:c- of the recently
requested amount.

CNF/njb
( 1 )

I, \ \

JUM "11959
‘

T



6/2/59

A I E T E L AIE laiL -- KEGISTEEE9

TO : DIE2CT0E, E3I (Gl-76Ga)

mcu : SAC, CHICAGO a34-^)

SUBJECT; CG 5324-3=*'

CG 5S24-S=«= advised on S/1/59 that lie plans to leave
Ciiicago on Wednesday, G/3/59, for the Hayo Clinic in Eocliestor,

Ilinnesota, Tlio inforaant is scheduled to undergo a series of
tests starting Thursday, G/4/59. Based on past e:^erience,
CG 5324-S* is of the opinion that the tests in this physical
esnnination \?ili be given over a period of three to four days*

The above is furnished to the Minneapolis Office for
inforaatioa only* The Bureau and Minneapolis will be advised of
any change in the plans of CG 5S24-3*.

3 - Bureau
Minneapolis (134-

1 - Chicago

AUEEBACn

) (CG 5324-S*)

4/* JEK/ku
(5)

/



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office iS/ijemofMdufyi • united stati^government

SAC (134-46) DATE; 9^ 1959

IROM ; SA 0. N. PREYMAF

SUBJECT: CQ 5824-S-::-

The writer, on June 7 and 8, 19^9 had brief
telephonic contact with the captioned informant who arrived
home on Sunday, June ?• I have had little opportunity to
talk to him concerning his exact physical condition. However,
he has advised me that the doctors have advised him that he
must have at least a month of complete rest. The doctors
who feel that he ^^is working an eight hour day have advised him
that he work day. It is possible the informant
-waiy""adEere in part to the doctors advice for him to take a rest
but, of course, he will be unable to cut down his work day
proportionately as suggested by the doctors. He has also
been told by the doctors that the medicine they prescribed
for him to take must be taken under supervised care. This
means he will have to have the consultation of a local doctor.

On the morning of June 8 he told me that his i^ife
xfas in bad shape on his arrival home but that she insists that
be attend the HSG meeting scheduled for this week. He said
be does not feel he can attend this meeting but per her
insistence he is making some temporary arrangements and
may leave on the evening of June 8. He advised that if he
does go and because of his trip to Hex'^’ York, he x-xill be in
need of money. He would be gone probably until about June 12
and would need approximately O^O.

I ^ul^suggest that tM Bur,eau not bei adv-ise^by1 •raoui^sug^s'c that the Bur,eau not bp'y advised,^ by
telephone of
Informant definitely makes a decision. . / ^

m
CJ'

Mf .0 1959

C// .



STANDARD FORM NO. 64STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office M.emorandum

TO : SAC (134-46)

FROM : SA 0. N. PREYMAN

SUBJECT: CG 5324-3^5-

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATEvj^ne 9, 1959

This will record a telephone conversation between
ASAC NORMAIT MC 0AB?1, Uew York Office, and tbe writer , made on
SAC authority at 4:45 PM June 3, 1959.

I advised Mr. MO CAB'S there had been a change of
flight plans for CG 5824-S-::- and he will now arrive on
Capital Airlines Plight departing Chicago 5:30 PM
June 3, 1959 and arriving at Newark. I requested MC OAWl
to get in touch with NY 694-S advising of these matters. I
further made inquiries concerning hotel reservations and
MC CABS said he had not been able to get any hotel reservations
but CG 5324-S-:^ will stay with NY 694-S evening of June 3, 1959.

I also advised MC C^BS of current status
healthfi-

of CG 582l|^S'::->,

CNP/njb

( 1 )



Request of Special Agent .in Charge, FBI,

CITY Chicago ^ Illinois

13^72 Juno 12^ 19^9

Chic ago

Five Hundred and !1 cents,

($ ^00*00
), which money is to be paid by me on —June —19^9

to CG g82k-S-X-
:

for information concerning the case entitled Communist Party ^—USA

—

(100*^239,
03

—

and

related cases^

Signed:
Special Agent/>

Cg let 5/l5/^9 and Bulat ^/28/59 authorizing ^1,000 per

Authority (date) x^iotith for services rendered and normal espenses incurred
effective 6/l/59

Period Covered by Payment J^ne—l_j

—

19^9—through—June, l^j 1959

App^v^:

Authorization Checked

Check Number

Receipts Received

Voucher Prepared -

/Is-/'

Item_z

Informant's File No. ,—23
SAC

By WhomDate of Actual Payment
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